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Abstract

Membrane gas absorption is a new way of contacting gas and liquid for indus-

trial scale gas purification and offers significant advantages compared to con-

ventional absorption towers. Due to the separation of the phases by a

microporous membrane the contactor may be operated without limitations

caused by flooding, foaming, channeling and liquid entrainment. Very compact

hollow fiber membrane units can be made resulting in significant savings in

weight and space required.

This dissertation deals with membrane gas absorption in the application of CO2

removal by aqueous alkanolamines, using microporous PTFE hollow fiber

membranes. A new lab-scale apparatus was constructed and an extensive exper-

imental study executed to determine the performance of the membrane gas

absorber, with aqueous solutions of monoethanolamine (MEA) and methyldi-

ethanolamine (MDEA) as absorbents. The important operation parameters CO2

partial pressure, gas velocity, liquid velocity, temperature and liquid CO2 load-

ing were systematically varied within the range typically experienced in a pro-

cess for exhaust gas CO2-removal. 

The results clearly show the change in the absorption rate and the overall mass

transfer coefficient related to each of the variables. An important conclusion

from the experimental study is that the contribution from the gas phase in the

overall mass transfer resistance is negligible for the conditions studied. Mem-

brane mass transfer resistance corresponds to less than 12% of the total, leaving

the liquid side as the totally dominating resistance term. It is found that the liq-

uid side mass transfer is limited by component diffusivities except at low partial

pressures, where the chemical reaction may be rate-limiting.

A comprehensive model for the simulation of the membrane gas absorber was

developed. The model explicitly accounts for the rates of mass transfer through
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the membrane, diffusion and chemical reaction in the liquid phase and the cor-

responding heat transfer model. The important effect of radial viscosity gradi-

ents on the liquid diffusivities was also included. An equilibrium model was

developed to calculate liquid speciation and equilibrium partial pressures in the

chemical systems CO2/MEA/water and CO2/MDEA/water.

The membrane gas absorber model calculates temperature profiles and concen-

tration profiles of all components through the length of a single membrane tube.

The total absorption rate in a membrane module is calculated from a mass bal-

ance of the gas and the liquid phase. It was observed that the diffusional trans-

port of chemically bound CO2 and other ionic reaction products is an important

rate limiting step. This lead to the requirement of new correlations for these

component diffusivities, developed from parameter regression on selected

experiments. Model predictions of absorption rates and the effects of individual

variables agree well with experimental data, with maximum deviations within

%. In the range of operation for an industrial contactor with CO2 absorbing

in aqueous MEA, the average model deviation is 2.8%. 

The possibility of utilizing a lab-scale membrane gas absorber as a tool in mea-

suring the kinetics of CO2-alkanolamine reactions is discussed. It has been

shown that the sensitivity to reaction kinetics can be significantly improved by

reducing the contact time beyond what is possible in the present experimental

set-up. This may be achieved in a membrane module with 1-5 cm tube length

and a high number of tubes so that absorption fluxes can still be measured with

a high level of accuracy. To verify this procedure, experiments were performed

in a range with a reasonably good sensitivity to reaction kinetics in the MDEA-

system. The second order rate constant of the CO2-MDEA reaction was

regressed from the experimental data resulting in an Arrhenius expression com-

parable to literature values.

15±
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1   Background

1.1.1  The absorption process

The large scale removal of carbon dioxide from a gas stream is an important

industrial operation, which has traditionally been motivated by technical and

economical reasons. Carbon dioxide (CO2) present in natural gas will reduce

the heating value of the gas. In addition, it is desirable to remove the CO2 before

pipeline transport to avoid pumping any extra volume of gas. Being an acidic

gas, CO2 also has the potential of enhancing corrosion on process equipment.

The sales gas specification for natural gas typically requires the CO2 content to

be less than 1-2%, which normally makes a removal efficiency of 80-90% suffi-

cient. The traditional approach to cope with this is by means of an absorption

process where the gas is contacted by a liquid with an affinity to the acid gas

species.

In processes like ammonia and LNG manufacture, the CO2 content must be

reduced to a level of 10-100 ppm to avoid catalyst poisoning. In these cases the
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absorption process must normally be combined with features like adsorption or

irreversible chemical conversion (Astarita, 1983), which is termed final or trace

purification as opposed to the bulk removal achieved in the absorption pro-

cesses. 

In the traditional absorption process, normally the contact between gas and liq-

uid is achieved in an absorption tower where the liquid flows downwards on the

surface of a packing material countercurrently to the upflowing gas. The pack-

ing material may be a traditional dumped packing like Raschig rings, or a struc-

tured packing like Mellapak, as illustrated in figure 1.1. In some situations, plate

towers are preferred (Kohl and Nielsen, 1997). 

The absorption process must in general be regenerative in the sense that the liq-

uid is circulating in the process. The liquid regeneration is achieved by raising

the temperature and desorbing the carbon dioxide from the liquid by means of

countercurrent contact with steam generated in a reboiler (fig. 1.1). If the

absorber pressure is elevated as in natural gas CO2 removal, one or more flash

stages would be utilized before the desorber (stripper). After condensation of

FIGURE 1.1: Schematic view of a conventional gas absorption/desorption pro-
cess, with Mellapak 250.Y structured packing (Sulzer Chemtech).

Conc. CO2

Reboiler

Feed gas
(Flue gas)

Absorber

Treated gas

Structured packing

Overhead
condenser

Lean/Rich
heat exch.

Lean solvent

Rich solvent

Desorber

Reflux

Lean solvent
cooler
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vapor on top of the stripping tower a pure CO2 gas results which in principle

could be released to the atmosphere.

However, the increased attention given to global warming and increasing con-

centration of atmospheric CO2 has motivated an intensive research on CO2 cap-

ture and storage. This may be achieved by storage in aquifers, by deepwater

storage or by injection into oil wells for enhanced oil recovery, which are all

subjects of current research. The technical/economical and environmental

aspects of CO2 removal are combined in the offshore processing platform on the

Statoil “Sleipner” gas field, which is a unique example. Here the well stream

CO2 content of 9% is brought down to 2% by a chemical absorption process

before pipeline transport to the European market. The separated pure CO2 is

further compressed and injected into an aquifer. This corresponds to an annual

amount of 2 mill. tons of CO2.

For similar environmental reasons the possibility of CO2 removal from large

scale fossil fuel combustion (coal fired or natural gas fired power plants) has

gained increased attention during the last years. In this case, the exhaust feed

gas will be of atmospheric pressure and typically contain 3-4% CO2 if the fuel

is natural gas and 10-12% from a coal fired process. In order to make this an

economically acceptable operation it is of crucial importance that the energy

penalty caused by CO2 removal is minimized. The process of post-combustion

decarbonization by chemical absorption is still considered a promising technol-

ogy to achieve this goal (Bolland and Undrum, 2002). 

1.1.2  Absorption liquids

The absorption liquid may be a physical or a chemical solvent. Chemical sol-

vents in general have a higher absorption capacity which makes for a reduced

volume of liquid to be pumped through the process. The chemical equilibria

provide a high driving force for absorption and enable low CO2 levels in the exit

gas to be achieved. The ideal chemical solvent would be one with fast reaction

kinetics and close to irreversible reaction, but which may be cyclically reversed
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e.g. upon heating. In any case the major draw-back with chemical solvents is the

high energy requirement to regenerate the solvent. For flue gas CO2 removal,

however, a chemical solvent is the only considerable option. 

The alkanolamines have been found to possess many of the desirable properties

as the reactive component in an aqueous absorbent solution. Approximately

90% of all acid gas (CO2 and H2S) treating processes in operation today use

alkanolamine solvents. Bottoms (1930) introduced triethanolamine (TEA),

which was used in the early gas treating plants. Today monoethanolamine

(MEA) and promoted methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) in aqueous solution are

the most important solvent systems for CO2 absorption. Promoted potassium

carbonate solution and potassium salts of amino acid however still has a market

share. Some “hybrid” solvents are also in use comprised of alkanolamines in

organic physical solvents like methanol.

1.1.3  Tower design and operation

The design and operation of absorption towers are limited by constraints regard-

ing the gas and liquid flow and the coupling between them. The packing mate-

rial is designed in order to provide as high specific surface area (m2/m3) as

possible. In low pressure operations it is especially important that the pressure

drop through the packed bed is minimized in order to reduce the energy require-

ment of the gas blowers. The distribution of liquid over the packing cross sec-

tion is important to avoid channeling, by-passing and unstable operation of the

process. 

The lower constraint of the liquid flow is the one that gives a complete wetting

of the packing surface. An upper constraint exist where liquid “bridges” form,

which serve to reduce the area available for mass transfer. When increasing the

gas velocity at a given liquid load, the “loading point” is eventually reached

where the liquid is held back by the upflowing gas. The pressure drop over the

bed then starts to increase rapidly until the flooding point, when liquid is forced

upwards by the gas. To minimize the required tower cross section it is desirable
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to operate as close to the flooding limit as possible. The design limit in terms of

gas velocity is therefore typically at 70% of flooding.

1.2   Membranes for gas separation

Membrane technology is a rapidly emerging field and has since the 1980’s been

applied in a number of fields for large scale gas purification. Reliable and selec-

tive polymer membranes have been developed for a number of applications. In

this process the selectivity is provided by the membrane due to differences in

solubility, diffusivity and/or size of the molecules to be separated. With a selec-

tive membrane, no chemicals are needed for the separation, and in principle a

compact and robust process may be designed. 

The driving force for this separation is given by differences in partial pressures

of the components between the feed side and the permeate side of the mem-

brane. This may be provided by a difference in total pressure or by making use

of a sweep gas on the permeate side. If the permeate is a desired product, a vac-

uum is required in order to capture the separated component in highly concen-

trated form. This will have to be the case in large scale CO2 capture from flue

gas, where the CO2 is subsequently compressed to the subsea injection pressure.

Present research on polymer membranes with fixed site carriers and supported

liquid membranes show promising results on a laboratory scale. There is how-

ever a number of challenges to overcome, especially in terms of membrane sta-

bility. Microporous membranes made of carbon or inorganic materials have

shown excellent selectivity but are very sensitive to humidity in the gas. This is

a problem since the exhaust gas normally contains around 7% water. For flue

gas CO2 removal the challenge still remains to develop a membrane with a com-

bined high selectivity and permeability. According to a study referred to by

Feron et al. (1992), a two stage system was required for a flue gas CO2 removal

operation using commercially available gas separation membranes. The cost

was found to be at least twice the cost of a conventional MEA absorption pro-

cess, mostly due to the high energy requirements for gas compression. The low
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partial pressure of CO2 in the power plant flue gas is a final limitation as the

driving force will always be small. Feron and Jansen (2002) claimed that it is

doubtful whether gas separation membranes present a viable option for this

application.

Morimoto et al. (2002) compared the costs of CO2 capture from combustion gas

of a coal fired power plant (13% CO2) with a conventional MEA absorption

process and a polymer membrane. They found that the membrane process was

30% more expensive with a produced CO2 of 59% purity compared to the

99.9% purity produced in the absorption process. 80% of the energy require-

ment was found in the vacuum pump. The cost of a membrane process was sig-

nificantly reduced when studying removal from a more concentrated blast

furnace gas of 27% CO2. They thus concluded that in cases with a high CO2

concentration in the flue gas, membrane separation can be feasible in the near

future.

1.3   Membrane Gas Absorption

1.3.1  Principle

Membrane gas absorption is a new separation technique under rapid develop-

ment. It may be considered a hybrid of a gas absorption technology and mem-

brane technology. In this operation the gas phase is separated from the liquid

phase by a microporous membrane not wetted by the absorption liquid. The

membrane works only as a barrier between the phases, while the selectivity for

separation is provided by the absorption liquid, which may be of similar type as

in conventional gas absorption, e.g. an aqueous solution of alkanolamines. The

fundamental difference between membrane gas absorption and conventional

membranes for gas separation is illustrated in figure 1.2. 

In membrane gas absorption the advantages of absorption technology and mem-

brane technology are combined. The membrane gas absorber acts as a different

way of contacting the gas and the liquid phase and gives a number of advantages
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compared to conventional absorption towers, which may be considered dis-

persed phase contactors. The decoupling of the gas and liquid phase prevents

any momentum transfer from occurring across the phase boundary. As a conse-

quence, the operation problems and constraints like foaming, channeling,

entrainment and flooding are eliminated. The presence of the membrane will

also serve to reduce the interfacial contact and mass-transfer of undesirable gas

phase components like oxygen and nitrous oxide that may operate as degrada-

tion agents to the alkanolamine in solution. The possible disadvantage from an

extra resistance layer between the gas and the liquid phase may be minimized

by proper membrane design and choice of materials.

By forming the membrane as hollow fibers stacked in membrane modules, very

compact units can be made, as illustrated in figure 1.3. The possibility of a spe-

cific surface area 30 times higher than conventional absorption towers has been

reported (Qi and Cussler, 1985a/1985b). However, in practice this is limited by

pressure drop considerations and the level of gas pretreatment in order to

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 1.2: Principle of gas separation membrane (a) and membrane gas
absorption (b) 

Flue gas
Microporous
membrane Absorption liquid

CO2

CO2

Low pressure sideHigh pressure side
Gas separation

membrane
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remove particles, dust and liquid droplets, that may lead to clogging of the

membrane module.

Membrane contactors have a number of possible applications in both gas

absorption and liquid/liquid extraction (Gabelman and Hwang, 1999). In some

situations where gas side resistance is dominating, it may by desirable to oper-

ate the membrane in wetted mode i.e. with liquid filled pores. When operated as

a liquid-liquid contactor the pores should be wetted by the phase with the lowest

resistance to mass transfer. A dense polymer or gel layer may be added on either

side of the porous membrane in order to invoke selectivity in the membrane.

1.3.2  Breakthrough pressure

As most systems applied in CO2 absorption are controlled by liquid side mass

transfer resistance, it is of utmost importance to prevent any penetration of liq-

uid into the pores of the membrane. This is dependent on the trans-membrane

pressure and the wettability of the membrane material. The membrane break-

through pressure may be described by the Young-Laplace equation as:

FIGURE 1.3: Module design of a hollow fiber membrane contactor for flue gas
CO2 removal

Rich solvent

Flue gas inTreated gas out

Lean  solvent
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(1.1)

where  is the liquid surface tension,  is the contact angle between liquid and

solid (the membrane material). r1 and r2 are the two characteristic radii of an

elliptic shaped pore. For a circular pore the equation is simplified to:

(1.2)

with  defined as:

(1.3)

The requirement is that the liquid does not wet the membrane material. This

does not spontaneously occur if . Liquid penetration into the pores will

then occur only if . If  the gas/liquid interface will be

“immobilized” at the liquid side pore opening as illustrated in figure 1.2b. This

is the desired situation when it comes to the application of the membrane in a

CO2/alkanolamine contactor. If  the gas will penetrate as bubbles into

the liquid phase. 

In order to design a robust industrial process it is desirable to use a membrane

with as high  as possible. From eq. (1.1) it is seen that this may be

obtained by a small pore radius and by using a liquid with a high surface ten-

sion. A lower limit exist for the pore radius when the contribution from Knud-

sen diffusion becomes significant, thus reducing the effective diffusivity

through the membrane. This limits the pore radius to be higher than the mean

free path of the CO2-molecules, which is around 0.07 , depending on tem-

perature. The use of aqueous solutions assure that the surface tension is rela-

tively high. However, the surface tension is decreasing considerably upon

increasing alkanolamine concentration (Vásquez et al., 1997; Alvarez et al.,

1998). This effect is counteracted by a slight increase with CO2-concentration

(Kumar et al., 2002). These aspects should always be considered in a conserva-

tive design.
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1.3.3  Membrane materials

In table 1–1, the surface energy of a number of polymers that may be used in

microporous membranes is given. Wetting of the polymer by the liquid solution

is generally favored by high surface energy. It is seen that polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE) has the desirable property in terms of a significantly lower surface

energy than the other polymers. Important additional advantages of PTFE are

the chemical stability and inertness that prevent the polymer from changing its

properties over time. Tests with CO2 absorption into alkanolamine using poly-

ethylene and polypropylene membranes have shown that the resistance to liquid

penetration breaks down after a period of long term operation, probably due to a

combination of surface wetting and swelling of the polymer with the elapse of

time (Kreulen et al., 1993; Nishikawa et al. 1995).

1.3.4  The Kvaerner/Gore membrane contactor

Kvaerner Process Systems, in collaboration with W.L Gore & Associates, has

for a number of years worked on the development of membrane contactors

based upon microporous PTFE hollow fiber membranes. The aim has been the

application in CO2 removal with aqueous alkanolamines, both from exhaust gas

and natural gas (Falk-Pedersen, et al., 2000). The technology has also been

developed for natural gas dehydration (King et al., 2002). 

The membrane modules essentially consist of layers formed as microporous

tubes interconnected by impermeable bridges. The tube layers are separated by

a spacer that serves to prevent adjacent layers from coming into direct contact,

TABLE 1–1:  Surface energy of some polymers (Mulder, 1991)

Polymer
Surface energy

 (103 N/m)

polytetrafluorethylene 19.1

polypropylene 30.0

polyethylene 33.2

polyvinylchloride 36.7
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as illustrated in figure 1.4. The gas flow is thus regularly distributed on the

available cross-section. The spacer additionally serves to provide a thorough

mixing of the gas phase in order to minimize the presence of gas phase mass

transfer resistance.

Membrane tubes will in these contactors typically have diameters from 0.5-1.5

mm and the specific area of the units range from 500-1500 m2/m3. Based upon

testing performed on a pilot scale the important advantages of this technology

have been verified (Falk-Pedersen et al., 2000). These may be summarized as:

• 60-75% reduction in size and weight compared to a conventional tower

• Footprint requirement reduced by 40% compared to conventional case

• The contactor is insensitive to motion

FIGURE 1.4: Principle of the interconnected tube membrane design, with spacer
between the tube layers. The fiber ends are potted with a thermosetting resin.

Fiber potting

Liquid flow

SpacerMembrane
tube layer

Gas flow
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• No foaming, channeling, entrainment or flooding

• Significant reduction of corrosion problems

• Operating cost savings of 38-42%

• Capital cost savings by 35-40%

1.4   Purpose

1.4.1  Scope of this work

The Norwegian climate technology programme Klimatek is aimed at develop-

ment and verification of new cost-effective technologies which can capture and

sequester CO2 from gas fired power generation. Within this programme the

project contracted by Kvaerner Process Systems is focusing on the development

of a membrane gas/liquid contactor for CO2-removal using amine absorption.

Important objectives within this project are the reduction of weight, volume and

energy requirements for the CO2 removal operation. The technology is demon-

strated in a pilot plant at Statoils gas processing plant at Kårstø, Norway and in

a smaller test rig, erected at SINTEF/NTNU in Trondheim, Norway. 

The purpose of this work has been to develop a fundamental understanding of

the mechanisms involved in the operation of a membrane gas absorber through a

lab-scale experimental study, a theoretical study and mathematical modeling of

the process. Being a fundamental study, the work has been limited to the perfor-

mance of straight tube membranes. Other new membrane designs, where liquid

mixing points have been implemented are not studied. Proprietary experimental

data show that these new membranes lead to a significant increase in mass trans-

fer coefficients. The values of mass transfer coefficients presented in this study

are thus not representative of what may be realized in a technical process using

the Kvaerner/Gore membrane gas absorbers.
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1.4.2  Problem formulation

Membrane gas absorption may still be considered an immature technology, and

the major objective of this work has been to achieve an increased understanding

of the mechanisms involved in the operation. This has been limited to the appli-

cation as a contactor for CO2-absorption in aqueous alkanolamines. The solvent

systems used are the aqueous solutions of MEA and MDEA. These are the most

common alkanolamine solvents in use and they also represent two extremes

regarding chemistry and range of operation. MEA is the most common compo-

nent for application in exhaust gas CO2 removal, while MDEA has a similar

position in natural gas operation. The main focus has been on the following

fields:

• Investigate the effect of operating variables like CO2 partial pressure, liquid

CO2 loading, liquid velocity, gas velocity and temperature. All in the range

of operation expected from a technical process applied in exhaust gas CO2

removal. This has required the design and establishment of a new lab-scale

apparatus which is a major part of this work. 

• Establish a simulation tool by rigorous modeling of the membrane gas

absorption process explicitly accounting for the rate of diffusion and chemi-

cal reaction in the liquid phase including gas bulk and membrane transport.

The model should include thermal effects and the effect of water evaporation

caused by contact with an unsaturated gas. This requires the establishment of

an equilibrium model in order to capture the effects of reaction reversibility

both in the CO2/MEA/water and CO2/MDEA/water systems.

• Investigate the possibility of utilizing a lab-scale membrane gas absorber as a

tool to obtain fundamental mass transfer data like diffusivities and reaction

rate constants in alkanolamine systems. This includes a sensitivity analysis in

order to map the reaction regimes that may be realized.
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1.4.3  Thesis outline

In chapter 2, a literature survey of membrane gas absorption (MGA) is given.

The review is limited to microporous membranes focusing on CO2 as the trans-

ferable component. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the chemistry involved in

the absorption of CO2 into aqueous alkanolamine solutions. This include chem-

ical reactions, rate expressions and a discussion of possible reaction mecha-

nisms. In chapter 4 the problems involved in developing an equilibrium model

for CO2/alkanolamine/water systems are discussed. A review is given regarding

different approaches to the subject. The non-iterative equilibrium model used in

the MGA simulator model is developed and discussed. 

The experimental setup and operation of the lab-scale apparatus are presented in

chapter 5 along with the sampling and analysis procedures. The procedure for

calculation of CO2 absorption rates from experimental raw data is shown.

Results from the absorption experiments are shown and discussed in chapter 6

in terms of the overall mass transfer coefficients and relative enhancement fac-

tors. 

The different parts of the MGA simulator model are outlined in chapter 7,

including the gas and liquid flow model and the model describing mass and heat

transport in the gas phase, membrane and liquid phase. The effect of important

physical properties are discussed along with the coupling phenomena between

the effect of increased viscosity due to CO2 absorption and the component dif-

fusivities. The importance of correct values for the bound CO2 diffusivities are

discussed and new correlations are developed from parameter regression on

selected experiments from the lab-scale apparatus. The comparison of model

predictions with experimental data is shown and discussed.

The possibility of using a lab-scale membrane gas absorber for the purpose of

measuring reaction kinetics is further discussed in chapter 8, including a sensi-

tivity analysis on the developed model. New experiments are presented and used

in the regression of the second order rate constant for the CO2-MDEA reaction.

In chapter 9, conclusions and recommendations for further work are presented.
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CHAPTER 2 Literature review of 
membrane gas 
absorption

The literature review given here will have the emphasis on membrane gas

absorption using microporous, hydrophobic membranes with CO2 removal as

the main application. Microporous membrane gas absorption in general has

been reviewed by Sirkar (1992).

2.1   Studies focusing on the mass transfer 
performance of membrane gas absorbers

The first known application of a microporous membrane as a gas-liquid contact-

ing device was for oxygenation of blood using hydrophobic flat Gore-Tex mem-

branes (Esato and Eiseman, 1975). The possibility of an industrial application

of hollow fibre membranes as gas/liquid contactors was first studied by Qi and

Cussler (1985a, 1985b). Seeing the potential in terms of a larger area per vol-

ume compared to conventional absorption towers, they investigated possible

negative effects of the additional membrane resistance. They used a

microporous hydrophobic polypropylene hollow fiber membrane for absorption

of carbon dioxide in aqueous sodium hydroxide. 
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Their experimental results verified that the correlation by Sieder and Tate

(1936) is appropriate for the liquid side mass transfer coefficient and found that

the mass transfer area of the membrane module is unaltered even at very low

liquid flow. Investigating different chemical systems, they concluded that the

membrane resistance was dominant for gas absorption in strong acid and base

(NH3 in H2SO4, H2S and SO2 in NaOH), which is not surprising since these are

the systems that normally would be gas-film controlled. Absorption of CO2 in

NaOH was found to be less dominated by membrane resistance, due to the

slower chemical reaction. Experiments done with absorption of CO2 in a num-

ber of common alkanolamine solutions showed that liquid side resistance is

dominant in these cases, thus concluding that selectivities can be obtained

which are comparable to those of packed towers.

Comparing their results with the performance of packed towers in terms of the

volumetric overall mass transfer coefficient, KGa, they found the values to be

possibly thirty times greater for their membrane modules. They also recognized

the independency of gas and liquid flows as an important advantage in favour of

the membrane contactor. These conclusions were further investigated by Yang

and Cussler (1986), who studied gas-liquid mass transfer by desorbing O2 from

water, and determined the influence of liquid velocity on the mass-transfer coef-

ficient. Wang and Cussler (1993) and Cussler (1994) showed that liquid side

mass transfer may be significantly improved if the liquid flows on the shell side

and perpendicular to the fibers. This is a consequence of better mixing on the

liquid side. New module designs were presented that partially combined the

advantages of countercurrent flow in terms of driving force and the advantage of

cross-flow in terms of mass transfer. This was basically achieved by using baf-

fles on the shell side.

To verify that the Graetz-Leveque solution for heat transfer is applicable for the

tube side mass transfer, Kreulen et al. (1993a) studied the physical absorption of

CO2 into water/glycerol. By varying the glycerol fraction, the liquid viscosity

could be varied and experimental results were found to follow the solution cal-

culated from the correlation. The membranes were microporous polypropylene
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and polysulfone. The effect of membrane porosity on the effective mass transfer

area was investigated by absorption experiments of pure CO2 in water with two

membranes of 70% and 3% porosity. With liquid flowing through the fibers they

found very good agreement between theoretical and experimental values of the

mass transfer coefficient when the mass transfer area was taken as the surface

area of the fibers and not just the pores themselves. This was true for both mem-

branes, thus supporting the common assumption that the active mass transfer

area is given by the total membrane surface area and is independent of porosity. 

Referring to studies of analogous problems (e.g. Wakeham and Mason, 1979),

the results could be explained by considering the liquid to be instantaneously

saturated along the membrane wall compared to saturation in the radial direc-

tion. This may result from the extremely short distance between pores compared

to the distance from the fiber wall to the center of the fiber. The boundary layer

adjacent to the fibre can be considered homogeneously saturated and from this

layer the diffusion into the flowing liquid is taking place.

The TNO group in the Netherlands has been studying the application of a

hydrophobic (polypropylene) membrane contactor for CO2 removal from flue

gases (Feron and Jansen, 2002). They proposed a transversal flow membrane

module design using a reactive solvent. They estimated the equipment cost to be

30% lower than that of a process using packed towers. Furthermore, the esti-

mated gas side pressure drop for the membrane contactor was half of that of a

conventional absorber, which will lead to a significant reduction in energy cost. 

Experiencing problems with wetting of the polypropylene/polyethylene mem-

branes using conventional alkanolamine-based solvents, the TNO group has

developed a new class of solvents, having a higher surface tension and thus

reducing the tendency of leakage from the liquid phase through the membrane.

This may be achieved by addition of a water soluble carbonate salt to the

alkanolamine solution or by using alkaline salts of amino acids as the active

component of the absorbent liquid (Jansen and Feron, 1998; Kumar et al.,

2002).
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Mitshubishi Heavy Industries and Tokyo Electric Power Company have pub-

lished a series of articles related to their work on CO2 removal from thermal

power plant flue gas by a hollow fiber gas/liquid contactor. They have devel-

oped a method whereby a membrane module is installed inside the flue gas

duct, proposing conventional steam desorption as the method for regenerating

the MEA-water solvent applied. (Matsumoto et al. 1995; Nishikawa et al.,

1995). Their experimental results indicated that the microporous membranes are

suitable for the CO2-MEA/water system due to the high value of the volumetric

mass transfer coefficient (five times that of a packed bed) when there is no wet-

ting of the microporous membrane. PTFE was found to be an excellent mem-

brane material as it was not subject to wetting during a long term continuous

testing period of 6600 hours. The polyethene membranes tested showed a grad-

ual decrease in the overall mass transfer coefficient with time, probably due to

wetting of the membrane. By surface treatment with a fluorocarbonic material

the durability of the PE-membranes was improved. 

Matsumoto et al. (1995) apparently found the overall mass transfer coefficient

to be strongly dependent on membrane porosity upon absorption of CO2 in

chemical solvents, while practically no effect of porosity was found with pure

water as absorbent. This resulted from testing of a series of membranes made of

PTFE, PE and PP with porosities ranging from 40 to 80%. The chemical sol-

vents were a 30wt% aqueous MEA-solution and a 1 M aqueous NaOH-solution.

Matsumoto et al. (1995) explained the effect by considering the concentration

boundary layer thickness in the two cases. This was found to be significantly

lower in the chemical system due to the rapid chemical reaction, and compara-

ble to the apparent distance between adjacent pores, based upon the assumption

that the pores are open with a staggered arrangement. 

These results would indicate the effective mass transfer area to be related to the

area represented by the pore openings in the case of chemical absorption. How-

ever, a closer look at the data given by Matsumoto et al. (1995) reveal that the

experiments were done with decreasing membrane wall thickness, pore diame-

ter and membrane tube diameter in addition to increasing membrane porosity.
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The effects observed can thus partially be explained by considering the varia-

tions in membrane resistance vs. the total resistance.

Rangwala (1996) published results from experiments with absorption of carbon

dioxide in water, sodium hydroxide and DEA solution using polypropylene

microporous hollow fibers. He compared the results with those calculated by the

use of correlations for gas, membrane and liquid mass transfer coefficients.

Rangwala found a lower value for the membrane mass transfer coefficient than

expected and attributed this to partial liquid penetration into the pores.

Li and Teo, (1998) studied the removal of carbon dioxide from a gas mixture

using hollow fibre membranes with both permeation and absorption methods.

Their two types of membranes were made of homogeneous silicon rubber and

polyethersulphone with a dense skin layer at the outer edge of the fibre. The use

of dense membranes for gas absorption inevitably increases the mass transfer

resistance, but eliminates the wetting problems commonly encountered in

microporous membranes. Another advantage is the flexibility in operation with

a high gas side pressure without bubble formation. This was tested with a gas

pressure 200 kPa higher than the liquid pressure, and may to some degree com-

pensate the disadvantage of higher membrane resistance due to the possibility of

a higher driving force for absorption. Membrane gas absorption using nonpo-

rous membranes was also investigated by Nii and Takeuchi, (1994) who named

the process “permabsorption”.

2.2   Work including rate-based modeling

The majority of the publications so far mentioned use simplified methods for

the theoretical mass transfer analysis making use of individual film (gas, mem-

brane and liquid) and overall mass transfer coefficients. These may be consid-

ered lumped-parameter models compared to the use of transport equations for

the chemical components explicitly accounting for the rates of diffusion and

chemical reaction.
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Karoor and Sirkar (1993) were among the first to study membrane gas absorp-

tion in terms of a diffusion-reaction model. They assumed isothermal conditions

and thereby neglected the heat of absorption and heat transfer between the

phases. They used the Method of Lines combined with a finite difference

scheme to solve the problem numerically. They explored the separation of car-

bon dioxide and sulphur dioxide from nitrogen using pure water and an aqueous

amine solution as absorbent. Experiments were also done with pure carbon

dioxide and pure sulphur dioxide in order to eliminate gas and membrane mass

transfer resistance. The membranes were microporous commercial polypropy-

lene hollow fibers. 

For the case of absorption with chemical reaction, Kreulen et al. (1993b) calcu-

lated the concentration profiles in the liquid by solution of the differential mass

balances. Solutions for different values of the reaction rate constant served to

illustrate the effect of chemical reaction vs. diffusion. Similar sensitivity analy-

sis were done for the external (gas bulk and membrane) resistance. The experi-

mental study served to explain the effect of fibre length and diameter. For low

liquid velocities the highest fluxes were measured in the membrane with the

lowest diameter. At higher liquid velocities, the highest diameter gave the high-

est flux which could be explained when considering that the transition to turbu-

lent flow (at Re = 2100) is depending on the product of liquid velocity and tube

diameter.

Kim et al. (2000) studied the separation of carbon dioxide - nitrogen mixtures

with microporous PTFE membranes. Aqueous solutions of MEA, AMP and

MDEA were tested as absorbents. Absorption rates were measured at varying

temperature and liquid flow rate. The experimental study was accompanied by a

theoretical model similar to Karoor and Sirkar (1993).

Chun and Lee (1997) and Lee et al. (2001) carried out a numerical analysis of

the performance of a hollow fibre membrane contactor for the removal of car-

bon dioxide with aqueous potassium carbonate as the absorbent. They were

studying the radial and axial concentration profiles in the hollow fiber from
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their solution of the transport equations for CO2 and bicarbonate also taking

into account the reversibility of the reaction. 

2.3   Conclusions from literature review

The following conclusions may be drawn from the review of the existing litera-

ture of membrane gas absorption:

• The advantages of membrane gas absorption compared to conventional con-

tacting equipment have been recognized by several authors and research

groups.

• The operation is sensitive to membrane resistance which is minimized by

using microporous membranes.

• For liquid side controlled mass transfer, the performance is sensitive to mem-

brane wetting/liquid penetration which will dramatically increase the mass

transfer resistance of the membrane. 

• Most studies are performed using microporous membranes made of polypro-

pylene.

• Of the authors considering chemical absorption, few have done experiments

with solvents of “technical” composition as would be the choice in a large

scale regenerative process. Most experimental studies are done with sodium

hydroxide or low concentrated carbonates or alkanolamines.

• Only a few authors have modelled the process with a rigorous transport

model. Most authors have used an approach with mass transfer coefficients.

• No authors have included the effect of increased liquid viscosity vs. CO2

loading and the effect of viscosity gradients on the molecular transport.

• No authors have included a rigorous equilibrium model in order to study

effects of the reversible chemical reactions involved.
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• The assumption of isothermal operation is made by all authors, thus not con-

sidering the temperature increase due to heat of absorption and heat

exchange between the gas and liquid side of the membrane.

• No authors have included water as a transferable component between the gas

and the liquid phase. 

No commercial CO2-removal process using this technology is presently in oper-

ation. It is expected that membrane gas absorbers have the potential of signifi-

cantly improving the performance of gas/liquid contactors in a number of

applications. The characteristics given above show that there is still much to be

done in order to map the performance and operation of membrane gas absorbers

with a view to an industrial application.
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CHAPTER 3 Chemistry of carbon 
dioxide absorption in 
aqueous alkanolamine 
solutions

3.1   Introduction

Alkanolamines have achieved a special position within the field of acid gas

absorption, i.e. removal of CO2 and H2S from process gas. Alkanolamines may

be distinguished as primary, secondary or tertiary, depending on the number of

carbon containing groups attached to the nitrogen atom. The amines that have

been of principal commercial interest for gas purification are monoethanola-

mine (MEA), diethanolamine (DEA) and methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) (Kohl

and Nielsen, 1997). The structural formulas are shown in figure 3.1. MEA is the

preferred component for gas streams containing relatively low concentrations of

CO2, while MDEA is more suitable for higher CO2 contents. The relatively low

rate of absorption in MDEA solvents may be increased by addition of relatively

low concentrations of primary or secondary amines or diamines as piperazine.

The effectiveness of any amine for the absorption of acid gas is due primarily to

the alkalinity, although a number of chemical reactions may occur in solution.
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The presence of the alcohol group provides the high water solubility and the low

volatility that is important to minimize evaporation losses of the solvent. Other

problems involved in the operation of amine absorbers include solvent degrada-

tion, which leads to the requirement of regularly replacing the solvent and cor-

rosion of process equipment facilitated by chemically “aggressive” components

of the liquid phase (Kohl and Nilsen, 1997). Research is aimed at finding chem-

ically stable and less corrosive components with high rates of absorption and

low heats of reaction in order to minimize energy requirements for regeneration

of the solvent. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present and review the important chemical

reactions occurring upon absorption of CO2 in an aqueous alkanolamine solu-

tions. The different kinetic mechanisms and rate expressions are discussed in

order to explicitly account for the rate of reaction in an absorber model.

3.2   Reactions in aqueous solution

When CO2 is dissolved in water it may undergo the hydration reaction to form

carbonic acid. CO2 may be considered a Lewis acid in aqueous solution. 

(3.1)

MEA DEA MDEA

FIGURE 3.1: Structural formulas of common alkanolamines

CO2 H2O+ H2CO3↔
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The amount of CO2 that undergoes the hydration reaction is much less than the

amount remaining in the physically dissolved state, corresponding to approxi-

mately 99%. The carbonic acid may dissociate according to:

(3.2)

(3.3)

The distribution of CO2 between  and  is pH-dependent, which is

important when considering an alkanolamine system. The pKa values of car-

bonic acid at 25 C are 6.37 for step 1 and 10.25 for step 2 (Lide, 1991). It fol-

lows that at a pH of 10.25 the amount of  and  will be equal and

that  may not be neglected until the pH is less than about 9. Looking at the

pKa-values for common alkanolamines (Astarita et al., 1983) it can be con-

cluded that the pH operating region for aqueous alkanolamine solutions may be

both below and above this limit. The pKa of MEA and MDEA at 25 C is 9.6

and 8.5, respectively. It follows that the carbonate ion is a stronger base than

both these alkanolamines. The equilibrium

(3.4)

will thus be shifted to the left hand side. This is a common argument to disre-

gard carbonate formation in equilibrium modeling of alkanolamine systems.

However, the pH- dependent equilibrium (3.3) must also be considered. 

In general it can be said that the carbonate formation may be neglected in MEA-

solutions despite the fact that the pKa is relatively high and the possibility of a

pH approaching 12 in CO2-free solution exists. The reason for this is the exist-

ence of the carbamate formation reaction, which is the totally dominating

mechanism except at CO2-loadings (mol CO2/mol amine) close to and higher

than 0.5, where bicarbonate formation is taking over as the main reaction. Then

the pH-value is so low that carbonate formation may be neglected. However, in

MDEA-solutions the bicarbonate is the only species formed, and at low CO2-

loadings a considerable amount may further deprotonize to carbonate. As will

H2CO3 H2O+ H3O
+

HCO3
-

+↔

HCO3
-

H2O+ H3O
+

CO3
2-

+↔

HCO3
-

CO3
2-

°
HCO3

-
CO3

2-

CO3
2-

°

Amine HCO3
-

AmineH
+

CO3
2-

+↔+
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be shown later, the reaction kinetics of CO2 absorption is denominated by other

reactions, since the /  shift may be considered instantaneous. The

mechanisms of bicarbonate and carbamate formation in aqueous amines are fur-

ther described below.

Recognizing the basicity of alkanolamine solutions the direct reaction with

hydroxide must also be considered.

(3.5)

The low concentration of OH- limits the importance of this reaction to the low-

est loadings of CO2/the highest pH-values. This is the region were kinetic con-

stants of the reaction between CO2 and alkanolamines preferably are measured,

and in this respect the OH- reaction may be very important, especially in tertiary

amines.

3.3   Alkanolamine reactions

3.3.1  Mechanism of tertiary alkanolamines 

The reaction mechanism when CO2 is absorbed into an aqueous solution of a

tertiary alkanolamine like MDEA was first thought of being as simple as the

MDEA acting as a base for CO2 to react with hydroxide ions in solution (Barth

et al., 1981).

(3.6)

The base protonation followed by reaction (3.5) give the bicarbonate formation

overall:

(3.7)

However, the observed reaction rates could not be explained by such a route

alone. This has lead to the conclusion that the tertiary amine is taking part in the

HCO3
-

CO3
2-

CO2 OH
-

+ HCO3
-↔

R3N H2O+ R3NH
+

OH
-

+↔

CO2 R3N H2O+ + R3NH
+

HCO3
-

+↔
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rate limiting step in what is called the base-catalyzed hydration of CO2, as first

suggested by Donaldson and Nguyen (1980). The base catalysis effect is now

generally accepted but there is still some controversy regarding the actual reac-

tion mechanism. The most accepted mechanism goes through the formation of a

hydrogen bond between the tertiary amine and water, thus weakening the O-H

bond in water and increasing the reactivity towards CO2.

(3.8)

Barth et al. (1981) and Yu et al. (1985) proposed a possible zwitterion mecha-

nism to account for the catalytic effect although structural considerations

showed this to be relatively unlikely. Both reaction mechanisms result in a reac-

tion order of one in the amine, which also is the conclusion from most experi-

mental studies performed. The rate expression for the reversible reaction will

thus be:

(3.9)

where k2 and k-2 are the forward and reverse rate constants of reaction (3.8).

This rate equation can be simplified by introducing the equilibrium concentra-

tion of CO2, [CO2]e, in equilibrium with the local concentration of free amine

( ). It is important to note that the protonated alkanolamine can revert

back to the unprotonated form by reacting with the hydroxide ion:

(3.10)

This reaction is considered to be at equilibrium because it involves only a proton

transfer, thus . Considering this, the following rate expression

results:

(3.11)

In this form, the driving force for the chemical reaction is explicitly given by the

difference , making the rate of reaction zero at equilibrium. 

CO2 H2O R3N HCO3
-

R3NH
+

+↔–+

rCO2
k2 CO2[ ] R3N[ ] k 2– R3NH

+[ ] HCO3
-[ ]–=

R3N[ ]e

R3NH
+

OH
-

R3N H2O+↔+

R3N[ ] R3N[ ]e=

rCO2
k2 R3N[ ] CO2[ ] CO2[ ]e–( )=

CO2[ ] CO2[ ]e–( )
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The bicarbonate reaction can take place for all amines, but the lack of compet-

ing reactions makes it vital in solutions of tertiary alkanolamines. 

3.3.2  Mechanism of primary and secondary alkanolamines

For primary and secondary alkanolamines, the possibility of carbamate forma-

tion leads to a different reaction scheme. A mechanism for this reaction was

proposed by Danckwerts et al. (1967) and is shown here for a primary or sec-

ondary alkanolamine R(1)R(2)NH (-R(2) = -H for a primary alkanolamine).

(3.12)

(3.13)

Overall:

(3.14)

Carbon dioxide, according to this mechanism, reacts directly with the primary

or secondary amine to form a carbamic acid. The hydrogen formed by the acid

is subsequently neutralized by a second molecule of amine. The second step

must be regarded as instantaneous, and the overall reaction is then of second

order. The stoichiometry of this overall reaction explained why the CO2 loading

of MEA-solutions is limited to around 0.5 mol/mol.

Experimental studies of reaction kinetics in secondary alkanolamines like DEA

have by several authors been found not consistent with the early mechanism.

The overall reaction order was found to be 3 and by some authors between 2 and

3. This is also the case for experiments with non-aqueous MEA-solutions in

systems like MEA/ethanol and MEA/ethylene glycol (see the review article by

Versteeg et al., 1996), where a second order dependence in MEA-concentration

has been found. This lead to the need for a modification of the early mechanism.
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+
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The zwitterion-mechanism was first presented by Caplow (1968). In this mecha-

nism the direct reaction between CO2 and the alkanolamine results in a zwitte-

rion intermediate which is subsequently deprotonated by a base B:

(3.15)

(3.16)

Any base present in the solution can contribute to the zwitterion deprotonation,

depending on its strength and concentration. In lean aqueous solutions the spe-

cies water and OH- can act as deprotonation bases in addition to the free alkano-

lamine itself, which is by far the dominating one. 

Blauwhoff et al. (1984) showed that much of the data so far reported in the liter-

ature could be explained following this mechanism. Johnson and Morrison

(1971) concluded that the lifetime of the zwitterion is very small based upon

kinetic studies of decarboxylation of a series of substituted N-arylcarbamates.

Ohno et al. (1999) verified the overall reactions for both secondary and tertiary

amines using a combination of Raman spectroscopy and ab-initio calculations

on aqueous alkanolamine solutions loaded with CO2. The zwitterion, although

not observed in solution at equilibrium, was examined with regards to stability

and the results indicated that the zwitterion should essentially be very unstable,

and is most probably a transition species.

The rate expression for this mechanism including reaction reversibility can be

derived using the assumption of pseudo steady-state for the zwitterion concen-

tration (Glasscock, 1990).

(3.17)
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R
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where k2 and k-1 are the forward and reverse rate constants of reaction (3.15). kbi

and k-bi are the forward and reverse rate constants of reaction (3.16).

This equation can be simplified by introducing the equilibrium concentration of

CO2, [CO2]e.

 (3.18)

The rate expression can be further simplified by looking at two asymptotic situ-

ations as described by Versteeg et al. (1996).

1. The second term in the denominator is <<1, the zwitterion formation reaction

is rate limiting and the rate expression reduces to that of a simple second-order

reaction. 

(3.19)

This has been found to be the case for MEA in aqueous solutions.

2. When the second term in the denominator is >>1, indicating that the zwitterion

deprotonation is rate-limiting, a rate expression results that shows the possi-

bility for an overall reaction order of three. 

(3.20)

With the alkanolamine as the only deprotonation base, the equation reduces to:

(3.21)
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Between the two asymptotic cases, a transition region exists, where the overall

order is changing from two to three, and the shifting reaction orders found in

several systems can thus be explained. 

However, as pointed out by Astarita et al. (1983) and Bishnoi (2000), it is still

not completely understood how a proton transfer such as the zwitterion deproto-

nation can be rate limiting. As long as no other mechanism is able to reconcile

the data, the zwitterion mechanism is still used universally to explain the

observed kinetic relations. Crooks and Donnellan (1989) presented a single step

termolecular reaction mechanism, which will result in a rate expression similar

to eq. (3.20). This mechanism is generally questioned by other authors (e.g. Ver-

steeg et al., 1996). However, the idea that a base is involved in the zwitterion

formation and not just in the deprotonation step may offer a way of resolving

the observed behavior without forcing the deprotonation to be rate-limiting.

This is in fact in line with the original mechanism proposed by Caplow (1968),

where the amine group is partially hydrated before zwitterion formation (Bish-

noi, 2000).

Silva (2003), using ab initio calculations, concludes that the presence of a sec-

ond amine molecule or a water molecule may be necessary for the zwitterion to

form. The charge displacement in the zwitterion is partially stabilized by the

approaching base, thus reducing the energy barrier for zwitterion formation.

The Crooks and Donnellan mechanism is however found to be unlikely in the

sense that the transition state energy for the simultaneous bond-braking and for-

mation is too high. The suggested reaction mechanism may be written as:

(3.22)

(3.23)

-B here indicates hydrogen bonding to the base. The third order reaction (3.22)

will in this mechanism always be rate limiting. The study of reaction energy

barriers following this route shows that in the MEA-case water is the most

favorable base, while in the DEA-case another DEA-molecule is required for
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zwitterion stabilization. If only the alkanolamine and the solvent are considered

as bases, the following rate expression results:

(3.24)

where “Hsol” denotes a general amphiprotic solvent like water, alcohols or gly-

cols, which all have the ability to act as both acids and bases in solution. The

observed fractional orders in the amine may thus be explained by the extent of

which the amphiprotic solvent (which is always in excess) may act as a base in

reaction (3.22). This is reflected by the solvent autoprotolysis constant, as dis-

cussed by e.g. Eimer (1994).

From eq. (3.14) it can be seen that the maximum CO2-loading is 0.5 if the only

form of chemically bound CO2 is the carbamate ion. However the reaction of

carbamate reversion permits higher loadings to be achieved:

(3.25)

The bound CO2 is here transferred to the bicarbonate form releasing one mole-

cule of free amine which can react with additional CO2. For amines like MEA

with reaction (3.14) highly displaced to the right, carbamate formation at y<0.5

and carbamate reversion at y>0.5 are the only important reactions, with a

smooth transition between the two regimes. Although the overall reaction is a

carbamate hydrolysis, the mechanism and rate of this reaction has not been

studied extensively in the literature except in some early work (e.g. Emmert and

Pigford, 1962). 

The direct reaction between carbamate and water does however not seem possi-

ble (Silva, 2003) and it is suggested that the carbamate reversion is simply a

result of the competing mechanisms of carbamate formation and the bicarbon-

ate formation. It is easily seen that the sum of the reverse carbamate formation

(3.26) and the bicarbonate formation (3.27) gives the carbamate reversion (3.25)

overall.
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(3.26)

(3.27)

The reaction of carbamate reversion may be important for the absorption rate

prediction at loadings close to and higher than 0.5, although this is outside the

range of operation for an MEA-absorption process. An equilibrium calculation

would in this range suggest the presence of free amine that can react through

reaction (3.14) but the rate is actually limited by the base catalyzed CO2 hydra-

tion.

3.3.3  Alkylcarbonate formation

In spite of the general conception that tertiary amines do not react with CO2

directly, Jørgensen and Faurholt (1954) concluded that a monoalkylcarbonate

was formed from studying the reaction with TEA at high pH-values of around

13. The expected reaction mechanism involves a deprotonation of the hydroxyl

group of the alcohol substituent and subsequent addition of CO2, leading to the

following overall reaction:

(3.28)

The reaction is found to be strongly pH-dependent and will also occur in solu-

tions of primary and secondary amines at high pH. The alkylcarbonate forma-

tion reaction has not been studied extensively in the literature and most authors

consider its contribution to be negligible. The only temperatures studied are 0

and 18  in the work by Jørgensen and Faurholt (1954) and Jørgensen (1956)

and only the alkanolamines DEA and TEA. 

The third order rate constant for the reaction with TEA was extrapolated by

Donaldson and Nguyen (1980) from the data presented by Jørgensen and Fau-

rholt (1954) and Jørgensen (1956), leading to a value of  (m6/

mol2s) at 25 . Emmert and Pigford (1962) estimated the rate constant in

MEA-solution as (m6/mol2s) at 25  based upon the value
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published by Jørgensen (1956) for the analogous reaction with DEA. The con-

tribution from monalkylcarbonate formation together with the direct reaction

with hydroxide was found to be only about 1% of the rate of carbon dioxide

removal due to the carbamate formation reaction (Thomas, 1966). Blauwhoff et

al. (1984) concluded that the alkylcarbonate reaction contributes negligibly to

the CO2 absorption rate for MEA and DEA at pH<12. 

Versteeg et al. (1988), studying the kinetics of carbon dioxide absorption in ter-

tiary amines claimed that alkylcarbonate formation could be neglected at

pH<11. As the kinetics of absorption is required at temperatures up to 80 ,

and as rate-determining experiments are normally done in highly concentrated

amine solutions at zero loading of CO2, the relative importance of alkylcarbon-

ate formation should receive further attention in future work. This is especially

the case for tertiary amines like MDEA, where no studies have been performed.

3.4   The rate of reaction in the absorber model

The total rate of disappearance of CO2 when reacting in an aqueous alkanola-

mine solution is given by be the sum of the parallel reactions with water (3.1),

hydroxide ion (3.5) and the alkanolamine itself (3.8)/(3.14). 

(3.29)

The rate of reaction with water to form carbonic acid is normally negligible

compared to the hydroxide and alkanolamine reaction. The hydroxide reaction

(3.5) may be taken as irreversible when considering the high value of the equi-

librium constant, being about m3/mol at ambient temperature (Pohorecki

and Moniuk, 1988). The following rate expression then results for the total rate

of CO2 consumption due to chemical reaction:

(3.30)

In the MEA-system the stoichiometry of reaction (3.14) give the corresponding

rate of free MEA-consumption:
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(3.31)

The rate of formation of bound CO2 in the form of carbamate, bicarbonate or

carbonate is equal to the rate of CO2-consumption. Following the discussion in

3.2, the carbonate is neglected in the MEA-system.

(3.32)

The corresponding relations for the MDEA-system can be seen from the sto-

ichiometry of eq. (3.8) and (3.3):

(3.33)

(3.34)

The second order rate constant of the hydroxide reaction is given by Pinsent et

al. (1956):

(3.35)

The rate behavior of the reaction between CO2 and alkanolamines has been a

subject of intensive research throughout the years. An overview of reported rate

constant relations for different alkanolamine systems is given by Versteeg et al.

(1996). For MEA, the discrepancy between values reported from different

sources is relatively low, and the overall reaction order of two in aqueous solu-

tion is well established. Versteeg et al. (1996) recommend the following rate

expression:

(3.36)

MDEA is a relatively new alkanolamine compared to MEA. The overall order

of reaction (see eq. (3.8)) is found to have a value of two. However, the reported

second order rate constant from different researchers has a relatively large vari-
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ation, with extreme values deviating by a factor of three (Glasscock, 1990). The

core of the reported values has a relatively low variation, and Versteeg (2000)

recommends the relation reported by Tomcej and Otto (1989):

 (3.37)k2 MDEA, 1.62
5×10

5134–
T

--------------- 
 exp=
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CHAPTER 4 Modeling of equilibria 
in aqueous CO2-

alkanolamine systems

4.1   Introduction

When CO2 is absorbed into an alkanolamine solution, the chemical reactions

reviewed in chapter 3 result in a complex mixture of nonvolatile or moderately

volatile molecular species and nonvolatile ionic species. The coupling between

physical and chemical equilibria is illustrated in figure 4.1.

The traditional approaches to absorber/stripper design, either the equilibrium

stage method or the “height of transfer unit” (HTU) method both depend on a

model that relates the partial pressure of CO2 in the gas to the total amount of

CO2 absorbed in the solvent at equilibrium. This enables a determination of the

maximum concentration of CO2 in the liquid outlet and the maximum concen-

tration of the acid gases which can be left in the regenerated solution in order to

meet the product gas specification.

The rate-based or non-equilibrium models have now taken over as the standard

approach in general reactor modeling and so also in gas absorber design
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(Chakravarty et al., 1985; Kohl and Nielsen, 1997). These models account

explicitly for the finite rates of mass and heat transfer and the chemical reac-

tions. This has lead to the requirement that the equilibrium model should pro-

vide the “speciation” of the liquid phase, meaning the concentration of all

molecular and ionic species in liquid, and not just the total CO2 concentration at

a given partial pressure. The equilibrium model comes into play as a physical

equilibrium is assumed to exist for molecular components at the gas-liquid

interface, and as the bulk liquid solution is assumed to be in a state of chemical

equilibrium. Looking at the chemical reaction term, the equilibrium model is

needed in order to specify the actual driving force for the reaction, as can be

seen from eq. (3.30). The physical and chemical equilibria serve to provide the

initial and boundary conditions for the transport equations and are therefore a

most important part of a diffusion-reaction model. 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the different approaches to equilibrium

modeling of CO2/alkanolamine/water systems, and to develop an efficient non-

iterative equilibrium model suitable for implementation in the membrane gas

absorber model, described in chapter 7.

FIGURE 4.1: Equilibria and species in the system CO2/H2O/alkanolamine

Vapor phase

Liquid phase

CO2, H2O,
R(1)R(2)NH

HCO3
-

CO3
2-

OH-

H3O
+

R(1)R(2)NCOO-

R(1)R(2)NH2
+

CO2, H2O,
R(1)R(2)NH
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4.2   Non-ideal behavior

Both acid gases and alkanolamines may be considered weak electrolytes in

solution, thus they dissociate only moderately in a binary aqueous system. How-

ever, in a mixture the chemical reactions, all forming ionic species as products,

may lead to a high degree of dissociation resulting in a high ionic strength of the

solution. The high molar concentrations and high ionic strengths lead to an

expected non-ideal behavior of the liquid phase resulting from long-range ionic

interactions and short range molecular interactions between species in solution.

If published values for ionization (equilibrium) constants and Henry’s coeffi-

cients are used directly in an equilibrium model of a CO2/alkanolamine/water

system, the CO2 equilibrium partial pressures calculated will not be in agree-

ment with measured values. This is illustrated in figure 4.2, were literature val-

ues of all the equilibrium constants are used to predict the equilibrium for CO2

in a 30% MEA solution as if the system was ideal. Even if the number of data
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FIGURE 4.2: Experimental equilibrium data points from Jou et al. (1994) for 30%
aqueous MEA and calculated curves from direct use of published equilibrium
constants
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points is limited, the graph indicates that the “ideal” model is approaching the

measured values at the lowest loadings, where the ionic strength is low and

thereby ionic interactions are at a minimum.

4.2.1  Phase equilibria 

The general equation of phase equilibria (the vertical equilibria of figure (4.1))

may be written as outlined in the following for the distribution of components

between the gas and the liquid phase (Prausnitz et al., 1999). For a liquid sol-

vent the following relation applies, assuming incompressibility of the liquid

phase:

 (4.1)

were  and  are the gas phase fugacity coefficient and the liquid phase activ-

ity coefficient of component i. The fugacity coefficient  corrects for devia-

tions of the saturated vapor from ideal gas behavior. The exponential term, often

called the Poynting correction, takes into account that the liquid is at a pressure

P different from , the solvent vapor pressure. 

The conditions encountered in this work allow a number of simplifications to be

made. According to Prausnitz et al (1999) the correction  is very close to

unity when the temperature is significantly lower than the solvent critical tem-

perature, say <0.6, which for water corresponds to a temperature of 115 .

The Poynting correction is generally small at low pressure, reflecting the fact

that activity coefficients are weak functions of pressure (but strong function of

temperature and liquid phase composition). For a pressure less than 5 bar higher

than the saturation pressure, the Poynting correction may be considered negligi-

ble. The gas phase may be treated as ideal when considering a mixture of non-

polar or moderately polar gases at pressures lower than 5 bar. Equation (4.1) is

then reduced to:

φiyiP γ îxiPi
sφi

s vi P Pi
s

–( )
RT
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exp=

φi γ î
φi

s

Pi
s

φi
s

Tr °C
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(4.2)

The pure solvent at system temperature is taken as the solvent reference state,

giving:

(4.3)

This results in the well-known Raoult’s law for the vapor pressure of the solvent

at high dilution of the solutes. Introduction of the gas phase partial pressure, pi,

gives:

(4.4)

For a molecular solute, the phase equilibrium equation is given as follows when

considering the liquid phase as incompressible:

 (4.5)

The Henry’s law constant, Hi, is equal to the reference fugacity at infinite dilu-

tion of component i, most often evaluated at a reference pressure of 1 atm. The

exponential Poynting factor corrects the Henry’s law constant if the pressure is

far different from the reference pressure. For the conditions encountered in this

work this factor may be taken as unity. Treating the gas phase as ideal, the fol-

lowing expression results:

 (4.6)

For molecular solutes in aqueous solution, infinite dilution in water is normally

taken as the reference state, leading to:

(4.7)

This situation corresponds to the well known Henry’s law:

yiP γiˆ xiPi
s

=

γiˆ 1→ as xi 1→

pi xiPi
s

=

φiyiP γixiHiPref

vi
∞

P Pref–( )
RT

------------------------------
 
 
 

exp=

pi γixiHi=

γi 1→ as xi 0→
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(4.8)

The same standard state is adopted for ionic solutes, although any presence in

the gas phase can be neglected, corresponding to an infinitely small Henry’s law

constant.

4.2.2  The alkanolamine/water system

The solution vapor pressure may be calculated as the sum of the contributions

from the alkanolamine and water.

(4.9)

The mole fractions of alkanolamines in the mixed solvent of alkanolamine and

water, as applied in the absorption processes, will normally be low. E.g. for a

30wt% MEA aqueous solution, the MEA fraction is 0.11, and for a 48.8%

MDEA, the mole fraction is 0.13. For the alkanolamine, when treated as a sol-

vent, the actual mole fraction is far from what corresponds to ideality according

to eq. (4.3). This results in an activity coefficient significantly different from

unity, as illustrated in figure 4.3 for the MEA/water system at 298 K (Austgen,

1989). It may therefore be considered erroneous to apply Raoult’s law in calcu-

lating the amine vapor pressure over the mixture. The water mole fraction is

however close to the pure water reference value, and as can be seen from figure

4.3, it may be considered a reasonable assumption to state the water activity

coefficient is equal to 1 in the alkanolamine/water mixture.

Most alkanolamines in practical use are considerably less volatile than water.

Correlations for calculating the pure component vapor pressures are given by

Austgen (1989). At 40  the water vapor pressure is 7 kPa, while the vapor

pressure of pure MEA is 0.16 kPa. The pure MDEA vapor pressure is not corre-

lated at temperatures lower than 120 ,where it is 0.9 kPa. The extrapolated

value at 40  is less than 0.01 kPa. The amine is thus most conveniently disre-

garded in the vapor phase. Eq. (4.9) is then reduced to:

pi xiHi=

pvap γ̂amxamPam
s γ̂wxwPw

s
+=

°C

°C
°C
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(4.10)

with the pure water vapor pressure, , calculated from the correlation given in

appendix 2.

The calculation of solvent vapor pressure by Raoult’s law is a common assump-

tion in the analysis of experimental equilibrium data (e.g. Jou et al., 1995). Liu

et al. (1999), using a thermodynamically rigorous model for the CO2/MEA/

water system, showed that the error introduced by doing this is negligible,

except at loadings higher than 0.5, which is outside the range considered in this

work.

As the mole fractions of the alkanolamines in the aqueous solvent are relatively

low, and as the published values of the chemical equilibrium constants are mea-

sured at concentrations corresponding to a high degree of dilution, it is often

FIGURE 4.3: Component activity coefficients in an MEA-water mixture at 298 K,
calculated with the NRTL equation, with pure solvent standard state for both
components (Austgen, 1989).

pvap xwPw
s

=

Pw
s
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more convenient to treat the alkanolamine as a solute. The activity coefficients

according to a solute reference state and a solvent reference state are related by:

(4.11)

where  is the activity coefficient from a pure solvent reference state, extrapo-

lated to infinite dilution. For MEA at 298 K, , as can be seen from fig-

ure 4.3 when . From figure 4.3 and eq. (4.11), it can also be seen that

activity coefficient of MEA when treated as a solute will be around 1.5 in a 5

mol/l (30wt%) CO2- free aqueous solution, corresponding to a water mole frac-

tion of 0.9.

4.3   Literature review of corrections for non-
idealities in the liquid phase

Following the discussion above, it is clear that the non-ideal behavior of the liq-

uid solution has to be taken into account when modeling the equilibrium behav-

ior of CO2/alkanolamine/water systems. As the gas phase in this work is treated

as ideal, the following review of equilibrium models for CO2/alkanolamine/

water systems considers only the treatment of non-idealities in the liquid phase.

The fugacity coefficients correcting the gas phase for eventual non-ideality may

be calculated straightforward from a suitable equation of state e.g. Soave-

Redlich-Kwong or Peng-Robinson (see Prausnitz et al., 1999).

4.3.1  Models using the apparent equilibrium constant approach

Early speciation models were based on apparent equilibrium constants, thus set-

ting all activity coefficients to unity, which is by convention (infinite dilution

reference state for all species except water) only true at infinite dilution. For a

chemical reaction such as

(4.12)

γi
γiˆ

γ∞iˆ--------=

γ̂i
∞

γ̂i
∞ 0.2≈

xwater 1→

A B1 B2↔+
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the condition for chemical equilibrium is expressed in terms of the activities of

the components:

(4.13)

The true thermodynamic equilibrium constant K will only be a function of tem-

perature, and it will equal the value of the concentration based equilibrium con-

stant, , at infinite dilution. This is the value of the published equilibrium

constants, as a normal procedure will be to do measurements on varying con-

centration at high level of dilution and then extrapolate the results to infinite

dilution (see e.g. Kamps and Maurer, 1996). 

As the activity of each component equals the product of the activity coefficient

and the concentration, one may introduce the apparent equilibrium constant,

:

(4.14)

(4.15)

The apparent equilibrium constants will be a function of composition through

the variation of  in addition to the expected temperature dependence of K.

For electrolyte systems the ionic strength may be chosen as a yardstick to corre-

late this composition dependence as it is related to the degree of ionic interac-

tions in solution. The ionic strength is defined as follows, by summing over all

ionic species in solution:

(4.16)

where zi is the valency of the ion.
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Van Krevelen et al. (1949) were the first to use an approach like this on an acid

gas system. They regressed the equilibrium and Henry’s constants to functions

of ionic strength and temperature for the aqueous solution of CO2, H2S and

NH3. The same method was used by Danckwerts and McNeil (1967) to calcu-

late vapor and liquid composition in amine-CO2-H2O systems. 

Kent and Eisenberg (1976) modified the Danckwerts/McNeil approach by tun-

ing two of the equilibrium constants in order to make a fit to published vapor

pressure data for CO2/H2S/amine/water systems for the amines MEA and DEA.

No ionic strength dependence was considered and the value of the amine proto-

nation constant and the carbamate reversion constant was instead treated as

adjustable parameters fitted to functions only of temperature. All other equilib-

rium constants were used at their infinite dilution value as reported in the litera-

ture. 

The Kent & Eisenberg model has been adopted by several other authors due to

its simplicity and reasonably good ability to correlate experimental data. Jou et

al. (1982) adjusted the value of the amine protonation constant and included a

dependence of acid gas loading and amine molarity to fit their experimental data

for the system CO2/H2S/MDEA/H2O. Hu and Chakma (1990) used a similar

procedure to correlate their VLE data for CO2/AMP/H2O. Li and Shen (1993)

successfully correlated their data for the mixed system of MEA and MDEA by

the same method. 

Kritpiphat and Tontiwachwuthikul (1996) developed a modified Kent-Eisenberg

model for CO2 in aqueous solutions of AMP. They performed a sensitiviy anal-

ysis and identified the apparent constants of amine protonation, dissociation and

physical dissolution of CO2 to be the significant parameters in the system.

These were fitted to functions of temperature and amine strength. According to

the authors the resulting model was capable of accurately predicting concentra-

tions of the important chemical species in addition to CO2 partial pressures and

loadings.
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The model proposed by Atwood et al. (1957) made use of a “mean ionic activity

coefficient” which was assumed equal for all ionic species. This single activity

coefficient was correlated to ionic strength. The model was used for the calcula-

tion of equilibria in the H2S/amine/H2O system. Klyamer and Kolesnikova

(1972) developed the Atwood model for the CO2/amine/H2O system and a gen-

eralized model for the CO2/H2S/amine/H2O system was given by Klyamer et al.

(1973). 

According to Austgen et al. (1989), this generalized model is essentially equiva-

lent to the apparent equilibrium constant model of Van Krevelen et al. (1949),

where effects of solution non-ideality is lumped directly into the equilibrium

constant. In this case, however, the non-ideality effects are separated into an

empirical parameter which is used to adjust the model predictions to experimen-

tal data. The assumption of equal ionic activity coefficients is reasonable if only

one cation and one anion are present in significant amounts. This is normally

the case for single acid gas/single alkanolamine systems.

4.3.2  Rigorous thermodynamic models for the liquid phase

Based upon further development of the theory of strong electrolyte solutions, a

new generation of rigorous equilibrium models have been developed during the

recent years. The work has been facilitated by increased attention given to

mixed alkanolamine solutions and a continuous growth in the accessibility of

experimental data for the systems under consideration. The rapid growth of

computational power also makes implementation of more rigorous models into

absorber simulators possible. In these models a major effort is put in the excess

Gibbs energy model, which is directly related to the species activity coefficient

by:

(4.17)RT γiln
ni∂
∂G

E

 
 
 

T P nj, ,
=
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where the term on the right hand side is the partial molar Gibbs free energy of

component i. Equation (4.17) forms the basis for a thermodynamically consis-

tent treatment of species activity coefficients, in line with the Gibbs-Duhem

equation. The model expression for Gibbs free energy usually contain a number

of empirical parameters related to interaction between constituent species in the

solution (Austgen, 1989). These interaction parameters may be estimated from

fitting the model to binary alkanolamine-water VLE data and ternary data

including CO2. A mixed alkanolamine solvent can thus in principle be modelled

based upon data for the constituent sub-systems. This reduces the experimental

effort required and ideally allows the model to be extrapolated beyond the range

of existing experimental data. 

The historically most important GE-models developed for electrolyte systems

can basically be divided in two groups. These are those based upon direct exten-

sions of the Debye-Hückel limiting law for weak electrolytes and those arising

from a combination of a long range term derived from Debye-Hückel theory

with a short range term arising from local composition models originally devel-

oped for molecular systems (i.e the Wilson, UNIQUAC and NRTL models). In

the following, a short review is given to gain an insight into the development

and present status of these more elaborate, however still semi-empirical, models

applied to the CO2/alkanolamine/water systems.

The first attempt to treat the absorption equilibria in a thermodynamically rigor-

ous manner was made by Edwards et al. (1975). They developed a molecular

thermodynamic framework to calculate vapor and liquid equilibrium composi-

tion for a dilute aqueous system containing weak electrolytes, such as CO2 and

NH3. The activity coefficients were calculated using an extended Guggenheim

equation (Guggenheim, 1935). The model was related to binary interaction

parameters for the long range ion-ion interactions and short range ion-ion, ion-

molecule and molecule-molecule interactions. These parameters were estimated

or fitted to experimental data. The validity was limited to weak electrolyte con-

centrations of less than 2 molal, but was later extended by making use of the

Pitzer model (Edwards, 1978). 
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The model by Desmukh and Mather (1981) is based upon the Guggenheim

equation for all activity coefficients except water.  The temperature dependence

of the alkanolamine protonation and the carbamate reversion was adjusted to

experimental data, and the model was then able to represent VLE-data for

MEA-CO2-H2O to ionic strengths approaching 5 mol/l. Weiland et al. (1993)

provided values for the interaction parameters of the model for most of the com-

mercially important amine systems and implemented this in the commercial

code ProTreat (Optimized Gas Treating, Inc.).

The ion-interaction model by Pitzer (1973) is one of the most widely used activ-

ity coefficient models for electrolyte solutions. It is in principle an elaborate

extension of the Debye-Hückel equation resulting from addition of a virial

expansion in composition. The Pitzer model has recently been applied for the

solubility and speciation modeling of aqueous systems of CO2 and alkanola-

mines (Li and Mather, 1994; Silkenbäumer et al., 1998; Kamps et al., 2001).

Austgen et al. (1989) proposed a thermodynamically rigorous model based on

the electrolyte-NRTL model of Chen and Evans (1986). The activity coeffi-

cients of the liquid phase were represented treating both long range ion-ion

interactions and short range interactions between all true species in the liquid

phase. For the CO2/MEA/H2O system Austgen fitted 11 parameters for the tem-

perature dependent interaction parameters. Some parameters, believed to have

less importance were set to default values. Furthermore the equilibrium constant

for carbamate reversion was treated as an adjustable parameter. This work has

received considerable attention in the literature, and forms the basis for the

Ratefrac gas absorption model of Aspen Tech. 

Kaewschian et al. (2001) used a similar approach based upon the electrolyte-

UNIQUAC model (Sander et al., 1986) to predict the solubility of CO2 and H2S

in aqueous solution of MEA and MDEA. They adopted the concept of interac-

tion between ion-pairs instead of between individual ions. This resulted in a

simplification of the activity coefficient expressions compared to electrolyte-

NRTL model, and required fewer interaction parameters. 
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Recently a few models following a different approach than those considered

above have been applied. These models basically arise from the rapid develop-

ment in the application of statistical mechanics.

The ElecGC-model by Lee (1996) combines the mean spherical approach

(MSA) from ionic solution theory of statistical mechanics with the UNIFAC

group contribution (GC) method of Wu and Sandler (1991) for polar solvents.

The MSA model is considered capable of describing ionic solutions up to a

molality of 19 molal (Wu and Lee, 1992), which is considerably higher than

most expressions arising from simple Debye-Hückel theory. By introducing the

group contribution approach, the alkanolamine molecules may be considered as

composed of a subset of identifiable groups that are common in wide classes of

amines. From considering the interaction between the groups instead of the

molecules a general expression with fewer parameters arises. The consequence

is a model easily applied to other amines and amine blends composed of similar

groups, even if no experimental data are available. The ElecGC-model was suc-

cessfully applied in modeling the VLE involving the amines MDEA, DEA and

MEA including their blends covering wide range of conditions (Lee, 1996). 

Poplsteinova et al. (2002) adopted the approach of Lee (1996). In their work the

group contribution method UNIFAC was combined with a simpler electrolyte

activity coefficient model based on the Debye-Hückel theory following the

approach by Deshmukh and Mather (1981). A relatively simple model was

obtained and proved to give satisfactory representation of the VLE for CO2 in

50% MDEA in the temperature range 25 to 140 and the loading range from

0.001 to 1 mol CO2/mol MDEA.

A few authors have modelled the VLE of CO2/alkanolamine/water using an

equation of state (EOS) for the liquid phase. Kuranov et al. (1997) modelled the

VLE for CO2 and H2S in aqueous solutions of MDEA using an equation of state

based on a lattice theory. They recommended a further work following the EOS

approach and including an MSA model to account for the long-range electro-

static interactions. Fürst and Renon (1959) used a simplified form of the MSA-

model in their equation of state model. This approach, using an electrolyte

°C
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equation of state, was applied in the modeling of VLE for CO2 and H2S in aque-

ous solutions of DEA by Vallée et al. (1999) and in aqueous solutions of MDEA

by Chunxi and Fürst (2000). Button and Gubbins (1999) used the Statistical

Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) equation of state to model the VLE of carbon

dioxide in aqueous MEA and DEA. The SAFT equation of state consist of terms

for repulsion, dispersion, chain formation and association. It does not require

any knowledge of the chemical reactions in the liquid phase, as these are incor-

porated in the association term by allocation of association sites to the mole-

cules.

4.3.3  Discussion and implications for this work

The prediction of acid gas partial pressures over a solution loaded with CO2 is

reasonably good from the simple models using apparent equilibrium constants.

The liquid phase speciation is more uncertain but can be expected to give a good

approximation to the true liquid phase composition. The most important draw-

back of these models is that they must be used with great caution outside the

range of temperatures and concentrations of which they have been tested and fit-

ted to experimental data. To be able to broaden the range where such models

could be applied, in principle all equilibrium constants should be expressed as

functions of ionic strength and temperature. For systems of mixed acid gases

and mixed alkanolamine systems, the high number of ionic reaction products

leads to the need for a more rigorous treatment of the interaction forces and

ionic activity coefficients cannot in general be taken to be equal.

The thermodynamically rigorous models use real equilibria involving activities,

not concentration and should in principle provide the true liquid speciation. The

more general approach should also enable the possibility of extrapolating the

model beyond the range of experimental data. However, it has been pointed out

that the more rigorous models does not give predictions that fit experimental

data better than the simpler ones (Hu and Chakma, 1990). The large spread in

experimental VLE data from different sources complicates the problem further,

as these data are the basis for regression of the interaction parameters. Thus, the
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choice of experimental data for parameter regression may be considered more

important than the model itself. 

The majority of experimental data from various workers in terms of the equilib-

rium CO2 partial pressure typically differ from each other by about 50%

(Weiland et al., 1993), although 16% of the data investigated considering the

amines MEA, DEA, DGA and MDEA differ by an order of 300-400% or more.

There are basically two ways of dealing with this large discrepancy. One way is

to perform a detailed statistical analysis based upon all available data for a given

system, as done by e.g. Austgen et al. (1989) and Weiland et al (1993). It may

be stated about this approach that the resulting averaged equilibrium curves are

definitively in error, as there is no guarantee that the unique, true equilibrium

may result from an average of data spanning a difference several orders of mag-

nitude. Another approach is to select a single data source to trust, preferably as

new as possible, covering the range of interest. Data from a single source may at

least be considered to be consistent and to give correct predictions of tempera-

ture and amine strength dependence. 

The activity coefficient models result in a high number of nonlinear equations

leading to a requirement of substantial computing times for the equilibrium

model. Failure to provide good initial guesses may cause convergence problems

and numerical instabilities. One way of reducing these problems is to generate

tables of the speciation and activity coefficients covering the range of interest

and use an efficient interpolation routine. For the purpose of including the equi-

librium model in an absorber simulation program, the computational simplicity

may still be a major reason to choose an approach of the Kent-Eisenberg type.

It appears that there is a tendency that the researchers working on acid gas

absorption with alkanolamines may be divided in two main groups. Those

working on kinetics measurements basically seem to ignore the concept of non-

ideality as opposed to those working solely on modeling and measurements of

equilibria. The rate constants of CO2-alkanolamine reaction published in the lit-

erature are generally apparent rate constants, measured at high concentration of

the alkanolamine (Versteeg et al., 1996). Tomcej and Otto (1987) measured the
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reaction rate constant for CO2 absorption in MDEA solution of 20 and 40 wt%

and used them in the development of an absorber simulator package, making

use of plate efficiencies. Rinker et al. (1995) developed a diffusion-reaction

model based on Higbie’s penetration theory. The liquid speciation was solved

from including all significant reaction equilibria and balance equations, using

equilibrium constants as published in literature without any correction for non-

ideality. This model was used in the estimation of the reaction rate constant for

CO2-MDEA from experimental absorption data with 10-30 wt% MDEA. The

resulting rate constant showed a linear dependence in amine concentration.

From studying the literature it appears that, except in the works by Glasscock

(1990) and Bishnoi (2000), no attempts have been made to include activity coef-

ficients when treating the CO2-amine reaction kinetics. Neither has anyone

attempted to include an ionic strength dependence in the CO2-amine reaction

rate constant, which would be the next best thing. Glasscock (1990) provides an

enlightening discussion on the consistency between chemical kinetics and reac-

tion equilibria.

The conclusion from the preceding discussion is that a rigorous thermodynamic

model will temporarily not be included. It is considered outside the scope of this

work, which is the develop a simulation program able to reproduce the experi-

ments done in the membrane absorber while keeping down the time required for

computation. However, the advantages of activity-based models makes it desir-

able to include such a model in the future. This will be done following the work

of Poplsteinova et al. (2002). In the following paragraphs, the non-iterative,

concentration-based equilibrium model used in this work is outlined.
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4.4   Equilibrium model for the membrane 
absorption simulator

4.4.1  Chemical equilibria

The chemical equilibria describing the species distribution when CO2 is

absorbed in an aqueous solution of a single alkanolamine (MEA or MDEA) are

given as follows. The notation is here simplifed by introducing MEA and

MDEA instead of  and .

For water and carbon dioxide:

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

For MDEA, the deprotonation reaction:

(4.21)

For MEA the carbamate needs to be considered. This is done through the car-

bamate reversion reaction, similar to Austgen (1989). The carbamate formation

reaction discussed in 3.3.2 may be obtained by combination of reactions (4.19),

(4.22) and (4.23).

(4.22)

(4.23)

The set of reactions given above involve 7 species for the MDEA system and 8

species for the MEA system.

R
2( )

NH2 R
1( )

R2
2( )

N

2H2O H3O
+

OH
-

+↔

2H2O CO2+ H3O
+

HCO3
-

+↔

H2O HCO3
-

+ H3O
+

CO3
2-

+↔

H2O MDEAH
+

H3O
+

MDEA+↔+

H2O MEAH
+

H3O
+

MEA+↔+

H2O MEACOO
-

HCO3
-

MEA+↔+
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The corresponding apparent (concentration-based) equilibrium constants are

given by:

 (4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

The following additional relations between species concentrations may be writ-

ten.

Overall alkanolamine balance:

MDEA:

(4.30)

MEA:

(4.31)

K1
H3O

+[ ] OH
-[ ]

H2O[ ]2
-----------------------------------=

K2
H3O

+[ ] HCO3
-[ ]

H2O[ ]2 CO2[ ]
----------------------------------------=

K3
H3O

+[ ] CO3
2-[ ]

H2O[ ] HCO3
-[ ]

-------------------------------------=

K4
H3O

+[ ] MDEA[ ]

H2O[ ] MDEAH
+[ ]

----------------------------------------------=

K5
H3O

+[ ] MEA[ ]

H2O[ ] MEAH
+[ ]

------------------------------------------=

K6
HCO3

-[ ] MEA[ ]

H2O[ ] MEACOO
-[ ]

--------------------------------------------------=

MDEA[ ]tot MDEA[ ] MDEAH
+[ ]+=

MEA[ ]tot MEA[ ] MEAH
+[ ] MEACOO

-[ ]+ +=
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Overall carbon (from CO2) balance:

MDEA:

(4.32)

MEA:

(4.33)

Electroneutrality:

MDEA:

(4.34)

MEA:

(4.35)

The relations given above form a closed system of equations for the species con-

centrations from the chemical equilibria in the liquid phase. 

4.4.2  The Astarita representation of chemical equilibria

The system of equations (4.24) to (4.35) may be solved by an appropriate

numerical method like the Newton method or the Broyden method for sets of

non-linear equations. However, this is a cumbersome problem involving very

different orders of magnitude of the unknowns, leading to problems of conver-

gence and numerical instability. In order to get convergence, initial guesses

often has to be provided that are very close to the actual solution. For the mem-

brane absorber model, as the equilibrium speciation has to be determined for

every point in the computational grid of the liquid phase (chapter 7), an iterative

procedure may lead to unacceptably high computation times. 

CO2[ ]tot HCO3
-[ ] CO3

2-[ ] CO2[ ]molecular+ +=

CO2[ ]tot MEACOO
-[ ] HCO3

-[ ] CO3
2-[ ] CO2[ ]molecular+ + +=

MDEAH
+[ ] H3O

+[ ]+ HCO3
-[ ] 2 CO3

2-[ ]+=

MEAH
+[ ] H3O

+[ ]+ MEACOO
-[ ] HCO3

-[ ] 2 CO3
2-[ ]+ +=
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Astarita et al. (1983) provide a discussion of the problem of solving the equilib-

rium speciation for acid gas/alkanolamine system describing how the model can

be reformulated in order to produce the simplest possible mathematical prob-

lem. An important feature of the “Astarita representation” is the introduction of

the extent of reaction in the model equations. The concept of extent of reaction

may be illustrated by considering a general chemical reaction with stoichiomet-

ric coefficients  and species .

(4.36)

If, by convention, stoichiometric coefficients are taken positive for reactants and

negative for products eq. (4.36) can be written in the following form:

(4.37)

The condition for chemical equilibrium can be written as:

(4.38)

Following Astarita et al. (1983), from eq. (4.37) it can be seen that as long as the

composition only changes as a result of the chemical reaction, the variation of

the concentration of the individual components  are not independent of

each other but are related by the following stoichiometric condition defining the

reaction variable , called the molar extent of reaction.

(4.39)

or

(4.40)

An important characteristic of the variable  is that it has the same value for

each molecular species involved in the reaction, and the complete progress of

νj Bj

ν1B1 ν2B2 ... ν3B3 ν4B4 ...+ +↔+ +

ΣνjBj 0=

K B[ ]j
ν– j   (j 1 2 ... M ), , ,=

j
∏=

Bj[ ]

ξ

ξ
B[ ]j B[ ]j 0,–

νj
------------------------------=

B[ ]j B[ ]j 0, νjξ–=

ξ
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the chemical reaction is thus given by the value of this single variable. Astarita

et al. uses the term “admissible composition” to the initial molar concentrations

indicating that any set of values  satisfying the restrictions given by the

reaction stoichiometry may be used as starting point. Substitution of eq. (4.40)

in (4.38) yields:

(4.41)

which is a polynomial equation in , subject to restrictions preventing any of

the  from being negative. This defines the only real solution to eq. (4.41)

that may be substituted into eq (4.40) in order to give the equilibrium composi-

tion of the system. Generalizing to a system where N independent chemical

reactions are involved in the distribution of the M species yields:

(4.42)

and

(4.43)

This gives a set of N polynomial equations for the N unknowns  to be solved

for the unique set of values that when substituted in eq. (4.42) result in all nega-

tive values of .

For a system like the acid gas/alkanolamine/water, what complicates the matter

is that the liquid phase composition also may change due to acid gas absorption

or desorption. Eq. (4.42) is thus not valid for all the components in the system.

This may be coped with by formulating only one equilibrium relation involving

the absorbing species and other relations describing the distribution between

non-volatile species in solution (Astarita et al., 1983). The equilibrium problem

is thus separated in two parts, as the distribution of non-volatile species may

B[ ]j 0,

K B[ ]j 0, νjξ–( )
ν– j

j
∏=

ξ
B[ ]j

B[ ]j B[ ]j 0, νjk

k
∑ ξk–=

Kk ( B[ ]j 0, νjk

k
∑ ξk)

νjk–
–     (k

j
∏ 1 2 ... N ), , ,= =

ξk

B[ ]j
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then be calculated independent of the concentration of absorbing species, which

is subsequently determined. For a system involving a single acid gas and a sin-

gle alkanolamine, the solution is straightforward and the procedure is outlined

here for the CO2/MEA/H2O-case.

If the reactions (4.19), (4.22) and (4.23) are combined, this results in the reac-

tion describing the combination of free CO2 and MEA to form the carbamate. 

(4.44)

with the equilibrium constant:

(4.45)

Two more equilibria are needed to describe how chemically combined CO2 dis-

tribute between the three different forms of carbamate, bicarbonate and carbon-

ate ion. By combining reaction (4.20) and (4.22) we get for the bicarbonate/

carbonate equilibrium:

(4.46)

with the equilibrium constant:

(4.47)

The reverse of reaction (4.23) gives the bicarbonate/carbamate equilibrium:

(4.48)

with the equilibrium constant:

(4.49)

CO2 2MEA+ MEAH
+

MEACOO
-

+=

Kabs
K2

K5K6
-------------=

MEA HCO3
-

MEAH
+

CO3
2-

+↔+

Kc1
K3

K5
------=

MEA HCO3
-

MEACOO
-

H+ 2O↔+

Kc2
1

K6
------=
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For convenience, the chemical species are now renamed as follows:

Eq. (4.31) and (4.33) can then be reformulated as:

(4.50)

(4.51)

where m is the amine molarity, y is the total loading (mol CO2/mol amine) and

 is the loading in terms of the chemically bound CO2. 

For the admissable composition, , it is assumed that all chemically com-

bined CO2 is captured in the form of bicarbonate. This corresponds to reaction

(4.46) and (4.48) totally shifted to the left. The admissible composition is deter-

mined by the equilibrium resulting from combining reaction (4.44) and the

opposite of reaction (4.48), leading to the bicarbonate formation reaction as

described in chapter 3.

(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)

A CO2= B1 MEA=

B2 MEAH
+

= B3 MEACOO
-

=

B4 HCO3
-

= B5 CO3
2-

=

m B1[ ] B2[ ] B3[ ]+ +=

ym ym A[ ]– B3[ ] B4[ ] B5[ ]+ += =

y

Bj[ ]0

B1[ ]0 m 1 y–( )=

B2[ ]0 my=

B3[ ]0 0=

B4[ ]0 my=

B5[ ]0 0=
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We then allow reaction (4.46) and (4.48) to proceed to the right until equilib-

rium is reached, as described by the extents of reaction  and . From eq.

(4.42) we have:

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

(4.61)

Substitution into the equilibrium relations of reaction (4.46) and (4.48) give:

(4.62)

(4.63)

The solution in terms of  and  are given as the roots of a fourth order poly-

nomial, as shown in appendix 1. The true physical solution may be identified as

the root satisfying the following constraints:

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

(4.67)

The values of  and  are inserted in eq. (4.57)-(4.61) to calculate the con-

centration of the non-volatile components . The final step is then to calcu-

late the free CO2-concentration ( ) from the equilibrium condition of

reaction (4.44):

ξ1 ξ2

B1[ ] m 1 y–( ) ξ1– ξ2–=

B2[ ] my ξ2+=

B3[ ] ξ2=

B4[ ] my ξ1– ξ2–=

B5[ ] ξ1=

Kc1
my ξ1+( )ξ1

m 1 y–( ) ξ1– ξ2–[ ] my ξ1 ξ2––( )
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Kc2
ξ2

m 1 y–( ) ξ1– ξ2–[ ] my ξ1– ξ2–( )
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

ξ1 ξ2

ξ1 0≥

ξ2 0≥

ξ1 ξ2 my≤+

ξ1 ξ2 m 1 y–( )≤+

ξ1 ξ2

Bi[ ]
A[ ]
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(4.68)

The solution for the MDEA-case is analogous and is given from considering

only the bicarbonate formation and the bicarbonate/carbonate shift:

(4.69)

(4.70)

This corresponds to setting  in the equations above (as no carbamate can

be formed) and results in a single second order polynomial equation in 

(appendix 1). Correlations and literature reference for the equilibrium constants

are given in appendix 2.

4.4.3  The CO2 equilibrium partial pressure

The distribution of species between the vapor and liquid phase is governed by

phase equilibria, as described in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. We choose in this work only to

consider CO2 and water in the gas phase, in the ideal case described by Henry’s

law (4.8) and Raoult’s law (4.4). The Henry’s law constant, , has to be

determined from experimental solubility data. Contrary to what is the case for

most mixed solvents, the physical solubility of CO2 in alkanolamine/water sys-

tems has been studied significantly in the literature. 

The difficulty of obtaining physical solubility measurements for a gas in a react-

ing solution may be circumvented by using a non-reacting gas with similar

properties in terms of molecular size and electronic structure. The solubilities of

reacting and non-reacting gas may thus be related at zero concentration of the

reactants. N2O has been found suitable as measuring gas to mimic CO2 in react-

ing solutions. The N2O analogy has been used successfully by a number of

researchers (see Al-Ghawas et al., 1989) and is expressed in the following form.

A[ ]
B2[ ] B3[ ]
B1[ ]2Kabs

------------------------=

CO2 MDEA H2O MDEAH
+

HCO3
-

+↔+ +

MDEA HCO3
-

MDEAH
+

CO3
2-

+↔+

ξ2 0=

ξ1

HCO2
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(4.71)

where  and  are the Henry’s law constants of the alkanolamine/water

mixture and pure water, respectively. Haimour and Sandall (1984) confirmed

the N2O analogy by performing CO2 absorption experiments in aqueous MDEA

with an apparatus offering extremely short exposure times, so that the effect of

the chemical reaction was negligible. 

The equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 over the amine/water mixture is given

by:

(4.72)

where the Henry’s law constant is correlated by the relations given in appendix

2. The “ideal” VLE-model is then completed by multiplying the free CO2-con-

centration ( ) from eq. (4.68) with the Henry’s law constant, to

calculate the partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase at a given CO2 loading in

the liquid phase. This is the model resulting in figure 4.2.

4.5   The correction for non-ideality

4.5.1  The salting out effect

It is generally observed that as the ionic strength of a solution increases, the

physical solubility of molecular species decreases. This is termed the salting out

effect and makes the free CO2 solubility a strong function of CO2 loading. The

effect is obvious from the “like dissolves like” principle of basic chemistry as

the CO2 molecule is overall non-polar. To correlate the Henry’s law constant in

terms of ionic strength, van Krevelen and Hoftijzer (1948) proposed the follow-

ing equation:

HCO2

s

HN2O
s

-------------
HCO2

w

HN2O
w

-------------=

Hi
s

Hi
w

pCO2
HCO2

s
CO2[ ]=

CO2[ ] A[ ]=
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(4.73)

where  and  are the Henry constants for the electrolyte solution and the

molecular solvent, at the same temperature. Since infinite dilution in the mixed

alkanolamine/water solvent is adopted as reference state, we thus assume that

the ionic strength of the CO2 -free alkanolamine solution is negligible. This is

reasonable as less than 2% of the alkanolamine dissociates in CO2-free aqueous

solution. We can then make use of the experimentally correlated values for 

and let the relation  denote the salting out due to absorption of CO2 in

the mixed solvent of alkanolamine and water.

The factor hA of eq. (4.73) is the sum of contributions from the species of posi-

tive and negative ions present and the dissolving gas, referred to as the van

Krevelen coefficients.

(4.74)

The coefficients ,  (denoting any positively or negatively charged ion)

and  (attributed to the dissolved gas) are independent of concentration an

may be assumed independent of temperature (Browning and Weiland, 1994).

They have been evaluated for a number of common ionic species and dissolved

gases (Danckwerts, 1970). Browning and Weiland (1994) made solubility mea-

surements on loaded amine (MEA, DEA and MDEA) solutions and calculated

the van Krevelen coefficients for the protonated amines, MEA and DEA car-

bamates and bicarbonate ions. 

For the system under consideration, we have the ionic species denoted by B2,

B3, B4 and B5, leading to:

(4.75)

HA

HA
s

-------
 
 
 

log hAI=

HA HA
s

HA
s

HA HA
s⁄

hA hBi
+

i
∑ hBi

-

i
∑ hAg+ +=

hBi
+ hBi

-

hAg

hA hB2
hB3

hB4
hB5

hAg+ + + +=
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For a neutral molecule in an electrolyte solution, the activity coefficient may be

determined from the Debye-McAuley formula (Pohorecki and Moniuk, 1988): 

(4.76)

By recognizing the salting-out effect as a direct measure of the deviation from

ideal behavior for the dissolved molecular species and combination of eq.

(4.73), (4.75) and (4.76):

(4.77)

This gives an expression for the activity coefficient of CO2, closely related to

experimental data of the Henry’s law constant and the salting out coefficients,

with values given in appendix 2. 

The phase equilibrium determining the solubility of free CO2 in the loaded solu-

tion is then given by:

(4.78)

4.5.2  The apparent equilibrium constants

The equilibrium CO2 partial pressure in the gas phase may be considered a

function of the liquid phase equilibrium composition. A typical algorithm for

the rigorous speciation models will be to start with an initial estimate of the

component concentration and then to iterate on the composition in order to sat-

isfy the equations given by the equilibrium constants, the component balance

and the electroneutrality equation. This is combined with an outer iteration loop

which is used in calculating the activity coefficients of all the species, depend-

ing on component concentrations through the ionic strength. Every new esti-

mate of the set of activity coefficients is passed to the inner loop to calculate a

γAlog βAI=

γA

HA

HA
s

------- 10
hB2

hB3
hB4

hB5
hA+ + + +( )I

= =

pCO2
γCO2

HCO2

s
CO2[ ]=
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new estimate of the component concentrations. This is repeated until the con-

centration of all species does not change significantly on consecutive iterations

(Austgen, 1989).

Following the objective of developing a non-iterative equilibrium model for the

membrane absorber, the need for an inner loop is eliminated since the compo-

nent concentrations are calculated analytically as outlined in 4.4.2. The model

depend on three equilibrium relations, represented by (4.45), (4.47) and (4.49).

For the MEA-system, a sensitivity analysis shows that  may be set to zero

without loss of generality, thus saying that no carbonate is formed (see 3.2).

This makes the model independent of Kc1, as shown in appendix 1. Kc2 and Kabs

are thus the only important equilibrium constants in the MEA-model. Accord-

ing to eq. (4.15) the corresponding apparent equilibrium constants are given by

the following:

(4.79)

(4.80)

The speciation in terms of the ionic species (B2, B3 and B4) is dependent only on

Kc2 and Kabs and is subsequently used in calculating the molecular CO2-con-

centration (eq. (4.68)). This enables the use of eq. (4.77) in calculating explic-

itly the ionic-strength dependent . In order to prevent the need for an “outer”

loop, the groups  and  can be fitted to functions of

CO2-loading, since the ionic strength is not available when calculating . A

temperature and amine strength dependence may be included if required. The

structure of the non-iterative equilibrium model is illustrated in figure 4.4.

The approach is simplified by only considering the coefficient for the free

alkanolamine, , giving the activity coefficient of the ionic species, B2, B3, B4

and H2O a value of 1. The assumption in terms of water is well justified due to

ξ1
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Kabs
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FIGURE 4.4: Block diagram of the equilibrium model (MEA-system)
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the high mole fraction, which is close to the reference state value, as discussed

in 4.2.1. However, this is in any case only a factor into which all remaining non-

idealities are lumped. It works as a means of tuning the values of the apparent

equilibrium constants to make the model fit experimental VLE-data. This for-

mulation is mathematically similar to the approach of Atwood et al. (1957) and

Kent and Eisenberg et al. (1976). The symbol  is chosen for this factor, as

there is no justification to call it an activity coefficient.  and  are thus

given by: 

(4.81)

(4.82)

The corresponding equations in the MDEA-system are derived from the equilib-

rium constants of reaction (4.69) and (4.70). 

4.5.3  Tuning the model to experimental data

Any equilibrium model, rigorous or not, can after all never be better than the

quality of the experimental data to which it is fitted. The large spread in experi-

mental VLE-data from different sources makes this a final limitation in terms of

comparing the results from different VLE-modeling approaches.

A review in terms of both MEA/water and MDEA/water has been done by

Nilsen (2001), including an overview of amine concentrations, CO2-loadings

and temperatures were experiments have been done. In the present work, con-

sidering only absorption, it is desirable that the equilibrium model covers the

temperature range from 25 to at least 80  and CO2-loadings from 0-0.5 and 0-

1 for MEA and MDEA respectively. The amine concentration in industrial

absorbers have gradually increased through the years. This is due to the intro-

duction of efficient corrosion inhibitors and is reflected in the experimental

VLE-data published. An MEA-concentration of 30wt% and an MDEA concen-

tration of 48.8/50wt% may presently be considered base case values for these

two alkanolamine/water systems. To include the effect of varying concentration

gB1

Kc2
app

Kabs
app

Kc2
app

Kc2gB1
=

Kabs
app

KabsγAgB1

2
=

°C
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of the alkanolamine a second concentration of 15wt% in MEA and 23.5% in

MDEA should preferably be included in the model tuning. Other alkanolamine

concentrations than these have so far only sporadically been investigated in the

MEA/water and MDEA/water cases. 

Based upon these requirements, the VLE-data published by the group of Alan

Mather at the University of Alberta, Canada points itself out as a natural source.

This is partially motivated by the fact that no other groups apparently have a

comparable experience in this kind of measurements and from the desire to

avoid combining possibly inconsistent data from different sources in the model

fitting. The references to the selected sources are given in table 4–1.

The development of an equilibrium model for the MEA/water and MDEA/

water-case is thus concluded by forcing a fit to the experimental data from tun-

ing the value of .  was in both systems treated as a smooth function of

temperature, amine molarity and CO2 loading. It was however found that no

temperature dependence is required in the MEA/water case. The following sim-

ple relations resulted from the manual tuning:

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

(4.86)

TABLE 4–1:  References to experimental VLE-data used in the model tuning

Amine Amine conc. Temperatures Source

MEA 30wt% 25, 40, 60, 80 Jou et al. (1995)

MEA 15wt% 25, 40, 60, 80 Lee et al. (1976)

MDEA 23.5 and 48.8wt% 25, 40, 70, 100 Jou et al. (1982)

°C

°C

°C

gB1
gB1

gMEA
15

3 1 y–( )=

gMEA
30

1.6 1 y–( )⁄=

f 4
4–×10 cMEA– 2+=

gMEA gMEA
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f 1 f–( )gMEA
30

+=
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Here, f is a weighting factor to account for amine concentrations in the range

between 2500 mol/m3 (15wt%) and 5000 mol/m3 (30wt%). For the MDEA/

water system the following relations resulted:

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)

(4.90)

f is here the weigthing factor to account for amine concentrations in the range

between 2000 mol/m3 (23.5wt%) and 4280 mol/m3 (48.8wt%).

4.5.4  Equilibrium curves and model performance

In figure 4.5-4.12, the tuned model prediction is plotted together with the exper-

imental data for the MEA and MDEA systems. The plots are given both in loga-

rithmic and linear scale. Equilibrium curves for CO2 in alkanolamine solutions

are traditionally presented on a logarithmic scale, which however tend to give

the data in the low loading range the highest attention. The slope of the equilib-

rium curve, and the model prediction vs. experimental data in the higher loading

range is better illustrated on a linear scale. Besides, when implemented in an

absorber simulation program, the one major goal of the equilibrium model is to

account for the driving force for absorption through the linear relation

. 

The “asymptotic” behavior of the equilibrium curves for the MEA/water system

is clearly seen from figure 4.6 and 4.8. For CO2-loadings higher than about

0.45, large deviations in the prediction of the equilibrium partial pressure are

possible. The opposite problem, of calculating the saturation loading at a given

partial pressure correspondingly has a low uncertainty. The deviation in this

range may to a large extent be attributed to the uncertainty in the experimental

gMDEA
23.5

0.5 1 y–( ) 0.1–
1 10y0.5+( ) 313 T⁄( )2=

gMDEA
48.8

0.25 1 y–( ) 0.25–
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determination of CO2-loading, which, according to Jou et al. (1995), has an

error of . The MDEA-model in figure 4.9-4.12 shows a reasonably good

fit to the data, except for loadings lower than 0.01. 

The plot in figure 4.13 shows the MEA-model, tuned to the data of Jou et al.

(1995) plotted together with the data from Shen and Li (1992). The poor agree-

ment illustrates the problem of large deviations between different sources for

experimental VLE-data. The MEA-system is, however, special due to the signif-

icant steepness of the equilibrium curves. The agreement between different

sources considering the MDEA-system is better, at least in the loading range

considered here. This is illustrated in figure 4.14, where the model prediction is

plotted together with the experimental data of Austgen and Rochelle (1991) and

Xu et al. (1992).

The example speciation plot for the MEA-system, given in figure 4.15, may be

compared with the corresponding speciation from the thermodynamically con-

sistent model of Liu et al. (1999) in figure 4.16. Liu et al. used the electrolyte-

NRTL model similar to Austgen (1989) and refitted the important parameters.

The difference between the model prediction from this work and the model by

Liu et al. is relatively small. There is, however, no way of comparing the model

predictions in terms of the free CO2-concentration, which is a very important

part of the speciation, as it determines the driving force for the chemical reac-

tion. This is a general problem, since the value of the free CO2 concentration is

usually not reported. In figure 4.17 an example speciation plot is given for the

MDEA-system. There is apparently no comparative plot available from publica-

tions of rigorous models.

The “buffer-curves” given in figure 4.18 and 4.19 show an important character-

istic of the alkanolamine solutions. The correct prediction of pH is very impor-

tant as an indirect measure of the OH--concentration. This is especially

important when interpreting kinetic data performed at close to zero loading. The

buffer curves may serve as a consistency check of the model as the pH-data

were not used in the model tuning. The model seems to underpredict the pH at

2-3%±
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higher loadings in the MEA-system, while the prediction in the MDEA system

is apparently good in the whole loading range.

4.6   Summary and conclusions

An equilibrium model has been developed for the prediction of gas phase partial

pressure and liquid phase speciation in the ternary systems CO2/MEA/water

and CO2/MDEA/water. The chosen approach is strongly motivated by the desire

to avoid any iterations during the equilibrium speciation. This is presently con-

sidered a requirement in order to keep the computational times of the membrane

absorber simulator developed in this work at acceptable levels. An activity coef-

ficient for the molecular CO2 is calculated from a salting out-correlation, while

remaining deviations from ideality is lumped into an apparent activity coeffi-

cient for the alkanolamine. This is used as a factor to tune the model prediction

of the equilibrium partial pressure to experimental data. The speciation from the

model gives similar results as a considerably more rigorous model, solving for

the activity coefficient of all species in solution. 

The model developed in this work is limited to the range where it is fitted to

experimental data:

• MEA concentrations from 15 to 30wt% and MDEA concentrations from

23.5-48.8wt%

• Temperatures from 25-80/100

• CO2 partial pressures from 0 to 100 kPa

A future improvement of the equilibrium model is desirable in order to extend

the model to mixed alkanolamine systems and different alkanolamine concen-

trations, temperatures and CO2-loadings. To be able to predict the performance

of the membrane gas absorber in natural gas CO2 removal at total pressures

from 80-200 bar, a calculation of gas phase fugacity coefficients needs to be

included. A review shows that a number of thermodynamically rigorous models

°C
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have been applied with success in the modeling of CO2/amine equilibria. Such a

model is presently being developed in this group (Poplsteinova et al., 2002).
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FIGURE 4.5: CO2 equilibrium for a 15wt% MEA solution. Model (solid line) and
experimental data points from Lee et al. (1976).
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FIGURE 4.6: CO2 equilibrium for a 15wt% MEA solution. Model (solid line) and
experimental data points from Lee et al. (1976).
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FIGURE 4.7: CO2 equilibrium for a 30wt% MEA solution. Model (solid line) and
experimental data points from Jou et al. (1995).
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FIGURE 4.8: CO2 equilibrium for a 30wt% MEA solution. Model (solid line) and
experimental data points from Jou et al. (1995).
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FIGURE 4.9: CO2 equilibrium for a 23.5wt% MDEA solution. Model (solid line)
and experimental data points from Jou et al. (1982).
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FIGURE 4.10: CO2 equilibrium for a 23.5wt% MDEA solution. Model (solid line)
and experimental data points from Jou et al. (1982).
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FIGURE 4.11: CO2 equilibrium for a 48.8wt% MDEA solution. Model (solid line)
and experimental data points from Jou et al. (1982).
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FIGURE 4.12: CO2 equilibrium for a 48.8wt% MDEA solution. Model (solid line)
and experimental data points from Jou et al. (1982).
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CHAPTER 5 Experimental study of 
membrane gas 
absorption

5.1   Introduction

5.1.1  Scale up and design of a membrane gas absorber

The modular and discrete configuration of the membrane gas absorber princi-

pally leads to the significant advantage of a linear scale-up. This greatly

enhances the value of a laboratory scale fundamental study of the process in

order to capture the individual effects of operating variables like: 

• Liquid velocity

• Gas velocity

• Temperature

• Amine type and strength

• CO2 concentration in liquid and gas

• Membrane properties
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Due to the scale-up properties, in principle a perfectly well understood indus-

trial CO2-removal process can be designed using only data obtained on the lab-

oratory scale. Laboratory scale here denotes an apparatus were a unique value

can be given to the operating variables without significant loss of accuracy (by

taking the mean of inlet and outlet properties), thus giving point measurements

from a differential element of the industrial-scale unit. However, the possible

presence of soot particles, hydrocarbons, nitrous oxides and other impurities in

the real exhaust gas may influence the performance of the membrane modules

and cause degradation of the chemical solvent. Pilot plant experiments on a real

exhaust gas will thus be an important part of the design procedure.

5.2   Apparatus assembly

The construction and development of a lab-scale apparatus for the study of

membrane gas absorption, and the establishment of experimental methods for

kinetics measurements, have been major goals of this work. Two modes of oper-

ation in terms of the gas phase were implemented in the design:

1.  Circulating gas phase with 0-10% CO2 in N2 at atmospheric total pressure. This

mode resembles the conditions in an industrial process using membrane gas

absorption (MGA) for the removal of CO2 from exhaust gas (coal or gas fired

power plant).

2. To eliminate, as far as possible, the contributions from gas bulk and membrane

resistance, experiments can be performed with pure CO2 in the gas phase (+sol-

vent vapor). In this mode the gas phase is stagnant. This is the mode normally

used for the assessment of rate parameters for the liquid phase reactions, as in

the laminar jet and wetted wall apparatus.

A picture and a schematic diagram of the lab-scale membrane gas absorber

apparatus are given in figure 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. All tubing is made of

stainless steel with Swagelok connections. Dimensions are 1/4” for liquid lines

and 1/2" for the gas circulation loop. The membrane module itself, delivered by

W.L. Gore & Associates, is made of a polypropylene shell filled with the inter-
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connected tubes, PTFE hollow fibers of 3 mm inner diameter. The flow pattern

is countercurrent. This is different from the cross-flow configuration that is the

most probable design of the single modules in an industrial contactor for

exhaust gas CO2-removal (fig. 1.3). As will be shown later, the negligibility of

the gas film resistance compared to membrane and liquid side resistance makes

the mode of gas flow practically insignificant. Data for the membrane used are

given in table 5–2.

FIGURE 5.1: The lab-scale apparatus
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TABLE 5–1:  Items of figure 5.2

1. Liquid feed tank

2. Liquid sample point (membrane inlet)

3. Liquid gear pump

4. Flow meter

5. Membrane drainage

6. Temperature RTD transmitter

7. Differential pressure transmitter

8. Condensate trap

9. Block valves for stagnant gas operation

10. Membrane module

11. Orifice meter 

12. Pressure transmitter

13. Heating cabinet

14. Side channel blower

15. Condenser

16. CO2 gas analyzer

17. Mass flow controllers (CO2 make-up and  N2)

18. Back pressure regulator

19. Liquid sample point (membrane outlet)

20. Soap bubble meter

21. Water lock (gas washing bottle)

22. Liquid collection tank

23. Centrifugal pump
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5.2.1  The liquid system

The 20 liter liquid feed storage tank is made with a jacket for circulation of

heating water from a separate water bath. This serves to heat the liquid to the

operation temperature of the experiment. The stirrer in the tank serves to speed

up the rate of heat transfer. The liquid level is monitored by a Rosemount differ-

ential pressure transmitter. The volume of the tank above the liquid surface is

continuously flushed with N2 in order to prevent contact with O2/CO2 from air.

Liquid is pumped from the feed tank by an Ismatec gear pump with a variable

speed drive and a capacity of 30 l/h. The liquid flow rate is measured by an

electromagnetic sensor manufactured by Endress+Hauser. To eliminate any par-

ticles from entering the membrane module, the liquid feed passes a 60 micron

in-line filter.

In order to keep the liquid side pressure in the membrane at a level 0.1-0.5 bar

higher than at the gas side, a back pressure valve on the liquid outlet line is used

for adjustment. The liquid/gas side pressure difference is monitored by a Rose-

mount differential pressure transmitter. Liquid samples can be taken from the

outlet of the feed storage tank (membrane inlet) and before the liquid collection

TABLE 5–2:  Data of the lab-scale membrane module

Number of tubes 28

Inner diameter of tubes 3 mm

Membrane wall thickness 240 

Total tube length (incl. potting) 575 mm

Active tube length 430 mm

Active inner surface area, am 0.11 m2

Porosity, 0.50

Tortuosity, 1.3

Inner diameter of canister 280 mm

Specific inner surface area, a 416 m2/m3

Max differential pressure (Pliquid-Pgas) 0.5 bar

µm

ε

τ
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tank (membrane outlet). After a once-through experimental series the whole

batch of liquid is pumped back to the feed tank by a centrifugal pump.

5.2.2   The gas system

The gas, when consisting of 0-10% CO2 in N2 is circulated by a Rietschle side

channel blower and monitored by a calibrated orifice meter with a Foxboro dif-

ferential pressure transmitter. The flow is adjusted by a Siemens Micromaster

frequency transmitter and has a maximum of 6 m3/h. The base case gas flow is 3

m3/h (50 l/min) which corresponds to a superficial gas velocity of approxi-

mately 1.3 m/s, based on the inner cross-section area of the module canister.

The apparent real cross-section available for gas flow was measured by weigh-

ing the amount of distilled water used in filling the membrane gas side. The cor-

responding real gas velocity was then found to be around 5.8 m/s, or 4.5 times

higher than the superficial velocity.

The CO2 make-up stream is mixed with an N2-flow of 1 l/min, which corre-

sponds to the amount required by the CO2 analyzer, and introduced into the cir-

culating gas right after the membrane module. For this purpose, digital mass

flow controllers (MFC) from Bronkhorst Hi-Tec are used. Depending on the

experimental conditions two different controllers for CO2 are used; one with

range 0-0.1 Nl/min and one with range 0-1 Nl/min. The gas sample, giving the

gas composition at the membrane inlet, is taken from the blower suction line,

where the system pressure is the lowest. As the CO2 analyzer is operating at

atmospheric pressure this serves to prevent pressures below atmospheric in any

part of the circulation loop.

The flux of CO2 from the gas through the membrane and into the liquid is calcu-

lated from a CO2 balance on the system as a whole. It is given by the flow of

CO2 into the system minus the amount going out of the system to the gas ana-

lyzer. This important feature gives a high accuracy for the flux calculation, com-

pared to making the mass balance on the membrane module itself. The CO2 flux

then would have to be calculated from the difference between two numbers of
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similar size, as the absolute change in volume percent CO2 across the mem-

brane is very low. This would result in unacceptable uncertainty levels.

To prevent any liquid droplets from circulating with the gas, droplet collectors

are placed on the blower outlet line to take out any condensate formed during

the compression, and right after the membrane module to remove possible liq-

uid permeate and condensate. The gas side pressure is monitored by a Drück

pressure transmitter calibrated in the range 0-2 bar absolute. The four tempera-

tures of gas and liquid inlet and outlet are measured by Pt-100 RTD transmitters

calibrated in the range 0-100 . The whole gas circulation loop is mounted

inside a heating cabinet with circulating air providing a uniform temperature,

regulated by a Shimaden temperature controller.

The analysis of CO2 in the gas is done with Rosemount Binos 100 infrared CO2

analyzers of different ranges depending on gas composition (0-5, 0-10 and 0-20

vol% CO2). Due to the requirement of a low humidity in the sample gas, the gas

is cooled to 10  in a condenser prior to analysis. 

5.2.3  Control and interface

A Labview program was developed for the operation and control of the appara-

tus through a 12 bit Fieldpoint I/O system. Controller features implemented

include shut down of the liquid pump if the gas/liquid differential pressure

exceeds 0.3 bar and a PID control loop for the CO2 mass flow controller in

order to meet the specified gas composition. The operator interface is shown in

figure 5.3.

°C

°C
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5.3   Operating procedures

5.3.1  Calibration

All mass flow controllers were regularly calibrated by soap-bubble meters. The

mass flow controllers were used in order to generate CO2/N2 mixtures for cali-

bration of the infrared CO2 gas analyzers. Due to a slight sensitivity of the ana-

lyzers to atmospheric pressure this calibration was performed daily. 

5.3.2  Chemicals

The CO2 and N2 gases used were obtained from AGA and had a purity of 99.99

and 99.999%, respectively. The MEA was obtained from Riedel-de-Haën and

had a purity greater than 99.5%, and the MDEA was obtained from Acros

FIGURE 5.3: Operator interface of the apparatus
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Organics with a purity greater than 99%. Batches of 20 l aqueous amine solu-

tion were prepared by weighing the amine and adding distilled water to the

specified weight percent.

5.3.3  Experiments with circulating gas phase

The set point for the temperature of the heating cabinet and the liquid feed tank

was specified. The gas temperature was specified to always be at least one centi-

grade higher than the liquid temperature in order to, as far as possible, prevent

any liquid condensate from forming in the membrane module. The residence

time of the gas in the membrane module was always less than 0.1 s, and this

made it possible to hold the gas temperature higher than the liquid temperature

both at the inlet and the outlet. At lower gas velocities than those applied, the

outlet gas temperature would equal the inlet liquid temperature due to the effi-

cient heat exchange of the membrane module. 

The gas circulation flow was adjusted to the desired level of 3 m3/h, and the

apparatus was flushed with N2 which was subsequently adjusted to a flow of 1

Nl/min. The liquid pump was started with the specified liquid flow of 0.1-0.4 l/

min and the back pressure valve was adjusted to give a gas/liquid differential

pressure of 0.1-0.2 bar. 

The desired CO2 vol% was specified and the mass flow controller for CO2 was

manually adjusted to approximately meet the set point before the regulator was

switched on. When the system reached steady state, which normally took 10-15

minutes, all important parameters were registered and a new value of the vari-

able under consideration was specified in order to reach a new steady state. 

Experiments were done in series with 3-5 levels of a specific variable. The vari-

ables tested were gas velocity, liquid velocity, CO2 partial pressure or tempera-

ture. The same liquid batch was pumped back to the feed tank for every new

series, thus gradually increasing the solution loading. Extra recirculation with

absorption was sometimes applied in order to make a sufficient span in the CO2

loading.
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Liquid samples were taken from the feed tank before each new series and ana-

lyzed for CO2 loading and amine concentration as described below. Samples of

the liquid outlet was generally not taken, as the outlet CO2 loading was calcu-

lated from the absorption rate. The small difference between the inlet and outlet

loading would not justify a mass balance test from comparing gas and liquid

absorption rates separately. 

The operation required the apparatus to be completely gas-tight, which was reg-

ularly tested by closing the gas outlet, applying a very low N2-flow (<0.03 Nl/

min) and observing the level in the water lock at the gas outlet. Before apparatus

run-down the membrane was thoroughly drained and the system systematically

flushed with N2 to prevent any condensate from forming on the gas side. Flush-

ing was also applied through the membrane from the gas to the liquid side. 

The resulting experimental data gave the absorption rates and the dependence of

the variables CO2-partial pressure, gas velocity, liquid velocity and temperature

with CO2-loading as parameter. Base case values and range for the experiments

are given in table 5–3. 

TABLE 5–3:  Base-case values and range for the experiments with circulating gas
phase

Variable Base Case Range (3-4 values)

vol% CO2 5 0.5-10

Liquid flow (l/min) 0.2 0.1-0.4

Gas flow (m3/h) 3 2-5

T ( ) 40 25-70

CO2 loading Parameter 0-0.5/1 (MEA/MDEA)

°C
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5.3.4  Experiments with pure CO2 and stagnant gas phase

In this mode the ball valves in the gas circulation loop before and after the mem-

brane module were closed, defining the volume of the stagnant gas phase. A 250

ml soap bubble meter was connected to the CO2 feed system. The volume

including the membrane module was thoroughly flushed with CO2. This was

done in a systematic manner to avoid any impurities remaining in dead volumes.

The principle of operation is illustrated in figure 5.4. 

Before start-up the CO2 feed flow was started, with all the CO2 going out

through the excess line before the soap bubble meter. As the liquid flow was

started, CO2 flowed through the soap bubble meter and was absorbed in the liq-

uid in the membrane module. The CO2 gas feed was adjusted to always keep a

small excess flow going out through the soap bubble meter. This feature assured

a constant system pressure and prevented air from entering the system. The CO2

FIGURE 5.4: Principle of operation with pure CO2 stagnant gas phase

Soap bubble
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CO2 feed
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molar absorption rate was given from measuring the time required by a bubble

to rise through the given volume of the soap bubble meter, using a stopwatch.

The temperature of the flowing gas was measured by a thermocouple. The pres-

sure was taken from the reading of the pressure sensor inside the apparatus. This

could be done as the pressure drop from the soap bubble meter to the apparatus

was found negligible from measurements with a micro-manometer.

The system was allowed 10 minutes to stabilize before measurement started.

Steady state was considered when five consecutive stopwatch readings gave a

difference less than 0.5 s, with a total time never less than 15 s. The average of

these five readings was used in the flux calculation.

The rest of the experimental procedure was similar to that in circulating gas

mode, with liquid velocity and temperature as the only variables together with

CO2-loading. With temperature as variable, the CO2 partial pressure would

gradually decrease corresponding to the increase in solution vapor pressure, as

the total pressure was fixed at atmospheric.

5.4   Calculation of absorption rate

From experiments with a stagnant gas phase, the molar absorption rates were

calculated from the volumetric absorption rate measured by the soap bubble

meter:

(5.1)

where  (mol/s) is the molar absorption rate of CO2 in the membrane mod-

ule. V is the volume of the soap bubble meter and  is the mean stop-clock

reading from the 5 parallells.  and  are the reference pressure and temper-

ature at Normal conditions (101.3 kPa and 273.15 K) while  is the molar vol-

ume at Normal conditions (22.41 Nl/mol). CO2 is here treated as an ideal gas, a

valid assumption as the compressibility at 1 bar and 25  is 0.9948 (VDI

Wärmeatlas, 1984). 
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The solution vapor pressure in the apparatus was calculated as described in

4.2.2. It was thus assumed that the circulating gas was saturated with vapor at

the liquid temperature of the experiment, as calculated from the mean of inlet

and outlet temperature readings. The partial pressure of CO2 was then given

from the total pressure, subtracting the solution vapor pressure:

(5.2)

The absorption rates in circulating gas mode were calculated from a mass bal-

ance on the system, as given from the difference of inlet and outlet CO2 flow:

(5.3)

where  (mol/s) is the molar absorption rate and  is the molar volume at

Normal conditions. The amount of CO2 entering the system is given by the mass

flow controller as  (Nl/min). The amount of CO2 going out of the system

through the CO2 analyzer is:

(5.4)

where  is the amount of sweep gas given by the N2 mass flow controller.

 is the vapor partial pressure in the sample gas, which is saturated at a tem-

perature of 10  after the cooler.  is the fraction of CO2 in the sample, as

given by the instrument reading. The sensitivity of the calculated absorption rate

to errors in  was generally low as  was always significantly larger.

The absorption rates are subject to random error propagating from the error in

the individual measurements that enter into the calculation. A simple error anal-

ysis is given in appendix 3. The error in the stagnant gas experiments was found

to be maximum 2.4%. For the experiments with circulating gas phase, the maxi-
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mum error found was 12%, although most experiments have an error less than

5%. The difference is expected as the absorption rate in stagnant gas mode is

determined more or less directly by the soap bubble meter measurement. In cir-

culating gas mode, the absorption rate depend in a more complicated manner on

the mass flow controllers and the analysis of CO2-content in the gas phase. The

error is minimized by careful calibration of mass flow controllers in the desired

operating range, and by minimizing the amount of CO2 that leaves the system

through the gas analyzer. The absorption rate is then principally determined by

the feed CO2 flow. In this respect an improvement of the setup was made during

the course of the experimental work. A gas circulation pump was installed in the

gas sampling line. This enabled the sample gas to be returned to the system

instead of vented to the atmosphere. The CO2 feed flow was diluted with a

small N2-flow of 0.2 Nl/min to keep a small bleed flow, which served to stabi-

lize the system and reduce the effect of possible leakage.

5.5   The mass transfer coefficient

The overall, gas film based mass transfer coefficient can be calculated by intro-

ducing the logarithmic mean driving force over the membrane length, ,

and the total inner membrane area of the module, :

 (5.5)

with

 (5.6)

The use of the logarithmic mean driving force in calculating the overall mass

transfer coefficient is justified in this case by the small size of the contactor,
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leading to small changes in gas and liquid composition from inlet to outlet

(Kohl and Nielsen, 1997).

 is here the partial pressure in equilibrium with the liquid “mixing-cup” CO2-

loading, as calculated from the equilibrium model. The experimental conditions

in this work were generally so that the gas phase was far from reaching equilib-

rium with the liquid bulk solution. The relation  was at most 0.5,

corresponding to the highest loading and highest temperature (70 ) studied in

the MDEA-system.

Most of the vapor in the sample gas is removed in the cooler prior to the analy-

sis. The CO2 volume fraction as given by the gas analyzer reading will thus be

higher than the actual value of the gas in the membrane module, which is

assumed saturated by the solvent vapor at the temperature of the experiment.

The CO2-fraction of the gas phase in the apparatus was calculated by correcting

the gas analyzer reading for these differences in vapor partial pressure. This

gave the CO2 mole fraction at the membrane inlet (see fig. 5.2).

(5.7)

where  is the solvent vapor pressure calculated at the average of the mem-

brane inlet and outlet liquid temperatures. The membrane inlet and outlet CO2

partial pressures are then given by:

(5.8)

(5.9)

where  is the total molar gas flow at the membrane inlet, as calculated from

the orifice-meter reading. The pressure drop of the gas, , was calculated

from a correlation with gas flow, based upon measurements with an electronic

micromanometer (Air Neotronics).
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5.6   Liquid sample analysis

5.6.1  CO2-analysis

The liquid phase total CO2 concentration was analyzed by a precipitation titra-

tion method. The sample was initially transferred to a flask containing 50 ml 0.1

M NaOH-solution to shift the equilibria so that all bound CO2 in the form of

bicarbonate and carbamate was converted to carbonate.

(5.10)

(5.11)

By subsequent addition of 25 ml 0.5 M BaCl2, the carbonate was precipitated in

the form of barium carbonate:

(5.12)

The reaction was enhanced by heating, which also helped to agglomerate

-particles. The precipitated barium carbonate was collected by vacuum

filtration through a 0.45  Millipore filter. The filtrate was thoroughly flushed

with distilled water until the permeate had a neutral pH (100 ml was found suf-

ficient). The filter was subsequently transferred to a graduated beaker, and dis-

solved with a known volume of 0.1 M HCl in excess:

(5.13)

This reaction was enhanced by careful boiling to remove the released CO2.

After complete dissolution, distilled water was added to the 75 ml mark. Finally

the remaining excess of HCl was back-titrated with a 0.1 M NaOH solution,

using an automatic titrator (Metrohm 702 SM Titrino). Blind samples were ana-

lyzed to correct for CO2 in NaOH/BaCl2 solutions. 

The total CO2-concentration in the original sample was given by:
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(5.14)

where VHCl is the total volume of 0.1 M HCl-solution added to dissolve the pre-

cipitate. Vt is the volume added to reach the equivalence point in the back-titra-

tion.  is the difference between total HCl and NaOH-titration volume for

the blind sample and Vs is the sample volume. 

As the total CO2 concentration normally was within an expected range, the fol-

lowing guidelines were followed:

• The sample volume (0.5-5 ml) was adapted to result in a minimum of 20 ml

consumption of 0.1 M HCl in the dissolution of . This always

assured a significant difference from the blind sample, normally correspond-

ing to 0.1-0.3 ml. 

• The total volume of 0.1 M HCl added was for convenience limited to 10-15

ml in excess.

The sample concentration was always calculated from the mean of two paral-

lells. As shown in appendix 3, the error in the liquid CO2-concentration is

expected to be less than 2%.

5.6.2  Analysis of amine in the liquid phase

The liquid total amine analysis was done by titration of a sample on an auto-

matic titrator, using 0.1 N H2SO4 as titrating agent. The correct equivalence

point of pH 4-5 was automatically identified by the titrator, and corresponded to

the total amine initially in the unprotonated, protonated and carbamate forms.

75 ml distilled water was added to a graduated beaker, and a 0.5 ml sample

added before titration. The total concentration of amine was then given by:

(5.15)
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where 0.2 is the molarity of H+
 from the 0.1 N H2SO4. Vt is the titration volume

and Vs is the sample volume. The concentration was calculated as the mean of at

least two parallells, and the error was found to be less than 2% (appendix 3).
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CHAPTER 6 Results and discussion 
of the absorption 
experiments

6.1   Introduction

In this chapter the results from the absorption experiments are shown and dis-

cussed qualitatively in terms of the overall mass transfer coefficients, KG. The

results in terms of the absorption rates are shown in chapter 7 and compared

with the predictions of the developed model.

The overall mass transfer coefficient is an important yardstick in the traditional

approach for designing gas/liquid contactors. The influence of parameters like

gas velocity, liquid velocity, partial pressure and temperature on the mass trans-

fer coefficient may serve to find the optimal operating conditions and design of

an industrial scale contactor. The total membrane area required for a given sepa-

ration may be estimated by (adapted from Levenspiel, 1984):

(6.1)am
G
P
----

dpA

KG pA p∗A–( )
--------------------------------

pA
out

pA
in

∫=
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where G is the molar gas flow of inerts. The integration is performed from the

outlet to the inlet of the membrane contactor. It is seen that the higher the mass

transfer coefficient, the lower is the membrane area required for separation. A

lab-scale membrane module may in principle be looked upon as a differential

element of the industrial scale contactor, with a membrane area dam inflicting a

change dpA in the partial pressure. The module used in this work is however of

an idealized type without the liquid mixing points that is used in the commercial

Kvaerner MGA-contactor. The discussion will thus focus only on the trends that

may be seen from the experimental data.

6.2   The individual mass transfer coefficients

The overall, gas side based mass transfer coefficient, KG (mol/m2,s,kPa), is a

lumped parameter where the effects of the hydrodynamics of the gas and liquid

phases, the chemical reaction and the presence of the membrane are combined.

It may be written as a series of mass transfer resistances, of the gas film, the

membrane and the liquid boundary layer:

(6.2)

where kg and km are the mass transfer coefficients of the gas phase and the mem-

brane with the unit (mol/m2,s,kPa).  is the liquid side mass transfer coeffi-

cient with the unit (m/s). E is the enhancement factor correcting the liquid phase

physical mass transfer coefficient for the presence of chemical reaction. The

individual terms are further discussed in the following.
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6.2.1  Mass transfer correlations for the shell and the tube side

Convective mass transfer coefficients can generally be correlated by a relation

of the form

(6.3)

where Sh, Re and Sc are the Sherwood number, the Reynolds number and the

Schmidt number, respectively, and f is some function of geometry.  The expo-

nents  and  and the function f must be determined from mass transfer exper-

iments or, if available, from relations developed for the analogous heat transfer

problem.

No correlation for the shell side mass transfer coefficient has been proposed that

is applicable to a wide range of systems and geometries. An overview is given

by Gabelman and Hwang (1999). The mass transfer coefficient may be experi-

mentally determined from experiments with a fast reacting system like SO2

absorbing in NaOH-solution flowing inside the tubes. Alternatively a slow liq-

uid side controlled system like CO2 absorbing in water may be utilized, with the

liquid flowing on the shell side.

In contrast to the shell side, tube side mass transfer is well described and a gen-

eral correlation has been established. Several authors have verified that the mass

transfer coefficient for laminar flow inside straight tubes follow the Graetz-

Leveque solution (Kreulen et al., 1993a; Gabelman & Hwang,1999).

(6.4)

where di and L are the inner diameter and length of membrane tubes, respec-

tively. Writing out the dimensionless groups result in the following expression

for the liquid side mass transfer coefficient:

(6.5)
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6.2.2  The enhancement factor

The enhancement factor E, being the relation between the chemical and the

physical absorption flux at the same driving force, may be visualized as in fig-

ure 6.1. Here the enhancement factor is given as a function of two parameters,

the Hatta modulus and the enhancement factor of an infinitely fast reaction. The

enhancement factor may be considered a correction to the liquid side mass

transfer coefficient due to the chemical reaction occuring in the concentration

boundary layer. 

The Hatta modulus, Ha, indicative of the rate of diffusional transport vs. chemi-

cal reaction, is given by:

(6.6)

FIGURE 6.1: Enhancement factor for a second order reaction (Danckwerts,
1970)
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The enhancement factor for an infinitely fast reaction, Ei, is dependent on the

choice of a mass transfer model. A general expression may be written as:

(6.7)

with n = 1 for the film model and n=0.5 for the penetration model. Boundary

theory, which is the basis for the Graetz-Leveque solution (eq. (6.5)) require

n=0.66. Equation (6.7) then reflects the expected dependence of mass transfer

coefficients on the species diffusivities as given by Cussler (1994a) for the dif-

ferent types of traditional mass transfer theory.

As described by Levenspiel (1984), at increasing values of the Hatta modulus

the chemical reaction is approaching the liquid surface, where E is limited by

the value given by Ei. Mass transfer is then limited by diffusion of all compo-

nents in the liquid phase. In the increasing straight line portion of the curves in

figure 6.1, where the requirement

(6.8)

is fulfilled, the system is in the pseudo first order fast reaction regime, where E

may be taken equal to Ha. In the case when the gas film and membrane resis-

tances are negligible compared to the liquid side resistance, the following

expression results for the mass transfer flux:

(6.9)

Inserting the condition E = Ha in eq. (6.9) gives:

(6.10)

In the pseudo first-order fast regime, the flux is independent of the hydrody-

namic conditions (flow rates) and the sensitivity to the rate of the chemical reac-
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tion is at the maximum with . This defines the ultimate condition for

the measurement of rate constants in CO2/alkanolamine systems (Danckwerts,

1970; Versteeg et al., 1996).

Eq. (6.7) is strictly valid only for irreversible reactions. The effect of reversibil-

ity is to lower the value of Ei, thus narrowing the range of validity for eq. (6.8)

(Versteeg et al.,1996). The influence of reaction reversibility is minimized by

having the CO2 loading at a minimum (thus ) and reducing the gas/liquid

contact time. The possibility and optimum conditions for measuring rates of

reaction is further discussed in 6.4.2 and in chapter 8.

It may be noted that there are some differences in published literature regarding

which form of the infinite enhancement factor is suitable for studying gas

absorption in hollow fibers, although an expression similar to (6.7) was pro-

posed by Feron and Jansen (2002). Kreulen et al. (1993b) used a form of eq.

(6.7) corresponding to n=1.33, discussing the problem of using the enhance-

ment factor on absorption in hollow fibers, as the driving forces for chemical

and physical absorption cannot in general be taken equal. They, however,

defined a modified enhancement factor by simply relating the chemical an phys-

ical fluxes and used it in discussing the effect of chemical reaction. 

Kumar et al. (2002) discuss the validity of the penetration model for hollow

fiber absorption and found it to be limited to the case where the penetration

depth is significantly lower than the radius of the hollow fiber. This is normally

the case, except at very large contact times. The liquid may then be considered

to be of infinite depth, analogous to the original penetration model setup, where

gas is absorbed in a falling liquid film with a short gas/liquid contact time.

Kumar et al. (2002) calculated the Hatta modulus from eq. (6.6) and Ei from a

relation similar to that resulting from penetration model (Hogendoorn et al.,

1997) with the properties of the liquid defined on the axis of the fiber, thus using

the value of cB at r=0 (similar to the value at the inlet). From simulation with a

rigorous mass transfer model they concluded that the conventional mass transfer

models can be used as a tool to describe the results from absorption in a the hol-

low fiber contactors.

NA k2
0.5∝

p* 0≈
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6.2.3  Mass transfer in the membrane

As long as the microporous membrane is operating in non-wetted mode and the

liquid side pressure is lower than the breakthrough pressure, the pores may be

considered totally filled with gas. The gas/liquid interface is then located at the

liquid side pore opening as illustrated in fig. 1.2. The pores of the membranes

used in this study have dimensions of 1-10 , which is sufficient that any

contribution from Knudsen diffusion can be neglected. The mass transfer inside

the pores is thus governed by molecular diffusion only. The mass transfer coeffi-

cient for a stagnant gas film is given by:

(6.11)

where DA is the molecular diffusivity of the transferred species and l is the film

thickness.  is the mass transfer coefficient with the unit (m/s), thus corre-

sponding to a driving force in units of molar concentration. It is converted to

partial pressure driving force (mol/m2,s,Pa) when dividing by RTg, the product

of the ideal gas constant and the gas phase temperature.

The presence of the membrane is accounted for by defining an effective diffu-

sivity as the product of the molecular diffusivity and membrane porosity. This

serves to correct for the reduced cross section available for mass transport. The

diffusional distance is increased as the membrane pores are not straight. The

membrane wall thickness is thus corrected by the membrane tortuosity. When

the curvature of the hollow fiber wall is taken into account, the mass transfer

coefficient of the membrane is given by.

(6.12)

where Ro and Ri are the outer and inner membrane radius.  and  are the mem-

brane porosity and tortuousity, respectively. For the membrane used in this

study the resulting value of   for CO2 at 40  is 0.03 m/s. At this tempera-

ture, the diffusivity of CO2 is approximately  in the gas (N2) and

µm

k
, DA

l
-------=

k
,

km
, DAε

τRi Ro Ri⁄( )ln
----------------------------------=

ε τ

km
, °C

1.8
5–×10  m

2
/s
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 in the liquid (30% MEA). The importance of preventing any liq-

uid from penetrating into the membrane pores is obvious as the mass transfer

would then be limited by molecular diffusion through a liquid layer with diffu-

sivities 10000 times lower than in the gas.

6.3   Results

CO2 absorption measurements were done in the lab-scale membrane gas

absorber as described in chapter 5. The results are given in figure 6.2-6.9 for the

following experimental series: 

• Circulating gas phase: 30% MEA/water with variable gas velocity, CO2 par-

tial pressure, liquid velocity and temperature

• Stagnant gas phase (pure CO2 + vapor): 15% MEA/water with variable liq-

uid velocity and temperature, 23.5% MDEA/water with variable liquid

velocity and temperature

Base case values for each of the variables are given in table 5–3. The results are

here given in terms of the overall mass transfer coefficients. Regression lines are

included to show the trends clearer. In chapter 7 the corresponding absorption

rates are shown and compared with the predictions of the developed model.

1.3
9–×10  m

2
/s
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FIGURE 6.2: influence of gas flowrate on the mass transfer coefficient, from an

experiment with 30% MEA at 40 , =5 kPa, y=0.04.°C pCO2
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FIGURE 6.3: Influence of CO2 partial pressure on the mass transfer coefficient.
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FIGURE 6.4: Influence of liquid velocity on the mass transfer coefficient. 30%

MEA at 40 , =5 kPa.°C pCO2
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FIGURE 6.5: Influence of temperature on the mass transfer coefficient. 30%

MEA, =5 kPa.pCO2
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FIGURE 6.6: Influence of liquid velocity on the mass transfer coefficient. 15%

MEA at T=40 , =90 kPa (stagnant gas phase).°C pCO2
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FIGURE 6.7: Influence of temperature on the mass transfer coefficient. 15%

MEA, =98-70 kPa (stagnant gas phase). pCO2
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FIGURE 6.8: Influence of liquid velocity on the mass transfer coefficient. 23.5%
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FIGURE 6.9: Influence of temperature on the mass transfer coefficient. 23.5%

MDEA, =98-70 kPa (stagnant gas phase).pCO2
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6.4   Discussion

6.4.1  Implications of the mass transfer coefficient

The measured mass transfer cofficients, given in figure 6.2-6.9, have values of

similar size as those published by e.g. Nishikawa et al. (1995) and Feron and

Jansen (2002), although the experimental conditions are not directly compara-

ble. As can be seen from figure 6.2, the mass transfer coefficient is not influ-

enced by the increasing gas velocity. From correlations of mass transfer

coefficients,  would normally be expected (Gabelman and Hwang,

1999). From considering the definition of the overall mass transfer cofficient

(6.2) it may then be concluded that

(6.13)

The mass transfer resistance of the gas phase is thus negligible compared to the

membrane and liquid side resistances. This statement is based upon experiments

with a 30% MEA solution. However, the same must be valid for the MDEA sys-

tem due to the lower rate of the chemical reaction, which reduces the value of

the enhancement factor. Similar conclusions was also made by Qi and Cussler

(1985b), Aroonwilas et al. (1999) and Kumazawa (2000). 

This is not surprising, as the CO2/alkanolamine/water systems are normally

expected to have the major mass transfer resistance on the liquid side. However,

a MEA/water solution would still be expected to have a significant contribution

from gas side resistances at low CO2 partial pressures, when considering con-

ventional gas/liquid contacting equipment like packed towers. The physical liq-

uid film coefficient of the idealized straight tube membrane is, however,

significantly lower ( ) than what is achieved for liquid flowing

through a tower packing ( ). In addition, the membrane

design, with spacers between the tube layers, combined with the high actual gas

velocities of 3.8-12.5 m/s provide an efficient mixing of the gas phase. 
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In figure 6.10, the result of the pressure drop measurements over the membrane

gas side is shown. The increase in pressure drop with the square of gas velocity

is characteristic of the turbulent flow regime, thus supporting the assumption of

the presence of local shell side turbulence as discussed by Gabelman and

Hwang (1999). 

From figure 6.3 it can be seen that the mass transfer coefficient is a strong

decreasing function of partial pressure. A similar behavior is shown by Aroon-

wilas et al. (1999) studying the overall mass transfer coefficient of tower pack-

ings when absorbing CO2 in an aqueous alkanolamine/water system. It is

resulting from the increasing depletion of the alkanolamine at the interface,

leading to a reduced rate of reaction, and the onset of diffusional limitations

caused by increasing concentration gradients.

The considerable reduction of KG with increasing liquid loading observed in all

the figures is obvious as the concentration of free alkanolamine is correspond-

ingly decreasing. Figure 6.4, 6.6 and 6.8 show the effect of increasing liquid

FIGURE 6.10: Pressure drop in the lab-scale membrane module
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velocity on mass transfer coefficient for the MEA/water and MDEA/water sys-

tems. From eq. (6.5) it is seen that the physical mass transfer coefficient of the

liquid phase, , is proportional to . A similar dependence would be

expected if the instantaneous regime was realized, while practically no depen-

dence of liquid velocity would be expected in the fast reaction regime. The

curves then indicate that these experiments are closer to the instantaneous

regime than the fast regime. This is further discussed below.

Figure 6.5, 6.7 and 6.9 show the effect of increasing temperature on the mass

transfer coefficient. The strong increase of the mass transfer coefficient with

temperature simply reflects the fact that both diffusivities and reaction rates are

increasing functions of temperature. The temperature effect seen from the

experiments with “pure CO2” stagnant gas phase is somewhat distorted by the

fact that the liquid vapor pressure is increasing with temperature, leading to a

slight decrease in the CO2 partial pressure.

The fraction of membrane resistance compared to the overall resistance, given

by:

(6.14)

was calculated for all the experiments with diluted circulating gas phase (noting

that gas and membrane resistance may be neglected in the case of stagnant gas/

pure CO2 gas phase). The highest value observed was , correspond-

ing to the lowest partial pressure and the lowest loading tested. These experi-

ments were done in a 30% MEA-solution, with a higher rate of reaction than

most other amine systems. This may thus be considered an upper limit for the

relative membrane resistance, showing that the liquid side resistance is by far

the dominating one.
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6.4.2  The possibility of measuring diffusivities and rates of 
reaction

In order to observe in which regime the experiments have been performed, the

enhancement factors were calculated by relating the experimentally observed

flux to the flux that would have been observed without the presence of the

chemical reaction. In case of physical absorption of CO2, the membrane resis-

tance is negligible compared to the liquid side resistance, thus leading to: 

(6.15)

with  calculated by equation (6.5).

As described in 6.2.2, the regime may be characterized by relating E to Ei and

Ha. This has been done for the experiments described above. The values of the

relative enhancement factors, E/Ei and E/Ha, are plotted for the low loading

experiments in figure 6.11-6.17. As the back-pressure of the liquid bulk is negli-

gible for the low loadings considered here and as the change in CO2 partial pres-

sure from inlet to outlet is very small, the driving force for chemical and

physical absorption is approximately similar. The penetration model equation

for Ei was used, similar to Kumar et al. (2002), as this gave somewhat better

results than the relation based on boundary layer theory (which gave E/Ei higher

than 1 in some cases). The following conclusions may be drawn:

• The only experiments that may be placed in a specific regime is the 15%

MEA/pure CO2 series. From fig. 6.14 and 6.15 it can be seen that E is very

close to Ei, which is characteristic of the instantaneous reaction regime,

where diffusivities are rate limiting.

• The other experiments are done in a transition region where both diffusion

and rate of the chemical reaction is important.
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• From figure 6.11 it can be seen that the E approaches Ha at decreasing partial

pressure. Thus, from performing experiments at low partial pressure, the

pseudo first order regime may be realized.

• From figure 6.12 and 6.16 it can be seen that the relative importance of the

chemical reaction is increasing with increasing liquid velocity, as E is

approaching Ha. This is a consequence of the reduced contact time at higher

liquid velocities, reducing the time available for diffusion.

• From figure 6.13 and 6.17 it can be seen that the relative importance of the

chemical reaction is decreasing with temperature, as E/Ha decreases.

The sensitivity of the mass transfer to the chemical reaction is thus facilitated by

low partial pressure, high liquid velocity and low temperature. Even if rate con-

stants preferably are measured in the pseudo first order regime and diffusivities

preferably are measured in the instantaneous regime, the use of a numerical

mass transfer model will make these requirements less strict (Versteeg et al.,

1996). This is supported by a sensitivity analysis on the model developed in this

work and is further discussed in chapter 8.
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FIGURE 6.11: Relative enhancement factors as function of partial pressure,
from experiments with 30% MEA and circulating gas phase. Ha=1940, Ei=5500-

1100.
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FIGURE 6.12: Relative enhancement factors as function of liquid velocity, from
experiments with 30% MEA and circulating gas phase. Ha =2100-1300, Ei=1800.
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FIGURE 6.13: Relative enhancement factor as function of temperature,, from
experiments with 30% MEA and circulating gas phase. Ha=1300-3300, , Ei=1200-

3200.
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FIGURE 6.14: Relative enhancement factors as function of liquid velocity, from
experiments with 15% MEA and stagnant gas phase. Ha=1000-1700, Ei=37.
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FIGURE 6.15: Relative enhancement factors as function of temperature, from
experiments with 15% MEA and stagnant gas phase. Ha=900-2400, Ei=25-74.
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FIGURE 6.16: Relative enhancement factors as function of liquid velocity, from
experiments with 23.5% MDEA and stagnant gas phase. Ha=26-43, Ei=770.
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FIGURE 6.17: Relative enhancement factors as function of temperature, from
experiments with 23.5% MDEA and stagnant gas phase. Ha=20-63, Ei=147-263.
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CHAPTER 7 Modeling of the 
membrane gas 
absorber

7.1   Introduction

In order to simulate and predict the performance of the membrane gas absorber,

a rigorous model based upon differential mass balances is needed. The results of

the experiments described in chapter 5 and 6 are useful in the model develop-

ment, as the model prediction of trends upon a single variable may be verified.

Appropriate assumptions and simplifications may be made based upon conclu-

sions from the experimental study. The goal has been to develop a predictive

model capable of simulating the operation on an industrial scale, thus taking

advantage of the linear scale-up of the membrane gas absorbers.

The model may be separated into different parts. First a model is needed to

describe the gas and liquid flow and to set the limitations for the flow situations

in which the model can be used. In addition, transport models for the diffusing

substances are needed. Similarly, models for energy transport must be included.

The chemistry of the system requires an equilibrium model and a kinetic model

as described in chapter 3 and 4. Finally, a subset of routines are needed to pre-

dict the physical properties of the system.
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7.2   Description of the model equations

7.2.1  The flow structure

Based upon the measurements of the overall mass transfer coefficient vs.

increasing gas velocity and the pressure drop measurements, discussed in 6.4.1,

the gas flow is assumed to be perfectly mixed laterally and in axial plug flow.

This is facilitated by the membrane module design with interconnected tube lay-

ers separated by spacers, which contributes to enhancing the lateral mixing of

the gas phase. 

It is further assumed that gas flow is counter or co-current to the liquid flow.

The model is thus not directly representative of the typical flow situation in a

single industrial low pressure membrane module, which would be cross-current

(fig. 1.3). However, normally the concentration changes in a single module are

modest, thus making the difference between counter and co-current very small.

This can be seen from the differences in the logarithmic mean driving force

when calculated based upon counter and co-current flow. Simulations with the

completed model on the countercurrent experiments performed in this work

showed a negligible difference between co-current and countercurrent opera-

tion. An average of a counter and co-current calculation will in any case give a

good estimate for the cross-current performance.

The diameter of the tubes in the module used for the experiments was 3.0 mm

and the linear liquid velocities was in the range 0.5-4 cm/s. Industrial contactors

will have even lower diameters in the range 0.5-1.5 mm. With densities and vis-

cosities of the systems under consideration this gives liquid Reynolds numbers

well below 100. In tube flow the transition to turbulence is known to occur at

Re=2100, and the liquid flow is thus obviously in the laminar regime. The radial

velocity profile will then be parabolic as described by Bird et al. (2002). This is

known as the Hagen-Poiseuille profile. 

(7.1)vz 2vz av, 1
r
Ri
----- 
  2

– 
 =
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where vz,av is the average linear liquid velocity, obtained by dividing the total

flow-rate by the cross-sectional area.

The velocity profile is assumed to be fully developed. This is supported by the

fact that the liquid inlet region is covered by membrane fiber potting. The veloc-

ity profile of the liquid flow then has time to stabilize before the mass transfer

zone is reached. The length of the entrance region, Le, may be calculated from

the following relation (Geankopolis, 1993):

(7.2)

where D is the inner diameter of the tube. With a Reynolds number of 100 and a

tube diameter of 3 mm this gives an entrance length of 1.7 cm, while the potting

length is 7 cm for this membrane module. This justifies the assumption of a

fully developed parabolic velocity profile, as illustrated in figure 7.1.

Le

D
----- 0.0575Re=

Fiber potting

Boundary layer

Ni

FIGURE 7.1: Entrance region of a membrane tube. Adapted from Geankopolis
(1993)

Velocity profile
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7.2.2  Flux across the membrane

The flow model of the gas and liquid phase including the transfer flux is illus-

trated in figure 7.2. The transfer flux across the membrane is modeled using the

simple resistance in series approach, including the gas film and the membrane

mass transfer coefficients.

(7.3)

where ci,s is the concentration of component i at the liquid/membrane interface.

The membrane mass transfer coefficient,  (m/s) is defined by equation

(6.12). Following the discussion in 6.4, the gas film coefficient,  is specified

at a value of 1000, corresponding to a negligible mass transfer resistance of the

gas phase.

This model describes the flux of water across the membrane in addition to the

CO2 flux. The last term on the right hand side of eq. (7.3) accounts for diffusion

engendered bulk motion, which may be significant e.g. when the incoming gas

is dry, resulting in a large flux of vapor countercurrent to the absorbing CO2.

Multicomponent coupling effects have been neglected, using only pseudo-

binary diffusivities. The alkanolamine is assumed non-volatile, following the

discussion in chapter 4.

The conductive sensible heat flux is modeled in an analogous manner:

(7.4)

where hg and hm are the gas phase and membrane heat transfer coefficients,

respectively. Tl,s is the temperature at the liquid/membrane interface.
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Analogous to the mass transfer, the heat transfer resistance of the gas phase, 1/

hg is considered negligible compared to the membrane resistance. hg is thus

specified as a large number. The membrane heat transfer coefficient is calcu-

lated from the thermal conductivities of PTFE and of the gas phase modeled as

two resistances in parallel:

(7.5)

7.2.3  Balance equations for the gas phase

Following the plug flow assumption, the mass balance equation of the gas phase

is given by:

(7.6)

FIGURE 7.2: The structure of the model
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where ntot (mol/m2,s) is the molar flux of the gas phase referred to the free gas

cross section area. Ni (mol/m2,s) is the molar flux of component i from the gas

through the membrane and into the liquid phase referred to the inner surface

area of the membrane tubes.  is the fraction of the total area available for the

gas flow, while a (m2/m3) is the specific inner surface area of the membrane

module. 

Introducing the ideal gas law, , and expanding gives:

(7.7)

This equation can be solved for the gas velocity derivative:

(7.8)

The equation describing the partial pressure of gas components is derived in an

analogous manner from the balance of component i: 

(7.9)

and introduction of . The resulting equation is:

(7.10)

The pressure drop gradient, , is taken from a correlation based upon the

measurements shown in figure 6.10.

The thermal balance for the gas phase is straightforward when disregarding any

frictional heat and heat loss to the surroundings:
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(7.11)

where cp,i is the specific heat of component i.

7.2.4  Transport model for the liquid phase

Instead of using mass transfer coefficients for the liquid phase, which would be

considered a lumped parameter model, a rigorous approach is chosen based

upon differential mass balances for the liquid phase. The mass transport model

for the liquid phase is derived from the equation of continuity for species in a

reacting mixture (Bird et al., 2002). It is assumed that the transport mechanism

in the liquid phase is by convection in the axial-direction and diffusion in the

radial direction. The diffusional flux is described by Fick’s law in cylindrical

coordinates. With the parabolic velocity profile the balance for component i

becomes:

(7.12)

One such equation is needed for each of the components that influence the rate

of absorption of CO2. This include free CO2, free alkanolamine and the bound

CO2 reaction products. Note that the component diffusivity can not be taken

outside the derivation, as significant radial diffusivity gradients may occur. This

is a result of the coupling between CO2 loading and viscosity and between vis-

cosity and diffusivity, as described in 7.3.1 and 7.3.4. Expansion of the right-

hand side gives:

(7.13)

The thermal balance can be formulated similarly, using the thermal conductivity

of the amine mixture and the heat of reaction for the CO2-alkanolamine reac-

c
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∑ p i, ni
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tion. Thermal conductivity is taken outside the derivation, thus neglecting any

possible effects of varying liquid viscosity, which is unknown and expected to

be of minor importance.

(7.14)

The following boundary conditions are required:

For concentrations:

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

For temperature:

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

The temperature boundary condition at the liquid/membrane interface includes

the latent heat from evaporation or condensation of water at the liquid surface,

which is considered a part of the total interfacial heat flux into the liquid.

2vz av, 1
r
Ri
----- 
  2

– 
  cp l, ρ

∂T
∂z
------ λl

1
r
--- ∂
∂r
----- r

∂T
∂r
------ 

  ri ∆Hr–( )+=

z 0= ci ci
0

=

r 0=
∂ci

∂r
------- 0=

r Ri=
∂ci

∂r
-------

Ni

Di
-----=

z 0= Tl Tl
0

=

r 0=
∂Tl

∂r
-------- 0=

r Ri=
∂Tl

∂r
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λl
---- Nw
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---------------+=
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7.3   Physical properties

An overview of the most important physical properties including functional

dependence and literature sources is given in table 7–1.

TABLE 7–1:  Physical properties used in the membrane gas absorber model

Property Symbol Functional 
dependence Source Comment

Specific heat of gas 
components

cp,g f(T)
Reid et al. 
(2000)

Specific heat of 
alkanolamine/water 
solution

cp,l f(T,wam, ) Cheng et al. 
(1996)

Loading depen-
dence from Weiland 
et al. (1997)

Density of alkanola-
mine/water solution

f(T,wam, ) Cheng et al., 
(1996)

CO2 accounted for 
by adding the 
weight of absorbed 
molecules

Diffusivity of CO2 
and water in the gas 
phase

f(T,P)
Reid et al. 
(2000)

The Fuller equation 
is used

Viscosity of the 
loaded solution

f(T,wam, ) Weiland et al. 
(1998)

Diffusivity of CO2 

in the loaded solu-
tion

f(T, ) Versteeg et 
al. (1996)

Based upon the N2O 
analogy and a 
Stoke-Einstein rela-
tion

Diffusivity of the 
free alkanolamine in 
the loaded solution

f(T,cam, ) Snijder et al. 
(1993)

Viscosity depen-
dence from a Stoke-
Einstein relation

Diffusivity of chem-
ically bound CO2

f(T, ) This work

Thermal conductiv-
ity of the gas 

f(T,composi-
tion)

Reid et al. 
(2000)

Thermal conductiv-
ity of PTFE

f(T)
Brandrup & 
Immergut 
(1989)

Thermal conductiv-
ity of the alkanola-
mine solution

f(T,wam) Cheng et al. 
(1996)

yCO2

ρl yCO2

Di g,

µl yCO2

DCO2 l, µl

Dam l, µl

Dcb µl

λg

λPTFE

λl
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7.3.1  Liquid viscosity and density

It is well known that the viscosity of amine solutions increases considerably

upon absorption of CO2. Weiland et al (1998) have made an extensive experi-

mental study to determine the viscosity of partially loaded aqueous solutions of

MEA, DEA and MDEA and developed a correlation. This is implemented in the

membrane absorber model. For illustration, the viscosity as a function of CO2

loading is shown in fig. 7.3 for a 30% MEA-solution at 40 .

The density of solutions was calculated by the correlation given by Cheng et al.

(1996) for the binary system of alkanolamine and water. Density of loaded solu-

tions was calculated by adding the weight of absorbed CO2-molecules. Simple

density measurements have shown this to be a reasonable assumption, and it

may be used as an estimate for systems where measurements are not available.

Results are shown in figure 7.4 for a collection of aqueous MDEA and MEA

loaded solutions. The density correlation given by Weiland et al. (1998) has a

more sound theoretical basis and will be implemented in future versions.

7.3.2  Specific heat of liquid

The specific heat of aqueous solutions of alkanolamines are correlated by

Cheng et al. (1996). Specific heat is known to decrease with increasing CO2

loading, as shown by Weiland et al. (1997). The measurements published by

Weiland et al. (1997) were correlated as residuals, added to the specific heat of

CO2-free solution. Only measurements at 25  are published and temperature

independence was thus assumed for the loading effect.

For MEA:

(7.21)

For MDEA:

(7.22)

°C

°C

cp res, 2258wMEA 207.6+( )y–=

cp res, 642.1y–=
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7.3.3  Diffusivities in the gas phase

The diffusivities of CO2 and water in the gas phase are treated as pseudo binary

diffusvities in N2. The Fuller equation (Reid et al., 2000) is used to correlate the

effect of pressure and temperature:

For CO2:

(7.23)

For water:

(7.24)

7.3.4   Diffusivities of CO2 and amine in the liquid phase

The component diffusivities in the liquid phase are of the most important

parameters in modeling the mass-transfer process. The diffusivity of CO2 in

water is given by the following relation, compiled by Versteeg and van Swaaij

(1988a):

 (7.25)

It was shown by Versteeg and van Swaaij (1988a) that the diffusivity of N2O in

aqueous alkanolamine solutions can be estimated according to a modified

Stokes-Einstein relation. 

(7.26)

The N2O-analogy (Al-Ghawas et al., 1989) relates the CO2 and N2O diffusivi-

ties:

DCO2

7.84
8–×10 Tg

1.75

P
------------------------------------=

DCO2

1.26
7–×10 Tg

1.75

P
------------------------------------=

DCO2 w, 2.35
6–×10

2119–
T

--------------- 
 exp=

DN2Oµ
0.8( )

am. sol.
DN2Oµ

0.8( )
w

=
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(7.27)

Combination of eq. (7.26) and (7.27) gives:

(7.28)

Equation (7.28) was used to correct the diffusivity of CO2 for the increased liq-

uid viscosity due to increasing amine concentration and CO2-loading.

The diffusivity of the free alkanolamines in water was taken from Snijder et al.

(1993).

For MEA:

(7.29)

For MDEA:

(7.30)

According to Snijder et al. (1993) the diffusivity can be correlated with viscos-

ity following a modified Stokes-Einstein equation:

(7.31)

Equation (7.31) was used to correct the alkanolamine diffusivity for the

increased viscosity due to CO2 loading at a given alkanolamine concentration. 

DCO2

DN2O
-------------
 
 
 

am.sol.

DCO2

DN2O
-------------
 
 
 

w

=

DCO2
µ0.8( )

am. sol.
DCO2

µ0.8( )
w

=

DMEA 13.275– 2198.3
T

----------------– 7.8142
5–×10 cMEA– 

 exp=

DMDEA 13.088– 2360.7
T

----------------– 24.727
5–×10 cMDEA– 

 exp=

Damµ
0.6( )am. sol. Damµ

0.6( )w constant= =
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7.3.5  Diffusivity of the reaction products

The main reactions in the MEA and MDEA systems are:

(7.32)

(7.33)

Other ionic species in solution in addition to these reaction products include

,  and . However, the concentration of these are in most situa-

tions very small compared to the main reaction products. It may thus as a sim-

plification be assumed that the diffusion of these species does not need to be

considered when modeling the "absorption-diffusion reaction-diffusion" pro-

cess.

The diffusion of ionic species will be influenced by a gradient of electrical

potential in addition to the concentration gradient, as described by the Nernst-

Planck equation:

(7.34)

where zi is valence of ion i, F is the Faraday constant and  is the gradient in

electrical potential. The requirement of electrical neutrality leads to the follow-

ing restrictions, as the net electrical charge (C) will then be zero:

(7.35)

(7.36)

The electrical current carried by the ion i is proportional to ziNi. In the absence

of an external electrical field the net electrical current will be zero:

CO2 2MEA+ MEAH
+

MEACOO
-

+=

CO2 MDEA+ MDEAH
+

HCO3
-

+=

H3O
+

OH
-

CO3
2-

Ni Di ∇ci cizi
F∇φ
RT

-----------+ 
 =

∇φ

C F zici

i
∑ 0= =

∇C F zi∇ci

i
∑ 0= =
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(7.37)

Substitution of (7.37) into (7.34) leads to the following expression for the elec-

trical potential gradient:

(7.38)

It is seen from eq. (7.38) and (7.36) that if all the ionic diffusivities are equal,

the gradient of electrical potential will be zero. In general, large differences

exist in the diffusivities of ionic species. The values are influenced by charge,

valency and degree of solvation, which influence the effective size of the ions in

solution. In this case an electric potential gradient develops in order to counter-

act any charge-separation so that the solution is everywhere neutral. Astarita et

al. (1983) made a simplifying approximation by introducing an “apparent” dif-

fusivity of the ionic species, :

(7.39)

Looking at the system CO2/MDEA/water, the ionic species to be considered are

the cation  (=C) and the anion  (=A). The electroneutrality

condition gives:

(7.40)

and the electric potential gradient is given by:

(7.41)

ziNi

i
∑ 0=

∇φ

ziDi∇ci

i
∑
F

RT
------- zi

2
Dici

i
∑

-------------------------------–=

Di
˜

Ni Di
˜ ∇ci– Di ∇ci cizi

F∇φ
RT

-----------+ 
 = =

MDEAH
+

HCO3
-

cC cA=

∇φ
RT DC DA–( )∇cA

F DC DA+( )cA
--------------------------------------------–=
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The expression for apparent diffusivities result from substitution into eq. (7.34)

and rearrangement:

(7.42)

The apparent diffusivities are thus equal regardless of the difference in diffusiv-

ities between individual ions. These arguments may be used to consider the

products of reaction (7.32) and (7.33) as the complexes 

and , having similar properties as single diffusing species

characterized by an apparent diffusivity.

Rowley et al. (1997, 1998) and Adams et al. (1998) studied the individual diffu-

sivities of CO2, alkanolamine and the reaction products as a diffusing complex,

using similar assumptions as outlined above. The alkanolamines were MDEA

and DEA, including mixtures of the two. Absorption of H2S was also consid-

ered (Adams et al., 1998). A rigorous diffusion-reaction model was developed

to describe their inverted tube diffusometer used in the experimental study. Fol-

lowing a sensitivity analysis, diffusion coefficients for the reaction products

were treated as single parameters that were adjusted to give the best fit of the

model to the experimental absorption rates. The authors concluded that diffu-

sion of the reaction products could have a substantial effect on the absorption

rate and may even be rate determining, as these diffusivities were found to be

significantly lower than the diffusivities of the reactants. 

This contradicts the traditional approach, only considering the free CO2 and free

alkanolamine diffusivities when studying the absorption problem (Astarita et

al., 1983; Pani et al., 1997). This actually implies that the reaction is treated as

irreversible (Rowley et al., 1997). When explicitly considering the transport of

ionic reaction products most authors make the assumption that ionic diffusivi-

ties have the same value for each species as required for electroneutrality. This

value is then taken equal to the diffusivity of the slowest diffusing molecular

component, normally the free alkanolamine (e.g. Bosch et al., 1989; Glasscock,

1990; Rinker et al., 1995). For the CO2-MDEA system this leads to:

D̃C D̃A
2DCDA

DC DA+
---------------------= =

MEAH
+
MEACOO

-

MDEAH
+
HCO3

-
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(7.43)

From the discussion in 6.4.2 it is concluded that the experiments with pure CO2

in the gas phase are performed in a regime where the rate of absorption is influ-

enced by the diffusivities of all species in solution, especially in the MEA-sys-

tem. A sensitivity analysis was performed on these experimental conditions as

described in the following.

The parameters influencing the rate of absorption are the reaction rate constant

(k2), free CO2 diffusivity ( ) and the apparent diffusivity of the chemically

“bound CO2” reaction products (denoted by ). The sensitivity analysis was

performed by multiplying each of these parameters by factor of 2 and observing

the increase in the simulated absorption flux in each case. This was done in a

range of temperatures covered by the experiments and with zero CO2-concen-

tration in the inlet solution. The sensitivity factors given in table 7–2 thus repre-

sent the relation

(7.44)

where the simulated absorption rate, with the parameter p multiplied by a factor

of 2, is divided by the corresponding rate from the unperturbed model. It is seen

that in the MEA-system, for these experimental conditions, the absorption rate

is mostly influenced by Dam and . The same is seen in the MDEA-system

even if the sensitivity factors are lower. Since the diffusivities of the ionic com-

plexes are significantly lower than the diffusivity of the free alkanolamine, the

use of assumption (7.43) will then give an overprediction of the absorption rate. 

The consequence of a difference in diffusivity between unreacted and reacted

alkanolamine is that gradients in total alkanolamine concentration will occur.

Total alkanolamine concentration will generally increase near the membrane

wall, were the reaction products are formed. This is illustrated in figure 7.5 from

a simulation on a 1910 mol/m3 MDEA-solution. The slower diffusion of the

D
HCO3

- D
MDEAH

+ DMDEA= =

DCO2

D̃cb

RCO2 2*p,

RCO2

---------------------

D̃cb
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-complex compared to the free MDEA-molecules leads to a

buildup of total MDEA-concentration near the wall. The equilibrium model will

calculate the speciation based upon this total MDEA-concentration. Large

amine concentrations may result, which are far outside the range of validity of

the equilibrium model. It will thus be necessary to make the simplifying

assumption that the diffusivity of the reaction products are rate limiting so that:

(7.45)

(7.46)

This will make the total alkanolamine concentration of the model a constant

throughout the liquid phase. The values of the bound CO2 diffusivities were

TABLE 7–2:  Sensitivity analysis on the mass transfer model. Sensitivity factors
defined by eq. (7.44).

15% MEA,  = 90 kPa

T ( ) 25 40 55 70

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.03

2* 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.02

2*Dam 1.48 1.48 1.49 1.50

2* 1.30 1.29 1.28 1.27

23.5wt% MDEA,  = 90 kPa

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.15 1.12 1.08 1.05

2* 1.20 1.17 1.13 1.10

2*Dam 1.22 1.26 1.31 1.37

2* 1.23 1.26 1.31 1.37

pCO2

°C

NCO2 3.09 4–×10 3.89 4–×10 4.72 4–×10 5.41 4–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

pCO2

NCO2 1.20 4–×10 1.54 4–×10 1.75 4–×10 1.73 4–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

MDEAH
+
HCO3

-

DMEA D̃
MEAH

+
MEACOO

-=

DMDEA D̃
MDEAH

+
HCO3

-=
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regressed from the experimental data with similar conditions as in table 7–2.

The regression was performed both with and without assumptions (7.45) and

(7.46). The functional dependence of the bound CO2 diffusivity, , was

assumed similar to the correlation for free alkanolamine diffusivity presented by

Snijder et al. (1993), introducing the liquid viscosity instead of the amine

molarity as a variable: 

(7.47)

The parameters were estimated by the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear regres-

sion method as implemented in the in-house “Modfit” program (Hertzberg and

Mejdell, 1998). Results are given in table 7–3.
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In the MEA-system the bound CO2 diffusivity found was higher when introduc-

ing assumption (7.45) (Dam= ) than the value found when using the “real”

diffusivity of the free alkanolamine. It is expected the diffusivity found when

imposing the assumption Dam=  should lie between the real diffusivities of

free alkanolamine and bound CO2. It is noteworthy that almost no difference

was found in the diffusivity of bound CO2 in the MDEA system when fitting the

parameters with and without this assumption. This reflects the fact that the sen-

sitivity to the diffusivities was lower in the MDEA-system than in the MEA-

system. The viscosity effect was relatively highly correlated with the tempera-

ture effect. This was probably caused by the lack of data with varying amine

concentration, which would have given a larger span in the liquid viscosity.

In figure 7.6 the values of the bound CO2 diffusivities from Rowley et al. (1997)

are plotted together with corresponding values calculated from the correlation

found for the MDEA system (eq.(7.47)), with parameters from table 7–3 (IV).

The viscosity dependence of the correlation, basic to the recalculation in terms

of weight percent dependence, is relatively uncertain. It is in any case clear that

a large difference exists between the values of Rowley et al. (1997) and this

work. A similar plot is given in figure 7.7, where  from the MEA-system

correlation is plotted together with the corresponding DEA-system data from

Rowley et al. (1998). It is noteworthy that Rowley et al. found that  did not

TABLE 7–3:  Parameter regression results for the diffusivity of bound CO2

(  and )

A B C Std. dev. of fit

With Dam= , assumption (7.45) and (7.46)

(I) -22.64 -1000 -0.70 5.84%

(II) -21.07 -1595 -0.62 6.83%

With Dam from literature, independent of 

(III) -20.64 -1800 -0.60 4.86%

(IV) -21.16 -1595 -0.62 4.75%

MDEAH+HCO3
- MEAH

+
MEACOO

-

D̃cb

MEAH
+
MEACOO

-

MDEAH
+
HCO3

-

D̃cb

MEAH
+
MEACOO

-

MDEAH
+
HCO3

-

D̃cb
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D̃cb
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change when increasing the DEA-concentration from 35-50 wt% at 298 K, this

making the diffusivity at 50 wt% and 298 K similar to the value at 318 K.

In any case it is clear that the results from this study confirm the findings from

Rowley et al. that diffusion of the reaction products may be rate limiting, as

these are found to be only 20-30% of the values for the corresponding free

amines. More work is required in order to resolve the discrepancies. The restric-

tion Dam=  was imposed on the model and used in the further simulations

presented in this work.

7.3.6  Further discussion of the problem of electrolyte diffusion 

The results above show that the interdiffusion of solutes in CO2/alkanolamine

systems is coupled and that multicomponent effects ideally should be accounted

for in a rigorous manner. In order to calculate the electric potential gradient, the

diffusion coefficient of each ionic species is required. Such data are presently

not available for the protonated alkanolamines and carbamate ions. The diffu-

sivity of ions like carbonate, bicarbonate and hydroxide are measured, with

most published data at a temperature of 25  (Newman, 1991). This leads to

the requirement of approximating values as well as the temperature dependence

of ionic diffusivities, which may be considered a serious drawback by such an

approach. 

Littel et al. (1991) described the coupling of the diffusion of ionic species by a

similar model as Glasscock and Rochelle (1989), using the Nernst-Planck equa-

tion. They compared this to the results from making an assumption similar to

(7.43), for the absorption of CO2 and H2S into an aqueous solution of MEA and

MDEA. They found that the rate of CO2 absorption was reduced and the rate of

H2S absorption was increased when using the “correct” model of ionic diffu-

sion. The effects will probably increase with increasing contact times, due to an

increase in the time available for diffusion. This explains the large sensitivities

to bound CO2 diffusivity found in this work, as the contact times were around

20 seconds. Even if most absorption experiments published are performed in

D̃cb

°C
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equipment with significantly lower contact times, there should still be a need to

check the consequences of the assumption that the ionic reaction products dif-

fuse with the same rate as the free amine. This is clearly not valid.

Following Leaist et al. (1998) the CO2/alkanolamine/water system may be

described by the coupled Fick equations. If a three-component system like CO2

(1), alkanolamine (2) and H2O is considered, the following flux equations may

be written: 

(7.48)

(7.49)

where the cross-term diffusion coefficient, D12, relate to the flux of CO2 due to

the concentration gradient of the alkanolamine and D21 relate the flux of alkano-

lamine due to the concentration gradient of CO2. 

Leaist et al. (1998) studied the system TEA/oxalic acid/water and estimated ter-

nary cross-diffusion coefficients. The process of dissolution of oxalic acid in the

alkanolamine was considered analogous to the absorption of an acid gas. The

rapid equilibration between oxalic acid and TEA in different chemical forms

(H2L, HL-and L--
 and TEA, TEAH+, respectively) and the requirement of local

electroneutrality allowed for the treatment as single total solute components of

oxalic acid and TEA in the ternary system. The fluxes of these solutes were

found to be strongly coupled by the electric field that is generated by the diffus-

ing ions. Leaist et al. found a large and negative cross coefficient, D21 leading to

a significant counterdiffusion of TEA towards the surface of the solid acid. This

resulted in a buildup of TEA and gave a concentration profile similar to figure

7.5, resulting from an approach using pseudo-binary diffusivities of free MDEA

and . This qualitatively confirms the observations made in this

study.

J1 solute1( ) D11∇c1– D12∇c2–=

J2 solute2( ) D21∇c1– D22∇c2–=

MDEAH
+
HCO3

-
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7.4   Model implementation

The mathematical model outlined in 7.2 is a typical marching or propagation

problem. The system is steady, but the flow direction acts as a time-like coordi-

nate enabling the governing equations for the liquid phase transport, (7.13) and

(7.14), to be classified as parabolic equations. Such problems are also termed

initial-boundary value problems. The “discontinuity” at z=0 and r=R, which is

seen from the boundary conditions (eq. (7.15) and (7.17)) makes this a problem

of significant numerical stiffness.

The equations (7.3) to (7.20) were scaled by introducing the following variable

transformations:

Here, ,  and  are the inlet values of the liquid concentration, the liquid

temperature and the gas velocity, respectively.  is the diffusivity at the tube

center.

The model was programmed in MATLAB, and the system of partial differential

equations was solved by the Method of Lines (MoL) procedure (Schiesser,

1991). The principle of the Method of Lines is to reduce the system of partial

differential equations to a system of ordinary, coupled differential equations and

then integrate the system of ODE’s. This is done by discretizing the spatial

region in the radial dimension while the axial dimension is treated as a continu-

ous variable leading to a vector system of ODE’s to be integrated by an appro-

priate routine. The MoL procedure has been applied by other authors studying

the similar problem (Karoor and Sirkar, 1993; Lee et al., 2001).
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The r-derivatives of eq. (7.13) and (7.14) were calculated from finite difference

approximations. First derivatives were calculated by fourth order finite differ-

ences, while second order finite differences were used for the second deriva-

tives, using the routines dss004 and dss042 (Schiesser, 1991). In order to

capture the very steep gradients close to the membrane wall, the r-domain was

divided in two regions with different uniform resolutions. The two zones were

typically separated at  with 40 grid points in both the “wall” zone

and the bulk zone, and the model was thoroughly tested for grid independence

in the whole range of conditions.

The axial direction was integrated by the MATLAB ode15s routine. This is a

variable order (1-5) and variable step length procedure making use of the

implicit Numerical Differentiation formulas. 200-400 steps were normally

required for convergence, with 80% of the steps applied in the first 10% of the

membrane tube length, reflecting the stiffness of the problem.

The resulting model was found to be robust and numerically stable. The solu-

tion for the cocurrent case was straightforward, while for the countercurrent

case an outer iteration loop based on the Broyden method (Press et al., 1992)

was used, as the integration always follows the liquid phase from inlet to outlet.

In this case, the outlet gas total pressure, temperature, gas velocity and partial

pressures of CO2 and water were first guessed and the iteration continued until

the normalized inlet values matched within the specified tolerance of . A

simplified block diagram of the model is shown in figure 7.8.

After integration, the overall average flux from gas to liquid was calculated by

independent mass balances on the gas and the liquid phases. The liquid inlet and

outlet molar flows are, respectively:

(7.50)

(7.51)

γ 0.995=

10
6–

ni in,
l

ci
0
QL=

ni out,
l

ntubes ci r( )vz r( )r rd θd
0

Ri∫0

2π
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FIGURE 7.8: Simplified block diagram of the model
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where  is the molar concentration of component i in the inlet liquid and  is

the volumetric flowrate of liquid.  is the number of membrane tubes in the

module, while  and  are the radial concentration and velocity pro-

files. The integral in eq. (7.51) was calculated by an adaptive quadrature method

(the MATLAB quadl routine). Because of the very steep gradients of the prod-

uct , the absolute error tolerance had to be set to a low value, typi-

cally 10-10. The molar absorption rate of component i into the liquid phase is

given by:

(7.52)

The corresponding absorption rate from the gas phase balance is given by:

(7.53)

The error in the global mass balances (the difference between  and ) was

typically within %, which reflects the fact that Finite Difference Method

does not necessarily lead to conservation of the fluxes. This problem may be

resolved by building a corresponding model around the Finite Volume Method,

which is inherently mass conservative. The price will however be a less robust

model with significantly higher computational time (Hoff et al., 2003).

7.5   Model verification and validation

7.5.1  Concentration, temperature and viscosity profiles

Three-dimensional concentration profiles of free CO2, free alkanolamine and

the bound CO2 complex are given in figures 7.9-7.10. These example diagrams

are taken from simulation of an experimental point with absorption in 30%

MEA. From the free CO2 concentration profile of figure 7.9 it is seen that the

chemical reaction leads to an almost immediate depletion of free CO2 at the liq-

uid surface. The peak at r/R=1 and z/L=0 results from the salting out effect due

ci
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to the formation of ionic reaction products, as can be seen from the correspond-

ing rise in concentration of bound CO2 in figure 7.10. The importance of a

dense computational grid close to the membrane wall is obvious from looking at

the free CO2 concentration profile. 

The depletion of free MEA due to the chemical reaction can be seen from figure

7.11. However, the rate of absorption is limited by the rate of diffusion of the

bound CO2 reaction product, , penetrating into the bulk of

the liquid phase as seen from figure 7.10. It is also seen that the contact time is

not high enough that diffusion affects the liquid bulk concentration at the tube

center.

The rise in liquid temperature due to the chemical reaction can be seen from fig-

ure 7.12. The rise is somewhat higher in the reaction zone close to the mem-

brane wall, even if the rapid thermal diffusivity of the aqueous solution

considerably reduce the radial temperature gradient. The important effect of

increasing viscosity upon increasing CO2-loading is seen from the viscosity

profile of figure 7.13. A similar profile results in the liquid density, although not

shown.

MEAH
+
MEACOO

-
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FIGURE 7.9: Concentration profile of free CO2 in a membrane tube upon
absorption into a 30 wt% MEA solution

FIGURE 7.10: Total CO2 concentration profile upon absorption into a 30 wt%
MEA solution
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FIGURE 7.11: Concentration profile of free MEA upon absorption of CO2 into a
30 wt% solution

FIGURE 7.12: Liquid temperature profile of a membrane tube upon absorption
of CO2 into a 30 wt% MEA solution
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7.5.2  Effect of viscosity and density gradients

The membrane absorber liquid flow model was based on the assumption of a

fully developed parabolic velocity profile instead of calculating the profile from

the equations of motion. The derivation of the parabolic velocity profile

assumes constant viscosity and density (Bird et al., 2002). In order to test

whether the observed viscosity and density gradients would lead to significant

deviations from the assumed velocity profile, a CFD calculation was performed

using an in-house program code (Jakobsen et al., 2002). The simulation was

done twice, first with no viscosity/density gradients to check that this resulted in

the parabolic profile, then the simulation was repeated with viscosity/density

gradients. In figure 7.14 the resulting velocity profiles are given. The difference

is so small, particularly in the wall region, that any influence from the viscosity

and density gradients on the velocity profile can be disregarded.

FIGURE 7.13: Liquid viscosity profile upon absorption of CO2 into a 30 wt%
MEA solution
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7.5.3  The effect of partial penetration into the membrane

The model assumes that the pores are 100% gas-filled, and that an effective

molecular diffusivity corrected for membrane porosity and tortuosity can be

used (eq. (6.12)). The pore diameter distribution is in a range that will not give

any significant contribution from Knudsen diffusion, and the only effect that

may lead to deviations from the assumption is partial liquid penetration into the

pores. This effect has been observed by Rangwala (1996). He calculated mem-

brane mass transfer coefficients from experiments of CO2-absorption in a DEA-

solution and found values significantly lower than expected. 

These experiments were done with commercial hollow fiber membranes made

of polypropylene. The diffusivity of CO2 in the liquid phase is approximately

104 times lower than in the gas. Liquid that penetrates into the pores is immobi-

lized and represents a barrier to gas/liquid mass transfer inside the tube where

the absorbed components are swept away by convection. Rangwala (1996)
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FIGURE 7.14: Changes in velocity profile caused by the viscosity and density
profiles
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found that his results could be explained by liquid penetrating 0.9% of the mem-

brane thickness and set up an equation for this, given by:

(7.54)

where x is the fractional depth of liquid penetration. 

Equation (7.54) was implemented in the membrane model of this work to inves-

tigate the effect of possible penetration over a range of operating conditions. A

hypothetical liquid penetration of 1% was tested. The simulated results com-

pared with experimental data showed that partial liquid penetration gives effects

that are contrary to what was observed over a range of experimental conditions

with varying CO2 partial pressure, liquid velocity and temperature. The PTFE-

membranes used in this work are known to be significantly less subject to wet-

ting than membranes of polypropylene, as used by Rangwala (1996) and Feron

and Jansen (2002).

7.5.4  Porosity and effective interfacial area

The membrane porosity is accounted for in the model only in the effective diffu-

sivity used in the calculation of the membrane mass transfer coefficient. The liq-

uid inside the tubes is assumed not to feel the membrane porosity and to get the

flux from the gas phase uniformly distributed over the inside area of the fibers. 

Kreulen et al. (1993a) addressed the question of effective interfacial area inves-

tigating whether it is influenced by the membrane porosity and thereby related

to the actual gas liquid contact area, i.e. at the pore mouth. They did experi-

ments on absorption of CO2 in water using polypropylene fibers with porosities

of 3 and 70%. The results showed no effect of fiber porosity. This was explained

by considering that the liquid is instantaneously saturated along the membrane

wall compared to saturation in the radial direction.

Matsumoto et al. (1995) did similar experiments with membrane porosities

ranging from 40 to 80% and found that the overall mass transfer coefficient was

1
km
------

1 x–( )
km

----------------
gas filled

x
km
------

liquid filled
+=
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independent of porosity. The results were however remarkably different when

studying absorption of CO2 in the chemical solvents 30% MEA and 1 mol/l

NaOH. These experiments showed that the overall mass transfer coefficient was

increasing with porosity. The difference observed between chemical and physi-

cal absorption was explained by comparing estimates of the distance between

adjacent pores, lp and the thickness of the concentration boundary layer, ,

calculated as:

 (7.55)

It was found that in the CO2/H2O case the values of  were much larger than

those of lp, similar to Kreulen et al. (1993a). For CO2/MEA the values of 

were found to be of similar size as lp, suggesting that only the liquid closest to

the pore opening is available for diffusion. If so the liquid surface may be

looked upon as partially inhomogeneous with respect to mass transfer into

chemical absorbents. 

The membranes used by Matsumoto et al. (1995) had decreasing values of wall

thickness, pore diameter and membrane tube diameter in addition to the increas-

ing membrane porosity. This leads to an increase by a factor of 6 in the mem-

brane mass transfer coefficient, and must be considered as part of the reported

“porosity effect”. An erroneous unit conversion of mass transfer coefficients,

using the Henry’s law constant instead of the product RT, must also be consid-

ered.

The absorption experiments in this work are done with aqueous MEA and

MDEA, which have a significant difference in the absorption rate. This will lead

to significant change in the boundary layer thickness. No principal difference in

the model performance was however observed between these two systems. SEM

pictures of the membrane surface used in this study reveal that the surface struc-

ture is complex, consisting of pores as slit-like voids in a three dimensional net-

work (figure 7.15, see also Kitamura et al., 1999). The structure should
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essentially provide very good contact between gas and liquid. It is in any case

concluded that the subject of effective mass transfer area requires further study

in future work, both theoretically and experimentally.

7.6   Comparison of the model performance with 
experimental data

The performance of the membrane model in predicting the results of the experi-

ments from the lab-scale membrane module, described in chapter 5, is shown in

figure 7.16-7.22 in terms of the absorption rates. Regression lines for the exper-

imental points (the solid lines of fig. 7.16-7.22) are included for convenience.

The numerical model gives a good prediction of point values and trends in the

experimental data material. The deviation is generally within %. The model

seems to give a slight overprediction of the effect of increasing CO2 partial pres-

sure in the MEA-system, especially at low loading (fig. 7.16). The reason to this

FIGURE 7.15: SEM-picture of the microporous PTFE-membrane surface (W.L.
Gore & Associates)

15±
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is not clear, but it may be related to the equilibrium model through the free CO2

solubility. In figure 7.22 it is seen that the absorption rate goes through a maxi-

mum with increasing temperature in the MDEA-system. The model gives a very

good prediction of this trend, which is caused by a decrease in the driving force

resulting from the increasing equilibrium back pressure with temperature. This

effect overcomes the effect of increasing diffusivities and rates of reaction with

temperature which is dominating in the MEA-system (fig. 7.18 and 7.20), also

reflecting the fact that MDEA absorbs CO2 more reversible than MEA.

In figure 7.23 are shown results from experimental tests performed at atmo-

spheric pressure with the system 30% MEA/water/CO2 in the pilot scale test rig

erected at SINTEF/NTNU. A cross flow membrane module with hollow fibers

of 1 mm inner diameter was used. The operating line of an industrial-scale

membrane gas absorber was followed by systematically increasing the CO2

content of the gas with increasing CO2 loading of the liquid. The operating line

corresponded to a process with 80% CO2 removal from an exhaust gas contain-

ing 5.5 vol% CO2, thus covering the range from 1.1 to 5.5 vol% CO2 with grad-

ually increasing loading. Different values of the liquid circulation rate were also

tested within this series.

The figure shows very good agreement between simulated and experimental

data, with a deviation less than 10% except at loadings higher than 0.42, were

the deviation is large percent-wise. The operating range of an industrial MEA-

process for exhaust gas CO2 removal in terms of loading will typically be 0.06-

0.42 (Kohl & Nielsen, 1997). The average model deviation within this range is

2.8%. 

The module used in these experiments was almost 30 times larger in terms of

surface area than the one used in the lab-scale study. This verifies the ability of

the model to predict the performance of larger scale units and reflects the linear

scale-up of membrane gas absorbers.
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FIGURE 7.16: 30% MEA/water with T=40  and variable CO2 partial pressure.
Model prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.17: 30% MEA/water with T=40  and =5 kPa, variable liquid
velocity. Model prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.18: 30% MEA/water with =5 kPa and variable temperature. Model
prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.19: 15% MEA/water with T=40  and =90 kPa, variable liquid
velocity. Model prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.20: 15% MEA/water with =98-70 kPa variable temperature. Model
prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.21: 23.5% MDEA/water with T=40  and =90 kPa, variable liquid
velocity. Model prediction and experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.22: 23.5% MDEA/water, variable temperature. Model predictions and
experimental data points.
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FIGURE 7.23: Experiments from pilot scale test rig at SINTEF/NTNU, 30% MEA/
water. Crossflow membrane module with 1 mm (i.d.) tubes. Model prediction and
experimental data points.
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CHAPTER 8 Measurement of 
kinetics for carbon 
dioxide absorption

8.1   Measurement of rate constants

Several different types of equipment have been developed for measuring the

kinetics of gas/liquid reactions. The most important ones are illustrated in figure

8.1. Of these, especially the laminar jet and the wetted wall have been very pop-

ular in the measurement of CO2/alkanolamine kinetics. This is due to the fact

that the hydrodynamics of these units may be easily modelled, leading to an

estimate of the physical mass transfer coefficient from first principles. The

mass-transfer area of these units is in principle known, and the effect of the

chemical reaction may then be separated from the diffusion problem. In units

like the stirred vessel and the string of discs the mass transfer area is still known,

but the physical mass transfer coefficient must be measured from calibration

with a non-reactive system.

The lab-scale membrane gas absorber may be classified in the same group as the

laminar jet and the wetted wall column due to the properties of a fixed interfa-

cial area and the possibility of modeling the hydrodynamics from fundamental

relations. However, the membrane absorber offers significant advantages due to
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the decoupling of the phases. In the laminar jet and the wetted wall column the

mass transfer area is no longer known if the flow becomes turbulent or ripples

are formed. The transition can only be visually observed and is therefore uncer-

tain. In addition, the entrance and exit effects in traditional lab-scale mass trans-

fer equipment lead to uncertainty and to difficulties in modeling the system

(figure 8.2). 

FIGURE 8.1: Common equipment for the measurement of kinetics for gas/liquid
reactions (Charpentier, 1982)

(a) (b)

FIGURE 8.2:  The laminar jet (a) and wetted wall (b) apparatus (Astarita et al.
1983)
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In table 8–1 typical values of the mass transfer coefficient are given for the com-

mon types of equipment and for the membrane unit used in this work. The

membrane unit and the liquid velocities used in this work is seen to give a sig-

nificantly lower mass transfer coefficient than most other types. This is a disad-

vantage as the mass transfer may then be significantly influenced by diffusion

phenomena. As described in 6.2.2, the rate constants should preferably be mea-

sured in the pseudo first order irreversible regime in order to get a most direct

measurement, not influenced by diffusion of free alkanolamine and the ionic

reaction products. In the pseudo-first order regime, the rate of absorption is

given by equation (6.10), reiterated for convenience:

(8.1)

From the discussion in 6.4.2 it is clear that the pseudo first order irreversible

reaction regime is approached by using a low partial pressure and a high liquid

velocity to lower the contact time. This implies that the membrane module used

for kinetic measurements should ideally be of shorter tube length, from 1-5 cm,

and with lower tube diameter of around 1 mm. This enables significantly lower

contact times to be realized without increasing the liquid flow beyond what is

practically possible. The reduction of tube length and diameter may be compen-

TABLE 8–1:  Mass transfer coefficients of laboratory units (Charpentier, 1982),
including the membrane module used in this work, and an optimized membrane
module.

Equipment Time of contact (s)  (m/s)

Laminar jet 0.001-0.1 0.016-0.16

Sphere 0.1-1 0.005-0.016

Wetted wall 0.1-2 0.0036-0.016

String of discs 0.1-2 0.0036-0.016

Stirred vessel 0.06-10 0.0016-0.021

Membrane GLC S01 25 0.0005

Optimized membrane 0.025-1 0.002-0.008

kl 100⋅

NA

DAk2cB

H
----------------------- pA p∗A–( )=
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sated by increasing the number of tubes in order to maintain a suitable mass

transfer area. This may be necessary in order to enable a flux measurement with

significant accuracy, using conventional mass flow meters. This shows another

feature of flexibility for the membrane gas absorber compared to e.g. the lami-

nar jet. Similar compensation would require several laminar jets in parallel,

which is obviously not possible. Thus, by making a membrane module of opti-

mized design, units can be made with similar contact time and mass transfer

coefficient as e.g. the laminar jet and wetted wall. 

8.2   Sensitivity analysis on the membrane model

From the relative enhancement factors discussed in 6.4.2 it is clear that none of

the initial experiments performed in the lab-scale apparatus was made in a range

where the kinetic constant can be extracted from the data with a sufficient accu-

racy. It was however found that some experiments were close to the instanta-

neous reaction regime. This was especially the case for the 15% MEA/pure CO2

series.

Using the membrane absorber model a sensitivity analysis was performed simi-

lar to that presented in 7.3.3, but with the restriction Dam= . The parameters

reaction rate constant (k2), free CO2 diffusivity ( ) and the apparent diffu-

sivity of the reaction products ( ) were multiplied by a factor of 2 and the

increase in the simulated absorption flux was observed in each case. In addition,

the influence of reaction reversibility was tested by setting the equilibrium CO2-

concentration,  equal to zero (see eq. (3.30)).

Both the MEA and MDEA systems were tested with low partial pressures of 1/5

kPa and with partial pressures corresponding to experiments with pure CO2 in

the gas phase. The inlet CO2 loading was set to zero and the temperature was

varied from 25 to 70 . In table 8–2 and 8–3 the results are shown in terms of

the sensitivity factors, defined by eq. (7.40).  

D̃cb

DCO2

D̃cb

cCO2 e,

°C
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From eq. (8.1) it is seen that if the pseudo first order reaction regime is

achieved, the sensitivity factor of k2 will be 1.41 ( ), and the sensitivity factor

of free CO2 diffusivity will be in the same range. In table 8–2 it is seen that this

regime is approached, but not achieved for MDEA with  = 5 kPa. The sen-

sitivity to the kinetic constant is however reasonably good, but brakes down at

higher temperature, where the absorption rate is more influenced by the diffu-

sivity of bound CO2 and the reaction reversibility. It is concluded that new

experiments with similar conditions may be used to regress the kinetic constant

of CO2/MDEA at temperatures below 55 . The corresponding simulations

with 30% MEA and  = 1 kPa, show the same trends, although the kinetics

sensitivity factor is lower than in the MDEA-system. An important difference

TABLE 8–2:  Results from sensitivity analysis, low 

Module GLS S01 (43 cm tube length, 3 mm i.d., 28 tubes)

23.5wt% MDEA,  = 5 kPa

T ( ) 25 40 55 70

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.32 1.29 1.24 1.17

2* 1.36 1.36 1.33 1.26

2* 1.04 1.05 1.08 1.14

Irreversible rx. 1.01 1.03 1.08 1.22

30wt% MEA,  = 1 kPa

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.25 1.24 1.22 1.18

2* 1.21 1.18 1.15 1.10

2* 1.08 1.07 1.07 1.07

Irreversible rx. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03

pCO2

pCO2

°C

RCO2 1.37 5–×10 1.89 5–×10 2.45 5–×10 2.88 5–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

pCO2

RCO2 9.44 5–×10 1.20 4–×10 1.50 4–×10 1.79 4–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

2

pCO2

°C
pCO2
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can be seen as there is only a minor effect from ignoring the reaction reversibil-

ity in the MEA-system, reflecting the fact that MEA absorbs CO2 almost irre-

versibly at low loadings.

From table 8–3 it is seen that the partial pressure has a large influence on the

sensitivity factors, resulting in a large sensitivity to the bound CO2 diffusivity,

and a reduced sensitivity to the kinetics. This is especially the case in the MEA-

system, where bound CO2 diffusion is seen to be almost totally rate limiting

with =90 kPa. The conditions are here similar to the conditions used in the

experiments with 15wt% MEA and pure CO2 stagnant gas phase, and lead to

the conclusion that the bound CO2 diffusivity can be regressed from these

experiments, as described in 7.3.5. The corresponding simulations with the

TABLE 8–3:  Results from sensitivity analysis, high 

Module GLS S01 (43 cm tube length, 3 mm i.d., 28 tubes)

23.5% MDEA,  = 90 kPa

T ( ) 25 40 55 70

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.14 1.12 1.09 1.05

2* 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.10

2* 1.23 1.26 1.30 1.36

Irreversible rx. 1.04 1.10 1.24 1.42

15% MEA, = 90 kPa

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

2* 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.02

2* 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.52

Irreversible rx. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01

pCO2

pCO2

°C

RCO2 1.20 4–×10 1.58 4–×10 1.89 4–×10 2.04 4–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

pCO2

RCO2 3.17 4–×10 4.06 4–×10 5.03 4–×10 6.05 4–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

pCO2
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MDEA-system (90 kPa, 23.5 wt% MDEA) show the same trend, but a signifi-

cant sensitivity towards the reaction kinetics is still present at the high partial

pressure. In addition, the reaction reversibility is seen to have a large influence

at the higher temperatures. These conditions are similar to the experiments per-

formed with 23.5wt% MDEA with pure CO2/stagnant gas phase. The bound

CO2 diffusivity was regressed from simulations on these experiments, as

described in 7.3.5, although the correlation is expected to be more uncertain

than the corresponding relation for the MEA-system.

The advantage of small contact times when measuring kinetic constants is seen

in table 8–4, where a sensitivity analysis is performed on a membrane module

with conditions corresponding to a contact time of 1 s. The kinetic sensitivity in

TABLE 8–4:  Low  sensitivity analysis with shorter membrane tubes

Membrane module with tube length 5 cm,  1 mm tube diameter and 100 tubes

48.8wt% MDEA,  = 5 kPa

T ( ) 25 40 55 70

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.39 1.36 1.32 1.26

2* 1.40 1.39 1.37 1.34

2* 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.07

Irreversible rx. 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.03

30wt% MEA,  = 1 kPa

 (mol/s)  

2*k2 1.31 1.30 1.29 1.27

2* 1.31 1.30 1.28 1.26

2* 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03

Irreversible rx. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

pCO2

pCO2

°C

RCO2 2.06 6–×10 2.98 6–×10 4.23 6–×10 5.80 6–×10

DCO2

D̃cb

pCO2

RCO2 1.82 5–×10 2.36 5–×10 3.04 5–×10 3.86 5–×10

DCO2

D̃cb
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both MEA and MDEA is significantly increased, while the sensitivity to the

bound CO2 diffusivity and the reverse reaction is decreased.

8.3   Kinetics measurement

As can be seen from table 8–2, except at the highest temperature, the sensitivity

to the reaction kinetics for experiments with 23.5% MDEA with =5 kPa

will be significantly higher than the sensitivity to the bound CO2 diffusivity.

This is because the conditions are close to what corresponds to pseudo first

order reaction, as can be seen from the concentration profiles given in figure

8.3. These are liquid concentration profiles at the membrane outlet. The MDEA

concentration is only moderately depleted at the liquid surface.

New absorption measurements for MDEA were performed with the same exper-

imental conditions as in table 8–2. The membrane absorber model was used for

data regression of the second order rate constant for the CO2-MDEA reaction

from the following expression:

pCO2
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(8.2)

The Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear regression method was used, as imple-

mented in the in-house “Modfit” program (Hertzberg and Mejdell, 1998). Due

to the large sensitivity to the equilibrium model at 70  and the reduced sensi-

tivity to the reaction kinetics, only the experiments for 25, 40 and 55  were

used in the regression. The following Arrhenius relation resulted for the rate

constant:

(8.3)

The agreement on the value of the kinetic constant for the CO2-MDEA reaction

is very good between later sources as can be seen from figure 8.4, where rate

constants from literature are plotted together with that resulting from eq. (8.3).

It is seen that eq. (8.3) gives similar results as Littel et al. (1990) at high temper-

k2 k2 313, B 1
T
--- 1

313
---------– 

 
 
 exp=

°C
°C

k2 3.60
5×10

5330–
T

--------------- 
 exp=

FIGURE 8.4: Arrhenius plot of estimates for the second order rate constant for
the CO2-MDEA reaction
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ature, but is more equal to Rinker et al. (1995) at lower temperature. The main

subject of discussion in later literature has been related to the relative impor-

tance of the hydroxide reaction when absorbing CO2 in unloaded MDEA-solu-

tions. The overall reaction rate constant is normally expressed by:

(8.4)

Early work tended to treat -reaction as pseudo first order in parallel to the

reaction with MDEA (Versteeg and van Swaaij, 1988b; Tomcej and Otto, 1989),

then calculating  from a combination of eq. (8.1) and (8.4). In the rig-

orous mass-transfer model by Glasscock and Rochelle (1989) it was however

shown that  is significantly depleted at the liquid surface and that treating it

as pseudo first order will lead to an underestimation of . This can be

clearly seen from the  concentration profile in figure 8.3. The observation

lead Littel et al. (1990) to re-evaluate the data from Versteeg and van Swaaij

(1988b), which resulted in an increase of 30% in the reported rate-constant. Lit-

tel et al. (1990) from their mass transfer model concluded that the rate constant

should be regressed from an expression neglecting the contribution from .

Rinker et al. (1995) discussed this subject further and showed that the kinetic

constant has to be regressed from a rigorous mass-transfer model including the

true concentration profile of .

8.4   Driving force effects

The correct implementation of the contribution from the  reaction (eq.

(3.5)) to a large extent explains the “driving force effect” observed by Glasscock

and Rochelle (1989) and Rinker et al. (1995), as the relative contribution from

the  reaction is decreasing with increasing CO2 partial pressure. This is due

to the increased interfacial concentration of CO2, which leads to faster depletion

of  at higher partial pressures. 

kov

rCO2
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----------- k
2 OH

-,
c

OH
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-
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To further study the absorption under these conditions, new experiments were

performed in the MDEA system with variable CO2 partial pressure from 2.5 to

10 kPa and concentrations of 23.5, 35 and 48.8 wt% MDEA at a fixed tempera-

ture of 40 .

The results from these experiments are plotted in figure 8.5, including the model

prediction, using eq. (8.3) for the rate constant. The average model deviation in

predicting these experiments was -4.7% with a maximum of -14.6%. It is seen

that the model tends to underpredict the absorption rate at lower partial pres-

sure. The effect is a similar as would have been expected if the contribution

from  was not included in the model. This suggested that a chemical reac-

tion not accounted for in the model contributed to the absorption in this regime.

Versteeg et al. (1986, 1996) suggested that similar effects can be caused by pri-

mary and secondary amine contaminants in commercial MDEA. This hypothe-

sis was investigated by Glasscock (1990) by analyzing the MDEA for impurities

using a similar commercial grade MDEA as in this work. Only traces of the sec-

ondary amines methyl-monoethanolamine and N-methyl-diglycolamine were
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found (<0.1% in total) and it was concluded that this effect was not able to

account for the high absorption rates at low partial pressure. 

One option that has not been considered in the literature in this context is the

contribution from the monalkylcarbonate-reaction, discussed in 3.3.3. As this is

a reaction involving  its contribution will show a similar driving force

dependence as the direct reaction with . The Arrhenius expression for the

kinetic constant of this third order reaction was estimated from the TEA data at

273 and 291 K from Jørgensen and Faurholt (1954) and Jørgensen (1956), lead-

ing to:

(8.5)

The rate of reaction was assumed similar in the MDEA-case, which is expected

to be a reasonable estimate, and the rate expression was included in the absorber

model. The reaction was treated as irreversible due to the relatively high equi-

librium constant of reaction (3.28) and the observation by Jørgensen (1956) that

the monoalkylcarbonate quickly decomposes to bicarbonate. A new parameter

regression was performed for the second order rate constant for the CO2-

MDEA reaction, leading to an expression sligthly different from eq. (8.3) but

very close to Littel et al. (1990).

(8.6)

When simulating the experiments with the model consistenly accounting for the

monalkylcarbonate reaction the resulting average and maximum deviation was

reduced to -4.3 and -11.2%, respectively. It may thus be concluded that the

effect of monalkylcarbonate formation is noticeable but still of minor impor-

tance. In apparatus with lower contact times than used for these experiments,

the contribution may be more important due to the lower degree of  deple-

tion. As opposed to the direct reacion with  the contribution from the alky-

OH
-

OH
-

k3 1662
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 exp=
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lkarbonate reaction may still be present at higher MDEA-concentration, since

MDEA enters in the rate expression of this reaction. 

From figure 8.5 it is seen that the absorption rates are nearly constant when

MDEA-concentration increases from 2000-3000 mol/m3 and is reduced when

MDEA-concentration increases from 3000-4280 mol/m3. A similar trend was

observed by Pani et al. (1997). This behavior results from the fact that viscosity

is  strongly increasing with MDEA-concentration and that the physical solubil-

ity is correspondingly decreasing. These effects overcome the effect of the

increasing pseudo first order rate constant . The trend is very well pre-

dicted by the model.

k2cMDEA
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CHAPTER 9 Conclusions

9.1   Summary

This dissertation has presented a rigorous model for the simulation of CO2

absorption in a membrane contactor with aqueous alkanolamines. The model

explicitly accounts for diffusion and chemical reaction including thermal effects

and the effects of radial viscosity gradients on the molecular transport. An equi-

librium model is developed solving for CO2 partial pressure and concentrations

of all molecular and ionic species at given CO2-loading in solution. 

A new lab-scale test rig for the study of membrane gas absorption has been con-

structed and established. Experiments are done with absorption of CO2 in aque-

ous solution of monoethanolamine (MEA) and methyldiethanolamine (MDEA)

respectively. The effects of varying CO2 partial pressure, liquid velocity and

temperature are systematically investigated with conditions covering the range

of interest for the industrial application in exhaust gas CO2-removal. 

New correlations are developed for the diffusivities of the ionic products of the

CO2-alkanolamine reactions and the possibility of measuring reaction kinetics

in a lab-scale membrane contactor is discussed and investigated. Experiments
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are performed and used in regression of the rate constant for the CO2-MDEA

reaction.

9.2   Conclusions

The review of membrane gas absorption in the literature shows that many

approaches to the problem have not been investigated in earlier literature. This

especially includes rigorous modeling of the diffusion/reaction problem includ-

ing thermal effects and an equilibrium speciation model. Little work has been

done in experimentally investigating the operation of membrane gas absorbers

covering industrially relevant conditions.

The generally accepted “zwitterion mechanism”, used in explaining the

observed orders of reaction in primary and secondary amines, requires a proton

transfer reaction, the zwitterion deprotonation, to be considered rate limiting in

special cases. This contradicts the general conception that reactions only involv-

ing a proton transfer are considered instantaneous. From using ab initio calcula-

tions, it is possible to show that the actual reaction mechanism probably consists

of a set of parallell third order reactions. The reactions involve carbon dioxide,

alkanolamine and the set of species capable of acting as a base in extracting a

proton from the alkanolamine. It is suggested that the fractional reaction orders

observed in several systems result from the extent of which the amphiprotic sol-

vent may act as a base compared to the other bases in solution. 

A speciation model based upon apparent equilibrium constants is shown to give

similar results in terms of liquid speciation as other rigorous activity based mod-

els, which are considerably more computer intensive. The implementation of

activity based models in absorber simulators is presently still limited by the lack

of kinetic and mass transfer data based upon a similar approach.

The experimental study of membrane gas absorption, with a module of straight

tube hollow fibers of microporous PTFE, clearly shows the effects of varying

partial pressure, liquid velocity and temperature in a wide range of operation. It

is shown that the contribution from the gas phase in the overall mass transfer
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resistance is negligible for the conditions studied. Membrane mass transfer

resistance corresponds to less than 12% of the total, leaving the liquid side as

the totally dominating resistance term. The liquid side mass transfer is domi-

nated by diffusion of the ionic reaction products into the bulk of the liquid for

all conditions except at very low partial pressures, where the sensitivity to reac-

tion kinetics is larger. New correlations are developed for the diffusivities of the

reaction products modeled as a bound CO2 chemical species.

The effect of increasing liquid viscosity with increasing CO2-loading is impor-

tant in modeling of the diffusion problem. The radial viscosity and density gra-

dients are however not large enough to significantly influence the liquid

velocity profiles in the membrane tubes. This allows the use of the parabolic

velocity profile derived with the constant viscosity and density assumption.

The developed membrane gas absorber model gives a good prediction of exper-

imental data including the observed trends. The deviation is generally less than

%. Within the range of operation for an industrial contactor with CO2

absorbing in aqueous MEA, the average model deviation is 2.8%. 

A lab-scale membrane gas absorber is considered an excellent unit for the mea-

surement of kinetics of CO2-alkanolamine reactions. The accuracy of measure-

ment can be improved by using a membrane module of optimized design with a

shorter tube length than the one used in this work. 

9.3   Future work

There is a number of subjects encountered that have been considered outside the

scope of this work, but should still recieve further attention in future work. All

computer models are “dynamic models” in the sense that they can continuously

evolve and improve as a result of increased knowledge, increased computational

power and access to new data material. The most important points of improve-

ment, both in terms of modeling and general understanding of membrane gas

absorbers are summarized below:

15±
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• A more rigorous equilibrium model should be included, which is more easily

extended to other conditions (temperatures/pressures/chemical systems) than

those studied in this work. This is made topical through the observation that

the diffusion of bound CO2 reaction products have a rate limiting contribu-

tion to the mass transfer. Large gradients result in the total amine concentra-

tion, which may increase far outside the range of experimental equilibrium

data.

• The equilibrium speciation model developed in this work is non-iterative and

has a minimum effect on the computation time. A rigorous model will be

iterative in terms of both composition and activity/fugacity coefficients and

lead to larger computation time. The possibility of a more efficient numerical

solution of the governing equations should be considered, especially in terms

of discretization in the radial direction. This may be improved by using an

adaptive non-uniform grid and a different method of calculating spatial

derivatives.

• The effects from diffusion of ionic reaction products should be studied more,

both theoretically and experimentally.

• Even if the contribution from gas side mass transfer resistance has been

found negligible for the conditions studied in this work, new experiments

should be performed aimed at correlating the mass transfer coefficient of the

gas. This will be particularly important when modeling a high pressure appli-

cation of the membrane gas absorbers, as the gas diffusivities are signifi-

cantly decreased upon increasing pressure. The contribution from gas side

mass transfer may then be more significant.

• The model should be checked against experiments with physical absorption,

like CO2 in water and chemical absorption of CO2 in NaOH.

• The effect of membrane porosity on the effective mass transfer area is not

completely understood. This should be investigated further through measure-

ments on membranes with different values of porosity.
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• A new membrane module of signficantly shorter tube length should be tested

for the purpose of measuring reaction kinetics.
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APPENDIX 1 Solution in terms of 
the extent of reaction

In 4.4.2 the chemical equilibrium speciation is expressed as a set of equations in

terms of the unknown extents of reaction,  and . Equations (4.62) and

(4.63) are here repeated:

(A1.1)

(A1.2)

The solution in terms of  and  may be expressed as the roots of a fourth

order polynomial in the dummy variable z.

(A1.3)

(A1.4)

ξ1 ξ2

Kc1
my ξ1+( )ξ1

m 1 y–( ) ξ1– ξ2–[ ] my ξ1 ξ2––( )
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Kc2
ξ2

m 1 y–( ) ξ1– ξ2–[ ] my ξ1– ξ2–( )
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

ξ1 ξ2

ξ1 roots Az
4

Bz
3

Cz
2

Dz E+ + + +( )=

ξ2
Kc2ξ1 ξ1 my+( )

Kc1
--------------------------------------=
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(A1.5)

For MDEA, not capable of forming carbamate,  and a polynomial of

second order results. The solution satisfying the constraints (4.64)-(4.67) is:

(A1.6)

As discussed in 3.2, except for loadings approaching zero, the carbonate forma-

tion reaction can often be neglected as a first approximation. In this case

 and the MEA solution reduces to a polynomial of second order. The

root satisfying the constraints (4.64)-(4.67) is given as:

 (A1.7)

A Kc2
2

=

B 2Kc2
2

my 2Kc1Kc2+=

C Kc1
2

Kc1– 2Kc2myKc1 Kc2
2

m
2
y

2
Kc2Kc1m–+ +=

D Kc1
2

m– Kc1my– Kc2m
2
yKc1–=

E Kc1
2

m
2
y Kc1

2
m

2
y

2
–=

ξ2 0=

ξ1
Kc1 y m Kc1

2
6Kc1y y

2
4Kc1

2
y– 4Kc1

2
y

2
4Kc1y

2
–+ + +–+

2 Kc1 1–( )
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

ξ1 0=

ξ2
m 1 Kc2 m 1 Kc2⁄+( )2 4m

2
y 1 y–( )––⁄+

2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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APPENDIX 2 Correlations for the 
equilibrium model

A2.1  Equilibrium Constants

The equilibrium constants are taken from literature as the following temperature

dependent correlations. These may considered the infinite dilute solution limit

and are thus equal to the true thermodynamic equilibrium constants. From the

original sources, equilibrium constants are based on the mole fraction or molal-

ity scale. In this work the molar concentration (mol/m3) is used, thus some of

the equilibrium constants are corrected by the molar density of water, .

Dissociation of water 

Originally with mole fraction scale (Austgen et al., 1989):

(A1.8)

First dissociation of CO2

Originally with mole fraction scale (Austgen et al., 1989):

cw
0

K1 K1
orig

132.899 13445.9– T 22.4773 Tln–⁄( )exp= =
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(A1.9)

Second dissociation of CO2

Originally with mole fraction scale (Austgen et al., 1989):

(A1.10)

Dissociation of protonated MDEA

Originally with molality scale (Oscarson et al., 1989, correlation from Kamps

and Maurer, 1996). Water originally included in the constant:

(A1.11)

Dissociation of protonated MEA

Originally with molality scale (Bates and Pinching, 1951). Water originally

included in the constant:

(A1.12)

MEA carbamate reversion 

The only source of a temperature correlation is Austgen et al. (1989). This is

referred to pure MEA as standard state for alkanolamine, and must be corrected

by the infinite dilution activity coefficient, . This is correlated by relating

K2
K2

orig

cw
0

------------
1

cw
0

----- 231.465 12092.10 T 36.7816 Tln–⁄–( )exp= =

K3 K3
orig

216.049 12431.70 T 35.4819 Tln–⁄–( )exp= =

K4
K4

orig

cw
0

------------
1

cw
0

----- 64.506– 1609.2 T 8.8096 Tln+⁄–( )exp= =

K5
K5

orig

cw
0

------------
1

cw
0

-----10 0.3869 2677.99 T 0.0004277T+⁄+( )= =

γ̂MEA
∞
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the deprotonation constant of Austgen et al. (1989) to that from Bates and

Pinching (1951).

(A1.13)

with 

(A1.14)

Austgen et al. (1989) made the correlation by tuning in their equilibrium model.

The resulting value is lower by a factor of 2 compared to the experimentally

determined value at 40  given by Sartori and Savage (1983), and this factor is

introduced in the model, thus keeping only the temperature dependence from

Austgen et al.

A2.2  The Henry’s law constants

The Henry’s law constant for CO2 in an unloaded MDEA solution is correlated

by the model from Al-Ghawas et al. (1989) as a function of weight percent

amine and temperature, as follows:

(A1.15)

(A1.16)

(A1.17)

(A1.18)

K6
K6

orig

γ̂MEA
∞

------------
1

γ̂MEA
∞

------------ 2.8898 3635.09 T⁄–( )exp= =

γ̂MEA
∞ 4.162

6–×10 T2 5.781
4–×10 T 0.3561–+=

°C

K10 2.01874 23.7638wMDEA– 290.092wMDEA
2

480.196wMDEA
3

–+=

K11 3135.49 15493.1wMDEA 183987– wMDEA
2

300562wMDEA
3

+ +=

K12 813702– 2480810wMDEA– 29201300– wMDEA
2

4.7085200wMDEA
3

+=

HCO2

s m
3

mol kPa⋅
------------------------ 
  0.01013 K10

K11

T
--------

K12

T
2

--------+ +
 
 
 

exp=
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The Henry’s law constant for CO2 in an unloaded MEA solution is calculated

from the value for the pure components according to the mole fraction based

mixing rule recommended by Reid et al. (1986).

(A1.19)

The pure component values are taken from Austgen et al. (1989):

(A1.20)

(A1.21)

A2.3  Salting-out coefficients 

The salting-out coefficients, as applied in the van Krevelen correlation (4.5.1),

are given by Browning and Weiland (1994): 

0.055

0.041

0.043

0.073

0.021

-0.019

Hmix xwHw xMEAHMEA+=

Hw kPa( ) 0.001 170.7126 8477.771
T

---------------------- 21.95743 T 0.005781T+ln–– 
 exp=

HMEA kPa( ) 0.001 89.452 2934.6
T

---------------- 11.592 T 0.01644T+ln–– 
 exp=

h
MEAH

+

h
MDEAH

+

h
MEACOO

-

h
HCO3

-

h
CO3

2-

hCO2
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A2.4  Solvent vapor pressure

The MEA/water mixed solvent vapor pressure is calculated by Raoult’s law for

water, neglecting the contribution from the alkanolamine, as discussed in 4.2.2.

The pure water pressure is calculated by the correlation given by Austgen

(1989):

where T is the temperature in Kelvin.

PH2O
0

kPa( ) 0.001 72.55 7206.7
T

----------------– 7.1385 T 4.0460
6–×10 T

2
+ln– 

 exp=
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APPENDIX 3 Accuracy of the 
measurements

A3.1  Error analysis

The errors in a measurement process may be separated in two parts; the bias, or

systematic error and the imprecision or random error. Systematic errors arise

from making incorrect assumptions or from improper experimental measuring

techniques. These may be minimized by making valid or reasonable assump-

tions and from careful design of the experimental apparatus, operating proce-

dures and from regular calibration of measuring devices. This is believed to be

the case for the experiments performed in this work, as described in chapter 5.

The random error is a purely statistical term and result from the nonrepeatability

of any measurement. It can not be prevented but it can be minimized by using

accurate measuring devices and techniques. The concept of error analysis deals

with the quantification of random errors.

In an experiment that uses the values of parameters from several different mea-

surements to compute some quantity, the inaccuracy of the final result will be

influenced by the errors associated with each of the independent variables. This

is termed error propagation. If the resulting quantity, N, is defined as a function
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of n independent measured quantities, , the error in N,

denoted , may be related to the error in the independent variables u1, u2,

u3,...,un by:

(A1.22)

where the ’s are statistical bounds on the error in the measured quantities,

which will cause an error  in the computed result N (Doeblin, 1990). The

use of equation (A1.22) requires an explicit function for N in terms of the mea-

sured quantities in order to calculate the partial derivatives. The random error in

the calculated absorption rates and the measured liquid concentrations are eval-

uated in the following. 

A3.2  Accuracy of the absorption rates

The absorption rate of CO2 from experiments with stagnant gas mode is given

by equation (5.1), where the measured quantities are the volume of the soap

bubble meter (V), the average stopwatch reading ( ), the system pressure (P)

and the room temperature (T). The estimated errors are as follows:

•

• , the average standard deviation in the stopwatch readings.

• , 0.15% of full scale, as given by manufacturer.

• , for the thermocouple used.

The error in the absorption rate was calculated for each of the experimental

points, making use of eq. (A1.22). The maximum error found was 2.4%.

In the stagnant gas mode, the absorption flux was more or less directly mea-

sured. The most important point was to adapt the measuring volume of the soap

bubble meter to the absorption rate in order to minimize the effect of error in the

average stopwatch reading.

N f= u1 u2 u3 ...,un, , ,( )
∆N

∆N ∆u1 u1∂
∂f ∆u2 u2∂

∂f ∆u3 u3∂
∂f

...+ ∆un un∂
∂f

+ + +=

∆ui

∆N

t

∆V 1 ml=

∆t 0.2 s=

∆P 0.3 kPa=

∆T 0.5°C=
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The accurate measurement of absorption rates in circulating gas mode, was con-

sidered more difficult, as the final result rely on several measured parameters, as

can be seen from eq. (5.3) and (5.4). The measured quantities were the feed

CO2-flow, , the sweep N2-flow, , the total pressure, P, and the mole-

fraction of CO2 in the sample gas, . The estimated errors are as follows:

•  from the calibration of the 1 Nl/min or 0.1

Nml/min mass flow controllers.

•  from the calibration of the 3 Nl/min mass flow con-

troller. 

• , 0.15% of full scale, as given by manufacturer.

•  for the CO2 gas analyzers, accord-

ing to manufacturer (maximum error equal to 1% of full scale).

The error in the absorption rate was calculated for each of the experimental

points, making use of eq. (A1.22). The maximum error found was 12%, corre-

sponding to the points with the lowest absorption rates (high loading, low tem-

perature, low . For loadings lower than 0.25 (MEA), the maximum error

found was 5%. The most important factor in the error was the accuracy of the

CO2 mass-flow controllers.

A3.3  Accuracy of the liquid sample analysis

The liquid CO2 concentration was calculated from eq. (5.14), made up of HCl-

volume, VHCl, titration volume, Vt, blind sample correction, , sample vol-

ume, Vs and NaOH-concentration, cNaOH. The following errors were estimated:

•

•

•

•

QCO2
QN2

yCO2

an

∆QCO2
0.006 0.0006 Nl/min⁄=

∆QN2
0.016 Nl/min=

∆P 0.3 kPa=

∆yCO2

an
0.002 0.001 0.0005 Nl/min⁄⁄=

pCO2

∆Vb

∆VHCl 0.05 ml=

∆Vt 0.1 ml=

∆ ∆Vb( ) 0.1 ml=

∆Vs 0.005 ml=
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•

From eq. (A1.22) the error in the calculated concentration of CO2 is

 or 2%, using typical values of the quantities (VHCl=30 ml,

Vt=10 ml, , Vs=1 ml and cNaOH=0.1 mol/l). 

The liquid amine concentration was calculated from eq. (5.15), made up of the

concentration of sulfuric acid, , the titration volume, Vt and the sample

volume, Vs. The estimated errors are:

•

• =0.1 ml

• =0.005 ml

From eq. (A1.22) the error in the calculated concentration of amine is

 or 2%. This corresponds to the standard deviation found

from a test with 10 parallells of one sample.

∆cNaOH 0.0001 mol/l=

∆cCO2
0.02 mol/l=

∆Vb 0.3 ml=

cH2SO4

∆cH2SO4
0.0001 mol/l=

∆Vt

∆Vs

∆cam 0.1 mol/l=
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